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ARGUMENTS as to whether this year's Radio people can pay. Accordingly, manufacturers produce
ofsets
sets giving permutations and combinations
Show was better, as good as, or worse than last a range of
fc:;atures
of
those
features
which they judge will make the
conclusion
year's have subsided without leaving any
prejudiCe. · widest appeal. For economic reasons it is obvious
which is not to some extent coloured by prejudice.
Our own view would be that it was a better show, that such a range cannot be expected to be complete,
but by a margin too small to justify any claim for and that some potential customers must go without
recognition as a landmark in any future history of or put up with a set which to them is second best.
our
in our
As a way out of this impasse there is, in
Although_,
the development of broadcast receivers. Although,
view,
a
case
for
a
return
to
unit
construction;
but,
out,
points
issue
this
in
elsewhere
review
as our
most of the changes seen this year are developments before the indulgent smiles of the conservative body
of the radio industry give place to ribald laughter,
tr·e nds already discernible a year or more ago,
of trends
there has been ample food for thought in the rate let us hasten to add that we do not visualize a return
at which some of these changes are taking place, and to the block system, which we in this journal are old
the reaction of the buying public to the new types enough to remember, in which every stage was built
as a separate unit, but rather to an extension of the
of set which are offered to them.
'~ hi-fi "
ideas which have found favour with the "hi-fi"
and
television
Take, for example, the combined
v.h.f./f.m. sound receiver. From the technical point enthusiasts. The basic unit would be a vision
of view this is a particularly neat and logical com- receiver with alternative input tuners and a plugbination, since not only the audio-frequency ampli- and-socket take-off point for sound which would go
rectifier I
intermediate-freq uency stages either to a small internal conventional rectifier/
fier but also the early intermediate-frequency
discriminator/amplifier
plifier and loudspeaker, or to an
can be made to fulfil dual functions. There is no discriminator/am
sound-reproduci ng system.
more economical way, either in first cost or in the external high-quality sound-reproducing
hope
other than one based on units could hopie
space taken up in the living room, of making pro- No system other
vision for the reception of all the domestic broadcast to satisfy the individuality expressed by those with
in this country. In spite of this, according strong ideas of what constitutes good sound reproservices .in
ti.tiit system
to reports published in the trade Press, there has duction, and to any who may think that aa unit
been no spectacular swing in popular favour towards must look like a laboratory test bench we commend
this type of receiver, though there were more sets the many fine examples of " custom built" sectional
to choose from this year than last. According to furniture which have recently been introduced.
" electronics " to be any
some dealers, many of their customers still want There is no need for the "electronics"
medium
ahd long waves if only for the reception of more apparent than they are in a conventional
medium. and
the popular Luxembourg programmes; others point receiver, and for those who are prepared to pay the
to the fact that some members of the same family cost, even knobs and dials can be discreetly tucked
may wish to receive the sound programmes while away behind panels or concentrated in .neat remotetelevision-dearl y a case for control units.
others are viewing television—clearly
By these means it should be feasible to give the
separate sets in different rooms. Even those for
man
who wants, say, television with high-quality
may
weight
any
whom
whom: these objections do not carry
still argue that the small power outputs and loud- sound all that he wants without forcing him to
-adequate for the sound buy also an automatic record changer and a cocktail
speakers which are perfectly adequate
cabinet.
accompaniment to television and, indeed, for many
We know only too well that there will always be
of the sound programmes themselves cannot do full
those who want ·to combine X's amplifier with Y's
justice to
t() all the qualities of the B.B.C.'s v.h.f./f.m.
tone-equalizer and Z's loudspeaker, but we have
service. ·
The truth is that no single receiving system can every reason to believe that an experienced dealer
have· either the technical knowledge to help the
completely satisfy all the varying tastes and require- will have
or the arguments to persuade
ments of
of all sections of the community and, at the customer to do this .or
him to stick .to one make.
same time, fall within the price limits that most
459
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ELECTRONICS
AND ELECTRONICS
DEVELOPMENTS IN RADIO AND

elecservices, elecand services,
industries and
technological industries
AS in most technological
As
dominant
cases, aa dominant
some cases,
in some
and, in
significant and,
tronics plays a significant
make
Manufacturers make
aviation. Manufacturers
of aviation.
part in all branches of
and
generators and
vibration generators
design, vibration
use of computers for design,
the
for the
again for
computers again
and computers
testing, and
strain gauges for testing,
the
but the
None but
instruments. None
data instruments.
more advanced flight data
comv.h.f. comwithout v.h.f.
fly without
may fly
smallest light aeroplanes may
com~
radio comdistance radio
long distance
munications equipment and long
flight
the flight
to the
aids to
essential aids
are essential
munication and radar are
controller.
equipcommunications equipground-to-air communications
Developments in ground-to-air
of aa
provision of
the provision
ment are _toward the
and
channels and
of channels
I wider
selection
of
selection
wider
the
In the
selection. In
in selection.
greater flexibility in
transmitter aa
new Murphy MR370 transmitter
any
to any
tunes to
decade switching system tunes
separation
90kc/ s separation
of 622 channels at 90kc/s
100-156Mc/s
the 100-156Mc/s
(56 at lOOkc/s) in the
v.h.f.
airborne v.h.f.
band. In the Murphy airborne
channels
44 channels
receiver (MR300) 44
the
with the
and with
(lOOkc/s) are available and
conSTR9X conStandard Telephones STR9X
Standa'I'd
with
channels with
44 channels
version kit to give 44
former
the former
instead of the
automatic tuning instead
production.
iS' now in full production.
10, is
new
out aa new
Redifon have brought out
bea(200-525kc/s) beamedium-frequency (200-525kc/s)
designed
which isis designed
con, the layout of which
time.
maintenance time.
to reduce routine maintenance
installation
It is available as a dual installation
essenis essenservice is
where continuity of service
automatic
an automatic
tial together _with an
unit.
alarm unit.
change-over and alarm
rescue
air rescue
Two developments in air
have
Burndept have
beacons were noted. Burndept
u.h.f.
crystal-controlled u.h.f.
introduced a crystal-controlled
in
SARBE ") in
beacon transmitter (" SARBE")
two-way
two forms with or without two-way
makare makUltra are
speech facilities, and Ultra
of
version of
inexpensive version
ing an inexpensive
transistor
built-in transistor
" SARAH," with built-in
fishing
on _small
h.t. supply, for use on
small fishing
vessels.
traffic,
of traffic,
With the growing density of
controller
traffic controller
the work of the air traffic
onerous.
increasingly onerous.
becoming increasingly
is becoming
iilfr„ SARAH
c ad a t-i ,tranr„n is
Ultra
ways
to ways
giv.en to
thought has been given
rescue Much
sistorized
and
task
his
simplifying his task and
of simplifying
means of
and means
,beacon with
. . cover and
^Ia| system
in
Decca
now
system now
display
Decca dis
new
in aa new
removed.
under
development
the
controller
under development the controller isis
essential
the essential
presented only with the
and
radar and
All radar
decisions. All
make decisions.
to make
information required to
operators
of operators
team of
by aa team
sifted by
is sifted
material is
flight report material
disthe disof the
basis of
The basis
screen. The
before appearing on his screen.
airthe airof the
plan of
television plan
projection television
play is a 405-line projection
in
transparency in
from aa transparency
derived from
port and its approaches, derived
(dessystem (desDeccafax"
the "'' Deccafax
by the
office by
the outer control office
" system
issue).
this issue).
cribed on p. 470 of this
moving
are moving
display are
static" display
Superimposed on this "" static"
numSmall numarea. Small
the area.
in the
aircraft .in
symbols indicating all aircraft
observation,
radar observation,
under radar
aircraft under
bered squares represent aircraft
of
reports, of
on reports,
based on
movements, based
indicate movements,
while circles indicate
range.
radar range.
aircraft not yet in radar
displaying
and displaying
controlling and
generating, controlling
The method of generating,
numand numsymbols and
The symbols
ingenious. The
the flight symbols is ingenious.
store
with aa store
tube with
monoscope tube
first selected from aa monoscope
bet·s
bers are first
into
fed into
are fed
and are
scan and
spiral scan
20-line spiral
of 100 digits by aa 20-line
period
flyback period
the flyback
during the
tube during
- the main radar display tube
deterposition isis deterTheir position
sweep. Their
each· radial sweep.
between each

and
horizontal and
auxiliary horizontal
in auxiliary
currents in
" gated " currents
mined by "gated"
are
symbols arc
the symbols
normally the
and normally
vertical deflection coils and
target
When aa target
tube. When
the tube.
of the
top of
stored in a row at the top
first
symbols, first
the symbols,
of the
one of
by one
boxed " by
,is "'' boxed
is identified it is
followed
then followed
and isis then
deflection, and
of deflection,
using manual control of
direcand
speed
right
the
with the right speed and direcby putting on a traverse with
time
from time
required from
be required
may be
rate may
tion. Adjustment of the rate
hoped
but itit isis hoped
" boxed "; but
target
the
keep
to
_
to time
the target "boxed";
signals
video signals
The video
auto-following. The
incorporate auto-following.
later to incorporate
coposition cotheir position
and their
symbols and
corresponding ·to
to the symbols
which isis
tube which
c.r. tube
separate c.r.
on aa separate
ordinates are repeated on
the
with the
mixed with
and mixed
synchronized and
scanned at 405 lines, synchronized
conthe conto the
applied to
and applied
information and
"static" Deccafax information
tube.
display tube.
troller's projection display
are
screen are
radar screen
in aa radar
Unwanted permanent echoes in
by aa
radar by
surveillance radar
CR21 surveillance
Cossor CR21
reduced in the Cossor
of
use of
the use
by the
echoes by
rain echoes
and rain
cancellation technique and
quarter-wave
with aa quarter-wave
conjunction with
in conjunction
polarization in
circular polarization
which
equipment, which
This equipment,
beam. This
filter plate in the radar beam.
recently
has recently
year, has
last year,
was shown in prototype form last
form
mobile form
its mobile
in its
and in
trials and
undergone extensive official trials
abroad.
has been widely demonstrated abroad.
peak),
(3MW peak),
high-power (3MW
Marconi's have introduced aa high-power
and
civil and
long-range civil
for long-range
SRlOOO) for
10-cm radar (Type SR1000)
comin comground in
new ground
breaks new
which breaks
military requirements which
in aa
supplies in
power supplies
all power
and all
recei\'er and
bining transmitter, receiver
inxx
81 ·in
in xx 81
87 in
only 87
measuring only
single compact cabinet measuring
40 in.

Doppler Navigation
stations
ground stations
from ground
assistance from
Where navigational assistance
Doppler
the Doppler
or ·inexpedient
is either impracticable or
inexpedient the
change
the change
by the
tracking by
course tracking
in~pendent course
system of independent
the
from the
reflections from
radio reflections
of radio
of apparent frequency of
general
The _general
rival. The
serious rival.
without aa serious
ground is without
and
225) and
(p. 225)
issue (p.
May issue
our May
in our
described in
principles were described
the
of the
disclosed of
been disclosed
have been
details have
since then more details
the
and the
Supply and
of Supply
Ministry of
equipment developed by the Ministry
employs
This employs
R.A.F. This
the R.A.F.
by the
Marconi Company for use by
switched
system switched
aerial system
waveguide aerial
slotted waveguide
a four-element slotted
downwardto direct downwardpointi·ng
pointing beams, forward to port and aft to
starboard or alternately
starboard
jLjU
forward to starboard
The
and aft to port. The
use of simultaneous
beams
fore and aft beams
gives an increase in the
HhBDHCjHHB
o p p 1e r frequency
Doppler
S*
D
shift and compensates
.A-i Hi;:
for small changes in
'
the transmitted frequency-.
quency. The Doppler

Murphy MR370 v.h.f.

transmitter!
transmitter Ireceiver.
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shifts given by the alternating beam
positions are the same only when the axis
of the aerial system is in line with the aircraft's track over the ground; any frequency difference can be used as an error
aeria•l system autosignal to turn the aerial
matically into the line of flight, and so
indicate the drift angle.
Since the beam widths are finite there
are multiple reflections from the ground,
each with a slightly different frequency
shift and this gives a whole spectrum with
a Gaussian distribution about a centre
In
frequency of maximum amplitude.
the Marconi AD2000 (military) and
AD2300 (civil) Doppler Navigators phonic
wheels are synchronized with and follow
the Doppler centre frequency . and are
used to
to drive a computer which gives the
pilot accurate information of course and
distance flown, or his instantaneous position in latitude and longitude.
Ekco have introduced a drift unit (Type
153) for use with their E-120 airborne
search
earch radar which is relatively simple.
s,
singl·e forward beam
It makes use of the single
of the search radar (with the scan stopped
in the forward and downward position)

Marconi SRI000 high-power radar installation

,

Left: Marconi AD
Dopple r
2000 Doppler
navigator (with
pressure covers removed), and top
view of aerial system.
fem.

/53 Doppler drift indicator.
Ek__co
Ekco Type 153
the ground responses on a small c.r. tube
and displays fhe
(" A '' scope).
with a smgle horizontal time base ("A"
Beating between component frequencies of the Doppler
response spectrum causes amplitude modulation and
" fuzziness " of the trace. The beam can be deflected
through a servo system from a dial on the display unit
calibrated in degrees of drift and is adjusted until the
rate"" of the display is a minimUm
"flutter
" flutter rate
minimum (when the
beam is pointing along the ground track). The angle
between the aircraft heading and the track is then read
the' scale. Accuracy depends on the operator's skill
off the
in estimating the null, but is stated to be generally of
± 1 o.
the order of ±1°.
The four-beam method has been adopted by Decca
for their Doppler radar unit, since it lends itself to
integration with the Decca Navigator and Dectra hyperbolic systems.
A complete navigation system
incorporating all the necessary computers and known
as " DIAN" (Decca Integrated Airborne Navigation
system) is now under development.
Electro-mechanical computers of small size are being
used to simplify the preparation and presentation of
flight data such as air speed, Mach number, vertical
speed, altitude, etc. Hitherto these quantities have been
measured and displayed by separate instruments, but

s- M

£1/ioct
Elliott air data computer.
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transpressure transtwo-cap~ule pressure
Jerived from aa two-capsule
can now be derived
dynamic
and dynamic
static and
of static
analogues of
electrical analogues
ducer giving electrical
the
by the
made · by
calculations made
The calculations
pressures. The
pilot tube pressures.
based
are based
and are
temperature and
account temperature
into account
computer take into
atmosphere."
"standard atmosphere."
of aa "standard
characteristics of
on the characteristics
of
Ministry of
the Ministry
by the
initiated by
Development has been initiated
by
shown by
were shown
interpretations were
practical interpretations
Supply and practical
interesting
An interesting
Kelvin-Hughe s. An
Elliott Brothers and Kelvin-Hughes.
the
instruments isis the
these instruments
in these
used in
feature of the displays used
greatly
giving greatly
scale giving
type scale
fixed-pointer, moving-band type
fixed-pointer,
12
are 12
there are
computer there
Elliott computer
the Elliott
increased length. In the
in
radially in
arranged radially
are arranged
these are
and these
transistor amplifiers and
container.
pressurized container.
the cylindrical pressurized

including
noted including
were noted
items were
interesting items
Many other interesting
and
leads and
trailing leads
long trailing
with long
an intercomm. system with
crews
servicing
ground servicing crews
by ground
use by
for use
special headphones for
special
capa(Ultra); aa capaconditions (Ultra);
noise conditions
ambient noise
under severe ambient
di·lation
the dilation
measure the
to measure
enough to
sensitive enough
citance bridge sensitive
Kerr); aa
(Wayne Kerr);
force (Wayne
centrifugal force
under centrifugal
of rotors under
prototesting protoand testing
assembling and
for assembling
system for
" breadboard " system
aircraft
of aircraft
types of
new types
(Vactric); new
servomechanis ms (Vactric);
type servomechanisms
up
temperatures up
operating temperatures
continuous operating
wiring cables for continuous
recording
data recording
tape data
magnetic tape
(B.I.C.C,); aa magnetic
240°C (B.I.C.C.);
to 240"C
(Solartron)·
signals (Solartron);
FM signals
or EM
PDM or
system for analogue, EDM
developing a~
VG 109, developing
Model VG109,
generator, Model
and a vibration generator.
(Goodmans).
8,000lb (Goodmans).
thrust of 8,0001b
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Restrictions
Tube Restrictions
Valves and C.R. Tube

Technician ?
What is a Technician?

of
supply of
the supply
to the
relating to
REGISTERED
REGISTERE D agreements relating
referred
recently referred
those recently
among those
are among
tubes are
valves and c.r. tubes
Court,
Practices Court,
Restrictive Practices
the Restrictive
to the
by the Board of Trade to
have
which have
restrictions which
the restrictions
whether the
which has to decide " whether
public
the public
to the
contrary to
are contrary
registrable are
made. an agreement registrable
made
information
furnish information
can furnish
who can
Anyone who
interest or not." Anyone
agreethese agreeof these
effects of
the effects
of the
experience of
from his own experience
between
arrangements between
dealing arrangements
exclusive dealing
ments covering exclusive
maximum
of maximum
fixing of
the fixing
users, the
and users,
manufacturers, dealers and
comto cominvited to
imports, isis invited
on imports,
restrictions on
discounts and restrictions
Restricof RestricRegistrar of
the Registrar
to the
Solicitor to
municate with the Solicitor
Chancery
House, Chancery
Chancery House,
Agreements, Chancery
tive Trading Agreements,
2858.)
Chancery 2858.)
(Tel.: Chancery
Lane, London, W.C.2. (Tel.:

the
by the
laymen by
of laymen
minds of
the minds
in the
THE confusion caused in
technician
and technician
engineer and
words engineer
the words
of the
indiscriminate use of
recent
the recent
by the
confounded by
further confounded
still further
must have been still
averincreases averpay increases
that pay
press that
lay press
announcement in the
the lay
technicians
television technicians
all"
to all
given to
be given
to be
aging £125 were to
" television
downwards.".
year downwards."
£1,600 aa year
of £1,600
rate of
from the top existing rate
by
signed by
agreement signed
the agreement
concerned the
The announcement concerned
Association
the Association
and the
contractors and
programme contractors
the I.T.A. programme
Technicians
Allied Technicians
and Allied
Television and
of Cinematograph,
Cinematograph , Television
~upervisory
include supervisory
who include
members who
on behalf of its members
camera
engineers, camera
control engineers,
and control
maintenance and
engineers, maintenance
the
understood the
It isis understood
etc. It
assistants, etc.
operators, technical assistants,
agreement,
similar agreement,
for aa similar
negotiating for
be negotiating
Association
Assodation will be
rates
overtime rates
but overtime
increases but
pay increases
which covers not only pay
B.B.C.
the B.B.C.
with the
employment, with
and conditions of employment,

Cabinet Styling
accesmaterials, accescabinet materials,
of cabinet
manufacturers of
ABOUT 60 manufacturers
threeat aa threeexhibiting at
are exhibiting
nts"
sories and ""embellishme
embellishments
" are
Equipment
Radio Equipment
British Radio
the British
by the
organized by
day trade show organized
which isis
exhibition, ·which
The exhibition,
Association. The
Manufacturers'' Association.
Manufacturers
Hotel,
Royal Hotel,
the Royal
at the
held at
be held
will be
international, will
to be international,
3rd.
to 3rd.
1st to
October 1st
from October
W.C.l, from
Wobum
Woburn Place, London, W.C.I,
6.0,
to 6.0,
2.0 to
from 2.0
open from
is open
which is
Admission to the show, which
visitors,
trade visitors,
fide trade
bona fide
is limited to bona
tickets
invitation tickets
who can obtain invitation
Square,
Russell Square,
59, Russell
from B.R.E.M.A., 59,
12(0
London, W.C.l.
1212
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n
Licences
August
for August
ALTHOUGH the figures for
10
going
of going
time of
the time
are not available at the
that
certain that
pretty certain
to press it is pretty
now
U.K. now
the U.K.
television licences in the
'
sound-only
of sound-only
exceed the number of
are,
figures are,
July figures
licences. The July
6
television
sound-only 7,374,865, television
319,163
the 319,163
7,269,748:
7,269,748; If, however, the
7
July g
in July
current in
radio current
licences for car radio
sound-only 2
the sound-only
are deducted from the
7,055,702 ^
of 7,055,702
total of
g
figure the resulting total
was *
licences was
sound licences
for domestic sound
P
5
telethe telealready some 200,000 ·below
below the
2
vision figure.
%
chart
this
in this chart
The thermometers in
4 —z
the
of the
fall of
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show the gradual rise and
2
the
during
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, S
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year. The
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1
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'
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I
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Schools Television
1,000
about 1,000
scholars -in
that scholars
estimated that
IT has been estimated
in about
teleschools teleB.B.C.'s schools
the B.B.C.'s
when the
schools will be viewing when
-B.B.C.
All B.B.C.
24th. All
September 24th.
to-day, September
vision service opens to-day,
for
(designed for
programmes (designed
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radiate the
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school days.
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Television transmissions
trans,mssiOns for schools are also being
radiated from two I.T.A. stations, Croydon and Lichradiated
field, from September 23rd. They are being organized
Associated-Rediffusion, the programme contractors,
by Associated-Rediffusion,
and will be transmitted on Mondays to Fridays from
2.45 to 3.10 and repeated from 3.25 to 3.50.
As we mentioned some months ago, the Association
of Education Committees (10, Queen Anne Street,
London, W.l) has issued aa report on television equipment for
f-or schools which lists a number of " approved "
receivers
Brit.I.R.E.
Brit.l.R.E. Awards
THE Clerk Maxwell premium, the senior award of the
Brit.I.R.E., is to be presented to Dr. K. D. Froome of
the N.P.L.
N .P.L. Metrology Division. The 20-gn. award is
Microwave determinations of the
made for his paper ""Microwave
velocity of light."
The Institution's 20-gn. Heinrich Hertz premium,
awarded for the most outstanding paper dealing with
the mathematical or physical aspect of radio, goes to
Dr. A. G. Edwards (A.E.I. Research Laboratories) for
ciratmoopherics on tuned cirhis paper "The effects of atmospherics
K . E. Harris, Cossor Radar's research director,
cuits." K.
receives the Brabazon 15-gn. premium (awarded for a
contribution on radio and electronic devices for aircraft
safety) for his paper ""Some
Some problems of secondary surveillance radar systems."
Both the Louis Sterling (15gns.) and the Marconi
(lOgns.) premiums go to overseas engineers. The first
to Dr. A. van Weel (Philips, Eindhoven) for " Some
remarks on the radio-frequency phase and amplitude
characteristics of television receivers," and the second
St.
to Professor P. M. Honnell (Washington University, St.
"Prescribed-funct ion vibration generator."
Louis) for "Prescribed-function
H. J. Leak receives the 5-gn. Norman Partidge
" High fidelity loudspeakers: the
Memorial Award for "High
performance of moving-coil and electrostatic transducer6."
ducers."
^Sandivich" and Special Courses
"Sandwich"
NEARLY 70 colleges in all parts of the country are now
courses-consistin g of alternate
offering sandwich courses—consisting
to
college-leading to
periods of work in industry and college—leading
advanced-level awards such as the Higher National
Diploma or Certificate or the recently introduced
Diploma in Technology. A list of sandwich courses was
published early in September by the Ministry of Educals 4d).
tion (H.M.S.O., Is
part-time
regular full-time and part-time
In addition to the regular
technical
courses for recognized awards provided by technical
are
colleges and polytechnics, a large number of them are
Among
conducting short-term specialized courses.
following :
those beginning this term are the following:
Devices.-Twenty lectures
Transistors
T ransistors and Allied Devices.—Twenty
October
(Tuesday afternoons or evenings beginning October
London,
Road, London,
8th'
8th) at Borough Polytechnic, Borough Road,
l. (Fee 50s.)
S.E.I.
S.E.
Techniques.-Tw enty-two lectures on the
Pulse Techniques.—Twenty-two
fundamental principles (Monday evenings, beginning
October 7th) and a 12-week laboratory course (Monday
afternoons or Thursday evenings, beginning October
28th) at Borough · Polytechnic. (Fees 50s and 20s
respectively.)
Applications.-Eig ht lectures
Transistor Physics and Applications.—Eight
23rd
on successive Wednesday evenings from October 23rd
at South East London Technical College, Lewisham
Way, London, S.E.4. (Fee 20s.)
Calculus.-A course of 20 evening lecOperational Calculus.—A
applications to electric circuit theory begins at
tures on apphcations
South East London Technical College on October 22nd
(Fee 26s.)
Control Engineering.—A
~ngineering.:-A series of courses covering
feedback
mstrumentatwn, mathematics of feedback
industrial instrumentation,
systems and automatic process control are being given
at Battersea College of Technology, Battersea Park Road,

London, S.W.ll, during the Autumn and Spring terms.
They begin in the week commencing September 30th.
Linear Servomechanisms.
— A one-year evening
Servomechanism s.course (Mondays) begins at Battersea College of Techcourse
nology on September 30th. (Fee 20s.)
Pulse Circuit Design.—Twenty-two
Design.-Twenty -two evening lectures
lOth, at Twickenham Techbegin on Thursday, October 10th,
Tw:ickenham. (Fee 40s.)
nical College, Egerton Road, Twickenham.
Higher technology courses at Southall Technical
College, Beaconsfield Road, Southall, Middlesex, include
radio telemetry (12 lectures, beginning September 30th),
digital computers (12 lectures, October 1st), transistors
(12 lectures, October 2nd), and pulse techniques (18
lOth).
lectures, October 10th).
Layman.-A course on elementary
Essentially for Layman.-—A
theory of electrical and electronic engineering, including
some radio and television servicing, on Mondays and
Wednesdays at the Wesley Evening Institute, Wesley
Wednesdays
Road, London, N.W.10
N.W.lO. (Fee 30s.)
2,600 miles on 2 metres is the record set up by two
amateurs in California and Hawaii in July, according
to a note in the R.S.G.B. Bulletin. The Californian
to
station, W6NLZ, near Los Angeles, used a 13-element,
station,
at
24-ft Yagi and the Hawaiian station, KH6UK, at
Kahuku, Oahu, employed an array consisting of four
had
24-ft Yagis in a box formation. Both transmitters had
lkW. With such arrays what were the
an output of IkW.
e.r.p.s?
A fourth channel in Band III has now been cleared.
The first station to operate in it will be the I.T.A.
Chilterton Down, Isle of Wight, transmitter, which,
central Southern
when opened next summer, will serve central
England. The carriers in channel II will be
201.25 Mc/s (sound), and 204.75 Mc/s (vision).
Radio Hobbies Exhibition is the new title given to
the annual amateur radio show organized by the Radio
Society of Great Britain. The emphasis at the show,
which opens at the Royal Horticultural Old Hall,
S.W.l, on October 23rd for
Vincent Square, London, S.W.I,
four days, will be on home construction. Admission to
the exhibition, open daily from 11.0 to 9.0, costs 2s.
days " at the headB.S.I.R.A.—The
B.S.I.R.A.-The series of " open days"
quarters of the British Scientific Instrument Research
Association at Southill, Elmstead Woods, Chislehurst,
has
11th, has
Kent, originally arranged for October 7th to lllh,
for
been extended to include the 14th also. Enquiries for
invitation tickets should be addressed to the director.
v.h.f. transmitter on the
Isle of Man is to have a v.h.f,
station
same site as the permanent Douglas television station
will
now being completed at Carnane. Initially itit will
transmit only the Home Service.
E.I.A.-The American RadioFor R.E.T.M.A. read E.I.A.—The
Electronics-Television
Manufacturers' Association,
Electronics-Televi sion
which through the years has grown from R.M.A.
RE.T.M.A., has now changed its
through R.T.M.A. to R.E.T.M.A.,
name to the all-embracing Electronic Industries
Association.
the
of the
Communications .-A five-week meeting of
Air Communications.—A
Civil
communications division of the International Civil
Septemon SeptemAviation Organization opened in Montreal on
radiowith radiolOth. It will be concerned primarily with
ber 10th.
telephone facilities and procedure (especially in relation
It
system). It
calling system).
to the introduction of the selective calling
techinternational techof international
will also consider the formulation of
nical standards for air traffic control radar equipment.
Canada's fourth Decca Navigator chain, covering the
October. The third
Quebec area, will be opened in October,
August,
chain, centred at Nova Scotia, was opened in August,
Newand two other chains (Newfoundland West and Newfoundland East) are under test by the Canadian Departthe
in the
ment of Transport. Two of the stations in
the!
Western Newfoundland chain are also used for the
North Atlantic Dectra long-range navigational system.
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Persoaali
lies
Personalities
Lord Brabazon, president
president of
of the
the Radio
Radio Industry
Industry
succession to
Council in succession
Edward Appleton,
to Sir
Sir ·Edward
Appleton, isis aa
director of Electric
Electric &
& Musical
Musical Industries,
Industries, Ltd.
Ltd. For
For
the war
war he
he was
was president
president of
some time before the
of the
the now
now
defunct Radio Manufacturers'
Manufacturers' Association.
Association. UnforUnfortunately sickness prevented
prevented him
him from
from performing
performing his
his
as R.I.C.
first public function as
R.I.C. president—the
president-the opening
opening of
of
the Earls Court Radio Show.
Show.
Sir Thomas Spencer,
Spencer, M.I.E.E.,
M .I.E.E., on
on September
September 9th
9th
completed 50 years'
years' service
service with
with Standard
Standard Telephones
Telephones
and Cables, of which he
is
chairman
and
managing
he is chairman and managing
director. Sir Thomas,
Thomas, who
who is
is also
also chairman
chairman of
of
Telecommunication Laboratories,
Standard Telecommunication
Laboratories, KolsterKolsterBrandes, and International
International Marine
Marine Radio
Radio Company,
Company,
and first chairman
chairman of
was founder and
of the
the TelecommunicaTelecommunication Engineering and Manufacturing
Manufacturing Association.
Association.
Sir Leonard Owen, C.B.E., has
has been
been appointed
appointed manmanaging director of the
the Industrial
Industrial Group
Group of
of the
the Atomic
Atomic
Energy Authority in succession
succession to
to Sir
Sir Christopher
Christopher
F.R.S., who
Hinton, K.B.E., F.R.S.,
who has
has become
become chairman
chairman of
of
Electricity Generating
the Central Electricity
Generating Board.
Board. Sir
Sir Leonard,
Leonard,
who obtained his degree
degree of
of Master
Master of
of Engineering
Engineering at
at
Liverpool University, has
has been
been engaged
engaged in
in the
the developdevelopatomic energy
ment of Britain's atomic
energy programme
programme since
since 1946
1946
and for the past three
three years
years has
has been
been director
director of
of enginengineering and deputy managing
managing director
director of
of the
the Industrial
Industrial
Group.
Rear Admiral P. Dawnay,
Dawnay, M.V.O.,
M.V.O., D.S.C.,
D.S.C., who
who in
in
January takes up the appointment
appointment of
of Flag
Flag Officer
Officer Yachts,
Yachts,
specialist and
and was
was at
is a signals specialist
at one
one time
time captain
captain of
of
school H.M.S.
the naval signal school
H.M.S. Mercury.
Mercury. From
From 19411941to the
the Admiralty
Admiralty Delegation
43 he was signal officer to
Delegation
and the
in Washington and
the combined
combined chiefs
chiefs of
of staffs,
staffs, and
and
in 1945 was signal officer
officer at
at the
the Yalta
Yalta conference
conference of
of
heads of States. In 1946
1946 he
he was
was promoted
promoted captain
captain and
and
1948-50, was
for two years, 1948-50,
was deputy
deputy director
director of
of die
the Signal
Signal
Admiralty.
Division at the Admiralty.
H. E. Cornish, O.B.E., M.C.,
M.C., B.Sc.(Eng.),
B.Sc.(Eng.), A.C.G.I.,
A.C.G.I.,
Sir Archibald
M.I.E.E., succeeds Sir
Archibald Gill,
Gill, K..B.,
K.B., B.Sc.(Eng.),
B.Sc.(Eng.),
manager of
M.I.E.E., as general manager
of British
British TelecommuniTelecommunications Research, Ltd., the
the research
research establishment
establishment
Automatic Telephone
jointly set up by Automatic
Telephone &
& Electric
Electric ComComB.l. Callender's
Callender's Cables,
pany and B.I.
Cables, at
at Taplow,
Taplow, Bucks,
Bucks,
some ten years ago. Sir
Sir Archibald,
Archibald, who
who now
now becomes
becomes
chairman of B.T.R., which
which he
he joined
joined last
last year,
year, was
was
engineer-in-chief of
of the Post
Post Office
Office until
until his
his retirement
retirement
in 1951. Mr. Cornish
Cornish has been
been Postmaster
Postmaster General
General of
of
Sarawak since 1951
1951 and previously
previously held
held telecommunitelecommuniengineering and
and administrative
administrative posts
posts in
cations engineering
in Nigeria
Nigeria
and Malaya.
has relinquished
relinquished the
C. G. Mayer, M.I.E.E., has
the post
post of
of
Great Britain,
Britain, Ltd.,
managing director of R.C.A. Great
Ltd., to
to
appointed in
in July
July last
last year,
year, and
which he was appointed
and has
has
representative for
for Europe
Europe of
of the
become special representative
the parent
parent
company, Radio Corporation
Corporation of
of America.
America. His
company.
His office
office isis
in Eagle House,
Hou-se, 109,
109, Jermyn
Jermyn Street,
Street, London,
London, S.W.I.
S.W.l.
the position
position of
of managing
managing director,
P. A. Tumor resumes the
director,
which he relinquished last
last year.
year.
R. S. Roberts, M.Brit.I.R.E.,
M.Brit.I.R.E., until
until recently
recently senior
senior
lecturer in the department
department of
of radio
radio and
and musical
musical instruinstruthe Northern
North,em Polytechnic,
Polytechnic, Holloway,
ment technology at the
Holloway,
which he
he joined
joined in
in 1937,
1937, has
London, N.7, which
has been
been
appointed executive
Wolsey Elecexecut~ve technical
technic~! director
director of
of _Wolsey
El~c
Prtor to
to entering
entermg the
the teaching
teaching profession
tronics, Ltd. Prior
profess1on
14 years with
with Wright
Wright &
& Weaire,
Weaire, where
he was for 14
where he
he
was in charge of the
the technical
technical department.
department. For
For three
three
war Mr.
Mr. Roberts,
years during the war
Roberts, who
who isis 51,
51, was
was
seconded to the Ministry
Ministry of
of Aircraft
Aircraft Production
Production for
for
development of
work on the development
of radar
radar equipment.
equipment. During
During
his career as a lecturer
lecturer he
he has
has also
also worked
worked as
as aa concon-

sultant and was for some years
years an
an examiner
examiner in
in advanced
advanced
radio engineering for the
the Brit.I.R.E.
Brit.I.R.E. graduate
graduate examinaexamination.
W. E. Miller, M.A.(Cantab.),
M.A.(Cantab.), becomes
becomes assistant
assistant
managing director of the
the Trader
Trader Pubhshing
Publishing Co.,
Co., pubpublishers of Wireless & Electrical
Electrical Trader,
Trader, of
of which
which he
he isis
managing editor. H. E.
E. Craddock
Craddock becomes
becomes managing
managing
director of the company. Mr.
Mr. Miller
Miller started
started his
his journajournalistic career in 1925 when
when he
he joined
joined the
the staff
staff of
of ExperiExperimental Wireless, now
Electronic
&
Radio
Engineer,
now Electronic & Radio Engineer, and
and
a year later joined
joined the
the Trader
Trader as
as technical
technical editor.
editor. He
He
the
British
Institution
of
Radio
was president of
of the British Institution of Radio
Engineers from 1952-54
and
is
honorary
secretary
of
the
1952-54 and is honorary secretary of the
Radio Industries Club.
J. M. Dodds, O.B.E.,
O.B.E., M.A.,
M.A., B.Sc.(Eng.),
B.Sc.(Eng.), Dr.
Dr. Ing.,
lng.,
has succeeded B. G.
G. Churcher,
Churcher, M.Sc.,
M.Sc., as
as manager
manager
of the research department
department of
of Metropolitan-Vickers.
Metropolitan-Vickers.
Dr. Dodds, who
~ho joined
joined the
the company
company in
in 1928
1928 and
and after
after
two years as a college
college apprentice
apprentice went
went into
into the
the research
research
department, was one of the
the first
first two
two industrial
industrial engineers
engineers
to be taken fully into the
the confidence
confidence of
of the
the Government
Government
on radar—the
radar-the other was
was L.
L. H.
H. Bedford.
Bedford. Dr.
Dr. Dodds
Dodds
has been assistant
assistant manager
manager of
of the
the research
research department
department
since 1953.
L. Roullier, A.M.I.E.E., isis appointed
appointed head
head of
of the
the
recently-formed Electrical
Electrical Division
Division of
of Aluminium
Aluminium
Laboratories, Ltd., of Banbury,
Banbury, Oxon.
Oxon. He
He has
has been
been
transferred from Aluminium
Aluminium Union,
Union, Ltd.,
Ltd., London,
London,
where he was engaged
engaged on
on development
development engineering
engineering
associated with the use
use of
of aluminium
aluminium in
in electrical
electrical
apparatus. He joined
joined the
the Aluminium
Aluminium Group
Group of
of ComCompanies in 1954
1954 after six
six years
years with
with Johnson
Johnson && Phillips,
Phillips,
Ltd., with whom he
he ·served
served aa post-graduate
post-graduate apprenticeapprenticeship course.
R. W. Fane, M.Sc., A.Inst.P.,
A.Inst.P., author
author of
of the
the article
article on
on
thermionic cathodes, graduated
graduated from
from University
University College,
College,
Exeter (now the University
University of
of Exeter).
Exeter). Following
Following
National Service
Serv1ce he returned
returned to
to Exeter
Exeter where,
where, after
after
taking a Diploma in
in Education,
Education, he
he carried
carried out
out research
research
on thermionic emission and
and was
was awarded
awarded an
an M,Sc.
M.Sc. by
by
London University in
in 1951.
1951. He
He joined
joined Marconi's
.Marconi's as
as aa
lecturer on post-graduate courses
courses at
at .Marconi
Marconi College,
COllege,
transferring to the
the Research
Researca Laboratories
Laboratories in
in 1954
1954 to
to
work on problems relating
relating to
to high
high current
current density
density
electron beams.
Thomas W. G. Calvert,
Calvert, B.Sc.,
B.Sc., who,
who, on
on page
page 505,
505,
writes on the use of ferrites
ferrites for
for f.m.,
f.m., isis aa graduate
graduate of
of
University College,
College, London. For
For two
two years
years prior
prior to
to
coming to London ·in
in 1954
1954 he
he was
was aa student
student at
at PortsPortsmouth Municipal College.
College. He
He is
is 21
21 and
and has
has now
now
of I.C.I.
I.C.I.
joined the metals division of
R. A. Burberry, of the
the radio
radio division
division of
of Standard
Standard
Telephones & Cables, was
was recently
recently awarded
awarded aa prize
prize by
by
the Royal Aeronautical Society
Society for
for his
his paper
paper "Aerial
"Aerial
systems for aircraft" published
published by
by the
the Society.
Society. He
He
joined S.T.C. in 1947,
1947, after
after five
five years
years at
at the
the T.R.E.
T.R.E.
(now R.R.E.), Malvem,
Malvern, and
and is
is now
now head
head of
of aa group
group
working on aircraft aerials.
John G. Elting, formerly
formerly with
with Ultra
Ultra Electric
Electric as
as proprojoined Simon
Simon Equipment,
duction engineer, has joined
Equipment, Ltd.,
Ltd., as
as
works manager.

OBITUARY
Langmuir, who
Dr. Irving Langmuir,
who in
in 1950
1950 retired
retired from
from the
the
directorship of
of the
the physical
physical chemical
associate directorship
chemical research
research
American General
General Electric
laboratories of the American
Electric Company
Company
in Schenectady, died on
on August
August 16th
16th at
at the
the age
age of
of 76.
76.
Dr. Langmuir, who
who was awarded
awarded the
the Nobel
Nobel chemistry
chemistry
prize in 1932,
1932, is perhaps
perhaps best
best known
~own in
in our
our field
fiel? for
~or
his researches on
on surface
surface chemistry
chemistry and
and the
the emission
emission
in gases
gases which
from hot filaments in
which led
led to
to the
the invention
invention
lamp and
and rectifier.
rectifier. He
of the gas-filled lamp
He received
received numernumere
among them
them the
ous awards, among
the Hughes
Hughes Medal
Medal of
of th
the
Royal Society.
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Trends as Seen by Wireless
AERIALS
AER IALS
possibilities
developmen t with interesting possibilities
A NEW development
A
of
number of
standardizi ng a limited number
is the idea of standardizing
as
them as
using them
aerial units or ""aerial
aerial bricks" and using
any
the occasion demands to assemble aerials for any
serof sercombinatio n of
location or for any service or combination
the
planned the
well planned
If well
envisage;. If
vices it is possible to envisage,.
or
single-band or
either single-band
"aerial bricks" will enable either
little
very little
with very
multi-band aerials to be assembled with
fewer
having fewer
difficulty and the dealer benefits . by having
particular
his particular
as his
parts to stock; the listener benefits as
and
met and
requirements
requirements can easily and cheaply be met
concentrate
to concentrate
has to
manufactur er benefits as he has
the manufacturer
limited number of standard
only on production of a limited
rebe reparts. Prices and installation costs should be
duced all round.
it
say it
and say
Belling-Lee call this a "Unit Plan" and
aerial
offers the choice of over 200 different outdoor aerial
A
combinations
C?~binations and many more indoor varieties. A
new
similar
arrangemen t is adopted by Burwell for a new
sumlar arrangement
this
"View-We ll" aerials. In this
range described as "View-Well"
case there is a basic unit consisting of a threeelement Band-III aerial with a folded dipole adjustable for length, one reflector and one director. The
swivel
with swivel
elements are , mounted on a cross-arm with
of -additional
fittings at each end for attachment of
additional
directors
units. These can be either extra Band-III directors
combinatio n of
or Band-I
Band-11 systems, or a combination
Band-1 or Band-II
system.
all three can be assembled as a unified aerial system.
to
elements to
Provision for adding ,extra
extra director elements
aa basic aerial unit forms part of the J-Beam Aerial's

aerial
policy. The main unit is a slot-beam Band-III aerial
two
and two
having a skeleton slot with four directors and
fourreflectors forming the equivalent of a double fourby aa
element broadside aerial. It is supported by
"Y "-shaped fitting attached to the twin cross-arms
t.h~ slot and the side arrays of
supporting
supp<?r~ing each end of the
of
form of
parasitic elements. Additional units
units, in the form
increase
nece~sary to increase
directors, are added when it is necessary
the gain and/or directivity of the system and with

One of the Belling-Lee new
Band-Ill loft aerials.
Band-III
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Indoor television
Indoor
televisionaerials
aerials
have received quite
quite aa
lot of
of attention
attention lately
lately and
and
REFLECTOR
lot
have emerged
emerged as
as two
two
^-ELEMENTS
have
1 16
distinctive types.
types.
"l-1
/ H
ROOM III
Iquite
"
distinctive
H B
/
Hli
There
There isis the
the "in-the" in-the/
) r
g|B
room"
room " type
type and
and the
the loft
loft
' '
LiJBB
or
or attic
attic type
type and
and their
their
principal differences
differences are
are
that the former must be
be
DIPOLEreasonably
DIPOLE
reasonably small,
small, pleasing
pleasing
AERIAL
to
to the
the eye
eye and
and serve
serve for
for
both the high and
and the
the
low television bands.
bands.
These often stand on top
top
verting Band-I
of
for converting
Meadow-Dale units for
converting
Band-/ dipole
dipole toto
of the
the set,
set, like
like the
the BellBellan"
J-1."
an
" H."
ing-Lee ""Golden
Golden V,"
V,"
Diamond," or
and the Labgear
Labgear ""Diamond,"
or alternatively
alternatively
they can be mounted inconspicuously
inconspicuously like
like the
the ·LabLabgear "Spiral" or
or again
again be
be fixed,
fixed, in
in one
one way
way or
or
another, to the wall like
lik,e the
the Wolsey
Wolsey "Twin-Super."
"Twin-Super."
Golden V"
The Belling-Lee ""Golden
V" consists
consists of
of two
two
short telescopic .rods
rods with
with provision
provision for
for swivelling
swivelling
in several directions and
and can
can be
be used
used as
as an
an ordinary
ordinary
dipole
dipole mounted on aa picture
picture rail
rail ifif desired.
desired. ItIt
provides for reception
reception on
on both
both television
television bands
bands and
and
also on the f.m.
f.m. band,
band, but
but should
should favour
favour the
the 200200Mc/s band as the
the rods
rods will
will not
not extend
extend to
to aa fullfulllength ·Band-I
Band-1 or Band-II
Band-II dipole,
dipole, the
the total
total length
length
Wolsey
Wo/sey " Twin-Super ""
being adjustable from 20
20 in
in to
to just
just over
over 32
32in.
in.
indoor television aerial.
contribution, the
the "Diamond,"
Labgear's new contribution,
"Diamond," isis
virtually a full-wavelength
full-wavelength loop
loop on
on Band
Band III
III and
and aa
tuned loop on Band
Band I,
I, tuning
tuning on
on Band
Band II being
being
effected by a small
small pre-set
pre-set capacitor
capacitor housed
housed in
in the
the
top insulator, as
as shown
shown in
in the
the drawing,
drawing, and
and some
some
loading inductance in
in the
the base.
base. The
The capacitor
capacitor enenLabgear indoor "Diamond"
ables the loop to be
be adjusted
adjusted on
on any
any of
of the
the Band-I
Band-!
twin-band television aerial.
aerial.
channels. It is directional
directional and
and should
should be
be useful
useful in
in
suppressing ghosts due
due to
to multi-path
multi-path reception.
reception. ItIt
is said
sc:id to be effective up
up to
to about
about 20
20 miles
miles from
from aa
station.
of aa 16-element
16-element aerial
aerial can
can easily
easily
these the equivalent of
A novel twin-band aerial
up. The
The basic
basic aerial
aerial does
does not
not have
have to
to ·be
be
aerial is
is the
the Wolsey
Wolsey "Twin" Twinbe built up.
Super" designed for
disturbed other than
than for
for the
for mounting
the assembly
mounting on
assembly of
of the
on the
the extra
the wainscot
extra
wainscot or
or
suspended from a picture
picture rail.
director units.
rail. It
It consists
consists of
of aa halfhalfstandardization has
has also
also been
been wave Band-III dipole
dipole and
and an
an approximately
approximately threethreeA step towards standardization
with their
their "Turret"
" Turret " wall
Band-III element
wall bracket
element telescoped
bracket quarter wavelength Band-III
taken by Wolsey with
telescoped
into one end, as shown
and universal aerial
aerial clamp.
clamp. The
The latter
latter allows
allows the
the
shown in
in the
the photographic
photographic illusilluscombined Band-I/Band-III
Band-I/Band-III aerial
tr:::tion. These function
aerial tration.
function as
as two
two collinear
separate parts of aa combined
collinear half-wave
half-wave
to be oriented through
through 360°
360 o and
and the
the wall
wall bracket
bracket dipoles on Band III,
III, the
the quarter-wave
quarter-wave telescoped
telescoped
system to
to be
be pointed
pointed in
section serving to produce
in any
any direcdirecproduce the
the necessary
necessary phasing
phasing to
to
permits the whole system
the wall
wall or
or joist
joist on
on which
whi~h it
bring the currents in
it isis fixed.
fixed.
in both
both dipole
dipole sections
sections into
tion relative to the
into phase
phase
These two fittings were
were illustrated
illustrated in
in our
our June
June issue
issue for si.igle-lobe
si 1gle-lobe response
response in
in the
the horizontal
horizontal plane.
plane. The
The
their appearance
appearance at
aerial is mounted vertically,
at this
this year's
year's
vertically, of
of course,
as they made their
course, for
for vertical
vertical
R.E.C.M.F. components
components show,
show, but
but they
they are
R.E.C.M.F.
are menmen- polarization. The
The result
result of
of this
this form
form of
of construcconstructo complete
complete the
the picture
picture of
of the
tioned here in order to
the
tion is that an appreciable gain,
gain, itit isis said
said to
to be
be.about
about
in the
the design
design of
of v.h.f.
v.h.f. aerials
latest trend in
aerials and
and accesacces2. 7 dB, is obtained
obtained on
on Band
Band III.
III. The
The aerial
aerial isis pleas2.7
pleassories · for television and
and f.m.
f.m. sound
sound broadcast
broadcast ing to the eye, being
being covered
covered with
with aa cream-coloured
cream-coloured
reception.
plastic material.
designed with
with an
an eye
eye
Meadow-Dale aerials are designed
need not
not be
be so
Loft, or attic, aerials need
so tastefully
tastefully
one type
type to
to another
another while
while ' finished as room aerials, also
to easy conversion from one
also size
size is
is not
not so
so important,
important,
utilizing all the
the parts
parts of
of the
the original
original aerial.
aerial. For
For, and full-length multi-element
multi-element Yagis
Yagis are
are permissible
permissible
example.,
plain dipole
dipole is
is found
found inadequate
example, if a plain
inadequat~ for
for
Consequently for
for Bands
Bands II
for Band III. Consequently
II and
and III
III
any particular purpose, reflections
reflections causing
they take orthodox forms,
causing ghosts
ghosts
forms, but
but are
are made
made of
of lightlightcan easily
easily be
for example, itit can
and have
be changed
changed into
have simple
simple types
into an
types of
an "" H"
of insulators
H"
insulators
weight materials and
conversion parts.
parts. The
by means of the conversion
The insulator
insulator as they are not
not exposed
exposed to
to the
the weather.
weather. BellingBelli~g
new indoor
supporting arm,
indoor range
range of
arm, itit isis replaced
of this
this kind
replaced Lee have a new
kind which
whtch
is removed from the supporting
having identical
identical fittings
fittings carrying
carrying includes 3-, 6- and 9by a short boom having
9- element
element types
types made
made of
of flat
~at
strip with channel-section
element and
and the
channel-section light-alloy
the insulator
jnsulator with
with its
light-alloy supporting
its dipole
dipole
supporting
a reflector element
arms. All are factory assembled
assembled and
and folded
end of
folded flat
of the
the extension
flat for
extension boom.
for
fitted into the other end
boom. All
All
transit, and this renders
fittings are interchangeable.
renders them
them very
interchangeable.
very convenient
convenient for
for
ORIGINAL
POSITION
OF DIPOLE
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passing through small trapdoors and into lofts. For
erection the elements are opened out and snap into
place. Only one wing nut has to be tightened and
has
it has
after it
this is for fixing the aerial in position after
been correctly oriented on its support. The short
support is fixed to a joist, or rafter, by two screws.
Band-I
Band-! loft aerials are invariably contracted in
one way or another since few lofts will accommodate
aa 10 ft or more vertical aerial. No notable changes
have been effected in this type, however, which, in
general, are made the same as formerly. The Lab"Bi-Square" is an exception, but it was ingear "Bi-Sqtrare"
troduced last year and so strictly speaking is not
new.
The "Bi-Square" idea, however, has now been
extended to Band II and as the aerial for this
band measures about 2 ft 6 in cube, and is said to
halfhave a power gain of 10 dB relative to a plain halfwave dipole, it should make an excellent loft aerial.
secured
It goes together quite easily, all parts being secured
by nuts and bolts.
With the exception of the Labgear ""Bi-Square
Bi-Square "
the
are the
they are
as they
f.m. aerials call for little comment as
familiar types, such as plain dipoles, horizontal
models. Folded dipoles are
"Hs
" Hs"" and 3-element models.
used in some of the last mentioned models.
Combined
bined aerials embracing the two TV bands
Com
numerous
and the f.m. band were somewhat more numerous
this year, an understandable progress perhaps -as
as
provision is now made for f.m. sound reception in
several of the new television receivers. The extra
aerial at present adds very little to the technical

problems involved in multi-band aerial design, as in
simple dipole conmost
mbst cases it takes the form of a simple
simul-ation of
nected to the common feeder, or a simulation
this effected by adding horizontal quarter-wave eleBand-! dipole or "H" aerial.
ments to an existing Band-I
One interesting example is the Telerection range
of "Hi-Max" phase-corrected triple-band models.
Band-1 dipole broken up
The simplest is a single Band-I
into three phase-corrected collinear Band-III -dipoles
dipoles
as described last year. To this is now added the
Band-II horizontal dipole and this composite threeBands-! and -III reflectors
band unit is used with Bands-I
and directors to build up a variety of types to satisfy
different conditions of reception.
Several firms now have adaptor elements which
Band-1 television aerial and
clip on to an existing Band-I
adapt it for f.m. sound broadcast reception in much
the same way as provision was made for Band-III
reception in the early days of I.T.A. MeadowConvertorods." Antiference supDale call them ""Convertorods."
ply them for attachment to their range of "Hilo
" Hilo""
twin-band television aerials and Belling-Lee supply
rods easily attached by a wing-nut casting.
Outstanding among the Band-III only aerials was
the " Dale Parabolic " model consisting of a single
vertical dipole backed by eight vertical reflector elements arranged on a parabola. It provides a gain of
14 dB relative to a dipole, has a front-to-back ratio
22 o
better than 36 dB and an acceptance angle of 22°
measured from the centre-line of the aerial to the
n so that
half-power points. Its impedance is 70 fl
75-0 cable.
good match is achieved with a nominal 75-°
a goOd

TELEVISION
TELEV ISION
LAST year in our Show Review we gave a general
LAST
description of a " standard" television receiver
any
circuit which might well have applied to almost
almost any
same
the same
set on view at the exhibition. This year the
circuit description was still valid. We would not
like to suggest, however, that only the cabinet
designers have been busy while circuit technicians
the
have been taking a rest. The old gibe about the
exhibition"
Radio Show being just a "furniture exhibition"
occasion,
this occasion,
has never been entirely justified. On this
for example, one could see that the engineers had
such
been actively engaged on problems arising from such
new
the new
recent techniques as 90° scanning and from the
the
transportable, the
set-the transportable,
forms of the television set—the
sound, the combined
receiver incorporating v.h.f. sOund,
ision set. At the same time, there
radio-gram/television
radio-gram/telev
to
was evidence of quite a number of refinements to
the basic circuit and to the overall mechanical
design.
Although many ·more
more 21-inch sets were on view
this year—practically
year-practically all manufacturers have them
17 -inch
now-the sales statistics still show the 17-inch
now—the
half
past half
the past
screen to be the most popular size. In the
17-inch screens,
_year 67% of receivers sold had 17-inch
while only 7% had 21-inch screens (the remainder
being largely 14-inch receivers). Does this mean
that the 21-inch set is too expensive? Or perhaps
too big for the average living room?
disIf one takes the theoretically correct viewing distance of ten times the picture height, one should
screen-but
sit
~it at least 11 ft away from a 21-inch screen—but
in how many living rooms is this really convenient
lll
or possible? At the more practical viewing distances, the gaps between our 405 lines become

Alba 14-inch
transportable
set with single
rod aerial.

Chassis construction of
Sbencer-West 9-inch
Spencer-West
transportable.
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painfully obvious on a 21-inch
21-inch screen.
screen. If
If this
this size
size
of picture is correct
correct for school
school classrooms
classroom s (judging
(judging
from the schools' models
on
show)
then
it
is
cermodels on show) then it is certainly too big for the
the home.
home.
Nothing daunted, two firms were
were showing
showing rerereceivers with 24-inch screens
screens this
this year.
year. Even
Even
though there may be very
very little
little danger
danger of
of implosion
implosion
these days, the idea of sitting
sitting directly
directly in
in front
front of
of
one of these monsters
monsters is somewhat
somewha t alarming—not
alarming -not
to mention the possibility of
of X-rays
X-rays generated
generated by
by
17kV on the final
the use of 17kV
final anode!
anode I
The 14-inch screen seems to
to have
have almost
alniost disdisappeared in the latest
latest ranges
ranges of
of conventional
conventio nal table
table
models, but is obviously
obviously coming
coming back
back as
as aa
" standard"
standard " size for the
the new
new transportables,
transporta bles, of
of
which about ten makes were on
on show.
show. This
This type
type
of receiver, which is smaller, lighter
lighter and
and less
less expenexpensive than the equivalent
equivalen t table
table model,
model, isis intended
intended
as a " second set"
set " for carrying
carrying about
about to
to other
other parts
parts
of the home. It may, however,
however, prove
prove attractive
attractive
as a ""first
to many people,
first set" to
people, in
in which
which case
case itit
could become a serious competitor
competito r to
to the
the convenconventional type of receiver.
The situation is not quite
quite the
the same
same as
as in
in the
the
U.S.A., however, where price
price competition
competiti on isis very
very
fierce and the transportable
transporta ble has
has been
been introduced
introduce d
primarily to undercut all other
other models.
models. To
To achieve
achieve

Vertical chassis in Sobell 14-Inch
14-inch transportable.
transportable.

Two vertical chassis in Murphy
Murphy 21-inch
21-inch receiver.
receiver.

ssSf -fjim

Ky
W

Combined radiogramjv.h.f.
radiogramfv.h.f.
sound/television set
sound/television
set made
made bir
by
1
Ekco.
Ekco.

such a low price the
the circuit
circuit performance
performan ce has
has had
had
to be reduced, in addition
addition to
to the
the economies
economies pracpractised on the external design.
In
Britain,
however,
design. In Britain, however,
there has been no attempt
attempt to
to economize
economiz e in
in sizej
size,
weight or price, at the
the expense
expense of
of the
the performance!
performan ce.
The circuit, in fact, is
is practically
practically the
the same
same as
as in
in
conventio
conventional
nal table models,
models, only
only packed
packed physically
physically
into a much smaller space.
Considera ble ingenuity has
Considerable
has been
been shown
shown in
in chassis
chassis
design in order to achieve
achieve this
this compression.
compressi on. AA
vertical type of chassis isis common,
common, arranged
arranged either
either
as one complete seaion
section parallel
parallel with
with the
the tube
tube face
face
(the tube neck passing through
through its
its centre),
centre), or
or in
in two
two
sections parallel with the
the sides
sides of
of the
the cabinet.
cabinet.
Printed circuits are used
used in
in some
some models.
models. The
The
problem of positioning
positionin g chokes,
chokes, transformers
transform ers and
and
loudspeak ers to keep their
loudspeakers
their magnetic
magnetic fields
fields away
away
from the c.r. tube becomes acute,
acute, and
and in
in one
one case
case
the loudspeaker
loudspeak er has been
been specially
specially designed
designed from
from
this point of view to
to allow
allow itit to
to be
be mounted
mounted close
close
to the tube neck. High-permeability
High-perm eability cores
cores are
are used
used
in line output transformers
transform ers to
to reduce
reduce their
their size.
size.
The aerials are telescopic
telescopic rod
rod types,
types, fixed
fixed at
at the
the
back of the set. Some
Some models
models have
have aa pair
pair of
of these
these
elements to form the dipole, while
while others
others use
use only
only
one and rely on the chassis
chassis to
to provide
provide the
the lower
lower
element. Ball joints
joints allow
allow the
the rods
rods to
to be
be adjusted
adjusted
for optimum pick-up in
in one
one receiver.
receiver.
Vertically mounted chassis
chassis were
were _seen
seen also
also in
in some
some
of the large 21-inch
21-inch receivers.
receivers. Here
Here itit isis the
the
geometry of the tube, with
with its
its sharp
sharp 90°
90° flare,
flare, which
which
makes this type of construction
constructi on particularly
particular ly conconvenient and allows plenty
plenty of
of room
room for
for servicing.
servicing.
A new Bush set had the
chassis
arranged
parallel
the chassis arranged parallel
to the screen, while aa Murphy
Murphy receiver
receiver used
used two
two
vertical chassis parallel
parallel with
with the
the sides.
sides. This
This style
style
constructi on is usually accompanied
of construction
wrapaccompan ied by
by aa ""wraparound " type of cabinet
cabinet of
of very
very simple
simple design
design
which either slides off,
off; like
like aa matchbox
matchbox cover,
cover, or—
ornotably in the transportables—comes
transport ables-com es apart
apart in
in two
two
halves.
There were many more television
television receivers
receivers incorincorporating v.h.f. sound on show
show this
this year.
year. Since
Since the
the
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Band-II tuning can easily
easily be
be incorporated
incorporated in
in the
the
existing type of television
television multi-channel
multi-channel tuner,
tuner, and
and
onlY
only a discriminator
discriminator and
and perhaps
perhaps one
one other
other valve
valve
have to be added in the
the sound
sound channel,
channel, the
the whole
whole
thing can be achieved very
very conveniently,
conveniently, at
at an
an extra
extra
cost of only a few
few guineas.
guineas. In
In some
some models
models there
there isis
just one position on the
the multi-channel
multi-channel switch
switch for
for
Band II, and the Home,
Home, Light
Light and
and Third
Third proprogrammes are selected by means
means of
of the
the fine-tuning
fine-tuning
control. This means
means that
that the
the fine
fine tuning
tuning must
must
about 88 Mc/s
Mc/s instead
instead of
of the
the usual
usual
cover a band of about
33 or 4 Me
Is required
Mc/s
required for
for television.
television. Other
Other models
models
have three separate positions
positions on
on the
the tuner
tuner for
for the
the
Home, Light and Third
Third programmes.
programmes.
The sound take-off point
point isis in
in the
the usual
usual place
place
after the common vision-sound
vision-sound i.f.
i.f. amplifier.
amplifier. Then
Then
follow two sound i.f.
i.f. stages
stages and
and the
the Lm.
f.m. disdisdiode of
of which
which may
may also
also serve
serve
criminator, one diode
as the a.m. sound detector
detector for
for television.
television. Owing
Owing
to the loss of gain
gain in
in the
the f.m.
f.m. discriminator,
discriminator,
the output of the television
television a.m.
a.m. detector
detector normnormally has to be attenuated
attenuated to
to keep
keep the
the two
two so1.;1.nd
sound
levels balanced when switching
switching between
between television
television
and v.h.f. programmes. For
For this
this reason,
reason, some
some models
models
have to use an extra audio
audio amplifier
amplifier stage.
stage. One
One
maker provides aa magic-eye
magic-eye indicator
indicator to
to assist
assist in
in
f.m. tuning.
Having provided a reasonably
reasonably high
high quality
quality audio
audio
output for these televisionjf.m.
television/f.m. sets,
sets, some
some makers
makers
have obviously argued that
that one
one might
might as
as well
well make
make
further use of it by
by adding
adding aa gramophone
gramophone turntable
turntable
and pickup. Since no
no separate
separate radio
radio chassis
chassis isis
required, this has resulted
resulted in
in aa v.h.f./radiogram/
v.h.f./radiogram/
television set which, unlike
unlike the
the combined
combined models
models of
of
the past, is notable for
for its
its comp~ctness
compactness and
and re~son
reasonable price. The examples
examples on
on VIew
view were
were no
no bigger
bigger
than an ordinary console television
television set
set or
or radiogram.
radiogram.
Vision a.g.c. circuits are
are still
still fairly
fairly equally
equally divided
divided
between the mean-level system
system and
and the
the gated
gated system
system
(which maintains a constant
constant black
black level).
level). There
There
have been various refinements,
refinements, however.
however. Peto
Peto Scott
Scott
have introduced aa mean-level
mean-level system
system in
in which
which the
the
a.g.c. bias voltage is
is applied
applied to
to the
the common
common i.f.
i.f. stage
stage
and also to the r.f. amplifier.
amplifier. The
The r.f.
r.f. voltage,
voltage, howhowever, is delayed with respect
respect to
to the
the i.f
i.f... voltage._
voltage. This
This
prevents an excessive voltage
voltage ~rom
from bemg
being applied.
applied to
to
the i.f. stage and
and so
so causmg
causing cross-~odula~10n
cross-modulation
between vision and
and sound.
sound. Thus
Thus m
in frmge
fringe
areas the a.g.c. operates
operates only
only ~m
on the
the i.f.
i.f. stag~,
stage,
leaving the full
full r.f.
r.f. gain
gain available
available for
for amphampli-

fcSSIl!
Philco
Phi/co plug-in replaceable line outtrans ormer
put
Put transformer.
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Line output transformer with
with Bakelite
Bakelite cups
cups inin Bush
Bush
21-inch receiver.
signal, while
while in
in strong-signal
strong-signal areas
areas
fying the weak signal,
signal above
above aa certain
certain level
level isis
any increase in signal
taken care of by the
the delayed
delayed a.g.c.
a.g.c. on
on the
the r.f.
r.f.
stage, to which it is possible
possible to
to apply
apply the
the larger
larger bias
bias
voltage without encountering
encountering difficulties.
difficulties. IncidentIncidentarrangement incorporates
incorporates separseparally, the Peto Scott arrangement
for B.B.C.
B.B.C. and
and I.T.A.
I.T.A. which
which can
can
ate contrast controls for
be pre-set to give correct
correct balance
balance when
when switching
switching
from one programme to
to the
the other.
other.
An experimental system of
of gated
gated a.g.c.
a.g.c. shown
shown by
by
Mullard was designed
designed to
to avoid
avoid the
the situation
situation when
when
the receiver falls out of
of synchronization
synchronization and
and the
the
derived from
from the
the line
line timetimegating pulse (which is derived
base) consequently does
does not
not sample
sample the
the black
black level
level
but some other part of the
the video
video waveform.
waveform. First
First of
of
all the video waveform
waveform is
is inverted,
inverted, so
so that
that the
the sync
sync
top, then
then the
the sync
sync pulses
pulses themthempulses appear on top,
selves are inverted again.
again. The
The resultant
resultant waveform
waveform
is passed to a peak detector
detector which
which gives
gives aa steady
steady
output voltage corresponding
corresponding to
to the
the black
black level.
level.
Since this black-level voltage
voltage isis continuous
continuous itit can
can be
be
sampled at any time by
by the
the gating
gating pulse
pulse so
so that
that loss
loss
of synchronization will
will not
not affect
affect the
the correct
correct operaoperation of the a.g.c. system.
system.
As for synchronization
synchronization methods
methods themselves,
themselves, the
the
two principal systems are
are still
still the
the direct-locking
direct-locking
technique and the flywheel
flywheel sync
sync system,
system, which
which in-.
indirectly controls the frequency
frequency of
of the
the line
line timebase.
timebase.
There was, however, some
some evidence
evidence of
of aa refinement
refinement
to direct-locking circuits
circuits which
which the
the manufacturers
manufacturers
describe as a simple form
form of
of flywheel
flywheel sync.
sync. The
The
line timebase oscillator
oscillator incorporates
incorporates an
an LC
LC resonresonant circuit which produces
" effect
produces aa "flywheel
" flywheel"
effect atat
the line frequency.
frequency. Thus
Thus the
the timing
timing of
of the
the individual
individual
line sweeps is not
not entirely
entirely dependent
dependent on
on the
the incomincoming sync pulses but
but isis controlled
controlled partly
partly by
by the
the
natural ·period of the
the LC
LC circuit.
circuit. It
It isis said
said that
that this
this
considerably improves
improves the
the performance
performance on
on weak
weak
signals, when the sync pulses
pulses are
are distorted
distorted by
by noise,
noise,
and generally reduces
reduces ragged
ragged edges
edges on
on the
the picture.
picture.
One receiver, incidentally,
incidentally, had
had aa switch
switch to
to allow
allow the
the
sync to be changed from
from direct-locking
direct-locking to
to flywheel
flywheel
according to circumstances.
The requirement of higher
higher scanning
scanning power
power for
for
the new 21-inch tubes
tubes with
with their
their 90p
90° deflection
deflection
angles has brought with
with itit aa number
number of
of incidental
incidental
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difficulties. For example,
example, the
the geometry
geometry of
of these
these
tubes does not allow the
the frame
frame coils
coils to
to be
be as
as large
large
as would be desirable. Consequently
Consequently they
they tend
tend to
to
run warm and the resulting
resulting change
change of
of resistance
resistance
causes an alteration in frame
frame amplitude
amplitude and
and picture
picture
height. This has been overcome
overcome by
by means
means of
of therthermistors in series
series with the
the frame
frame coils.
coils.
deflection coils
coils isis aa good
good deal
deal
Radiation from line deflection
worse, of course. Most
Most receivers
receivers have
have shielded
shielded
scannning assemblies to reduce
reduce this,
this, but
but one
one maker
maker
(K-B) has gone further by
by arranging
arranging the
the line
line output
output
transformer to drive the
the line
line coils
coils in
in such
such aa way
way
about earth.
earth. This
This reduces
reduces
that they are balanced about
radiated to
to such
such an
an extent
extent that
that
the electrostatic field radiated
no metal foil screening is required
required inside
inside the
the cabinet.
cabinet.
As a result it has been
been possible
possible to
to build
build aa plate
plate type
type
of internal aerial
aerialinto
the receiver—the
receiver-the chassis
chassis formforminto the
the dipole.
dipole.
ing the lower element of the
Another safety measure, noted
noted in
in the
the line
line scanning
scanning
section of a Bush 21-inch
21-inch set,
set, was
was the
the use
use of
of BakeBakethe windings
windings of
of the
the line
line output
output
lite cups to enclose the
transformer. The idea
idea here
here is
is to
to retain
retain the
the wax
wax
coils when
when they
they become
become warm,
warm,
impregnation of the coils
so that the risk of breakdown
breakdown is
is avoided.
avoided. Line
Line outoutput transformers being notoriously
notoriously susceptible
susceptible to
to
breakdowns, it was interesting
interesting to
to see
see that
that at
at least
least
one maker uses a plug-in
plug-in type
type which
which can
can be
be very
very
quickly replaced when a fault
fault is
is suspected.
suspected.
One of the most interesting
interesting television
television exhibits
exhibits at
at
the Show was basically
basically nothing
nothing to
to do
do with
with domestic
domestic
reception, though in fact it
it may
may eventually
eventually enter
enter this
this
sphere. Shown by Decca
~)ecca under
und~r the
~e name
name of
of DeccaJ?:c~a
fax, it was a facsimile
facs1m1le transmission
transm1ss1on system
system utilizing
utlhzmg
principle, by
by which
which transparencies
transparencies
the flying-spot principle,
photographs, written
written messages,
messages,
(diagrams, patterns, photographs,
etc.) could be
be sent
sent instantaneously
instantaneously over
over aa video-frevideo-frequency link. A standard
standard unit
unit is
is used
used for
for both
both transtransmitting and receiving, so
so that
that aa two-way
two-way channel
channel can
can
be set up, and the outputs
outputs of
of several
several units
units can
can be
be
mixed to form composite
composite pictures.
pictures. The
The system
system
405-line standards
standards and
and an
an ordinary
ordinary teleteleworks on 405-line
vision set can, if desired, be
be used
used as
as aa receiving
receiving unit.
unit.
transparencies the
the flying-spot
flying-spot
For scanning the transparencies
short-afterglow screen
screen phosphor.
phosphor.
tube has to have a short-afterglow
This gives a bluish
bluish light,
light, and
and aa corresponding
corresponding colour
colour
of the
the photocell
photocell mounted
mounted in
in
filter is used in front of
the hood.
hood. Since the short-afterglow
short-afterglow phosphor
phosphor by
by
itself produces an unpleasant
unpleasant flicker
flicker at
at the
the receiving
receiving
end it is mixed with long-afterglow
long-afterglow components
components givgiving
red and
and yellow
yellow light
light outputs.
outputs. These
These reduce
reduce the
the
ing red

Decc;afax equipment
Deccofox
Telequipment
with
pattern generator for
for
producing still test
pictures.

flicker in reception but
but do
do not
not enter
enter the
the photocell
photocell
during transmission because of
of the
the blue
blue filter
filter (which
(which
to filter out
out tungsten-lamp
tungsten-lamp room
room
incidentally helps to
lighting), so that the
the transmission
transmission scanning
scanning isis done
done
short-afterglow component.
component.
entirely by the short-afterglow
The possible connection
connection with
with domestic
domestic television
television
the fact
fact that
that Telequipment
Telequipment were
were
receivers lies in the
demonstrating the use of
of a single
single Deccafax
Deccafax unit,
unit, in
in
conjunction with one of their own
own pattern
pattern generators,
generators,
generating still television
television pictures
pictures for
for
as a means of generating
servicing and other purposes.
purposes. The
The pattern
pattern generagenerator supplies the sync and blanking
blanking waveforms
waveforms to
to tne
tne
flying-spot scanner
scanner and also
also accepts
accepts back
back the
the video
video
photocell for
for modulating
modulating its
its own
own
signal from the photocell
r.f. output. In this way,
way, aa complete
complete television
television picpicture (which can be a test pattern
pattern or
or any
any other
other photophotographic transparency suitable
suitable for
for the
the Deccafax)
Deccafax) can
can
either Band
Band II or
or Band
Band III
III
be generated locally on either
for feeding to the aerial socket
socket of
of aa receiver.
receiver.
suggested that
that television
television relay
relay
It has also been suggested
same equipment
equipment for
for transtranscompanies could use
use the same
patterns, or
or even
even details
details of
of
mitting their own test patterns,
advertisements. What
What the
the
programmes and local advertisements.
legal position is on this
this remains
remains to
to be
be seen.
seen. At
At any
any
be quite
quite legitimate
legitimate for
for radio
radio
rate, it would probably be
dealers to use the equipment
equipment to
to insert
insert their
their own
own
""commercials"
commercials " between programmes
programmes displayed
displayed on
on
showrooms--even on
on Band
Band I!
I!
receivers in their showrooms—even

SOUND RECEIVERS AND REPRODUCERS
REPRODUCERS
MOST of the differences from
from last
last year
year resolve
resolve
examination as
as developments
developments
themselves on closer examination
already noted at
at previous
previous shows,
shows, for
for exexof trends already
ample, the increase in
in the
the number
number of
of transistor
transistor
receivers. The
The basic
basic design
design of
of
battery portable receivers.
transistor sets, however,
however, has
has not
not yet
yet become
become stabistabilized, though to obtain
obtain adequate
adequate sensitivity
sensitivity aa supersuperheterodyne circuit with
with two
two i.f.
i.f. stages
stages isis nearly
nearly
always used. Self-oscillating
Self-oscillating mixer
mixer transistor
transistor circircuits are generally adopted.
adopted. As
As the
the usable
usable upper
upper
frequency limit for commercially
commercially available
available transistransistors is still only of the
the order
order of
of 11Mc/s,
l'vlc /s, greater
greater ease
ease
of operation and gain can
can sometimes
sometimes be
be obtained
obtained by
by
reducing the i.f.,
i.f., and thus
thus reducing
reducing the
the generating
generating
used this
this year
year range
range from
from
freq:uencies.
frequencies. The i.f,s used
250 kc/s
kcfs in the Peto Scott
Scott set
set to
to the
the standard
standard 465
465
kc/s used
used ,'by
~-Band
Vidor.
by K-B
and Vidor.

.,.,
430

the choice
choice lies
lies between
between
As regards the output, the
a single-ended stage giving only
only about
about 30mW,
30mW, or
or aa
class-B push-pull stage
stage giving
giving about
about 300mW
300mW and
and
corresponding to aa small
small valve
valve battery
battery set.
set. In
In
general, single-ended stages
stages were
were used
used in
in the
the smalsmallest transistor sets, an exception
exception being
being the
the use
use of
of aa
push-pull stage in the small
small (6in
(6in xx Sin
3in xx Ifin)
1-!in) Peto
Peto
impedance of
of transistors
transistors being
being
Scott model. The impedance
less than that of valves there
there are
are better
better possibilities
possibilities
of an
an output
output transformer
transformer with,
with,
of avoiding the use of
in this case, the important
important advantage
advantage of
of saving
saving space
space
and weight. Such an arrangement
arrangement was
was seen
seen in
in the
the
Pam and Pye sets. Two
Two examples
examples of
of reflexing,
reflexing, with
with
transistors) were
were noted
noted in
in the
the
consequent saving ·in
in transistors,
models. In
In .the
the .former,
former, the
the
Cossor and Peto Scott models.
also acts
acts as
as the
the first
fir·s t l.f.
l.f. ampliamplisecond i.f. transistor also
fier; and in the latter, detection,
detection, l.f.
l.f. amplification
amplification and
and
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Ultra " Troubadour "

f.m. only radio.

d.c. amplification (to provide amplified
amplified a.g.c.)
a.g.c.) are
are
all carried out in the same transistor.
transistor.
Transistor circuits easily lend themselves
themselves to
to exextreme miniaturization. An experimental t.r.f.
t.r.f. model
model
built by Siemens-Ediswan was
was contained
contained in
in an
an
ordinary 20-cigarette box without difficulty.
difficulty. Besides
Besides
mentioned, very
very small
small
the Peto Scott set already mentioned,
commercial models were shown by
by Perdio
Perdio (5|in
(5-!in xx
3tin x lin) and Cossor (6in xx 3Jin
3-kin xx l^in).
H-in). A
A useful
useful
3yin
in
latter (particularly
(particularly in
accessory supplied with the latter
30mW power output) is
is an
an insert
insert earearview of its 30mW
piece to enable reception to
to be
be confined
confined to
to the
the
hearer.
An interesting hybrid battery portable
portable set
set shown
shown
by H.M.V.,
H .M.V., the 1410 ""Mini-sette,"
uses transistors
transistors
Mini-sette," uses
only in the push-pull output stage.
stage. The current
current conconin this
this stage
stage so
so that
that
sumption is normally greatest in
it is here that the low consumption
consumption of
of transistors
transistors
offers the maximum advantage.
advantage.
T hough there were also few changes
changes in
in a.m./f.m.
a.m./f.m.
Though
sets the design of these is not
not so
so stabilized
stabilized as
as the
the
standard four valves plus rectifier
rectifier arrangement
arrangement in
in
a.m. sets. This is due to the
the somewhat
somewhat differing
differing
amounts of ingenuity thought worth
worth while to
to enable
enable
valves to be used both for a.m.
a.m. and
and f.m.
f.m. reception;
reception;
separate pentode
pentode
and to the occasional adoption of separate
r.f. amphfication
amplification on f.m., instead
instea~. of
of using
using aa doubledoubler.f. amphfication
amplification and
and mixing.
mixing.
triode to provide both r.f.
Sets for f.m. only, with which
which the Ultra
Ultra "Trouba"Troubadour" FM950 may now be included,
included, remain
remain rare,
rare,
relative scarcity
scarcity of
of
perhaps corresponding to the relative
push-button three-station a.m. sets.
sets.
Unlike table record players or radio-grams,
radio-grams, not
not
many table receivers offer improvements
improvements in
in the
the audio
audio
specification such as multiple speaker
speaker systems,
systems, imimpush-pull output
output stage.
stage.
proved speaker loading, or a push-pull
This difference between receivers and
and record
record players
players
is somewhat surprising as such improvements
improvements can
can
be taken advantage of in v.h.f./f.m.
v.h.f./f.m. reception
reception as
as well
well
as in the reproduction of modem
modem gramophone
gramophone
records.
Record Players and Radio-grams.—Like
Radio-grams.-Like sound
sound rereceivers, the accentuation of previously
previously noted
noted trends
trends .
For example,
example, almost
almost
provides most of the change. For
every exhibitor now markets one or
or more
more record
record
players. Transistor battery models
models are
are also
also now
now
common, push-pull output stages
stages being
being invariably
invariably
used in this case. Multi-speed full-size
full-size transistor
transistor
models were shown by 'Philco
·Philco (A3755)
(A3755) and
and Pye,
Pye,
the latter using a Goldring variable-reluctance
variable-reluctance
pickup. Although a transistor radio-gram
radio-gram is
is now
now
an obvious possibility, only
only one, the
the Cossor
Cossor 545
545 (45
(45
r.p.m.) model,
mode~, was seen.
As we have already mentioned,
mentioned, table
table record
record
audio spedspedplayers and radio-grams with improved audio

Peto Scott transistor receiver.

H.M. V. valve and
H.M.V.
"Minitransistor '■Minisette."

fMmWm*.

Cossor transistor radio-gram.

«iiS» r

Siemens· Ediswan prototype t.r.f.
t.r.f. transistor set.
set.
Siemens-Ediswan

obtained. For
For example,
example, in
in
fications can readily be obtained.
" Phonorama," when the
the heavy
heavy
the Philco A3764 "Phonorama,"
lid
player an
an airtight
airtight seal
seal
fid is closed over the -record
record player
is formed which completes a resistively
resistively loaded
loaded reflex
reflex
to give
give aa response
response
cabinet for the 8-in speaker, to
down to 60 c/s. The a.m./f.m.
a.m./f.m. tuner
tuner and
and 8-watt
8-watt
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recorder
tape recorder
Ferguson radio-gram with tape
and clock switch.

Sy
jJj i
"filS
III
H|||
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■

of the B.S.R.A., May, 1957)

output
pentode output
of aa pentode
such feeding
feeding of
on
tapping on
valve's screen from aa tapping
even
advantag es even
certain advantages
has certain
transform er has
the output transformer
three
above three
The above
push-pul l. The
not push-pull.
if the output is not
deck.
tape deck.
3-speed tape
Collaro 3-speed
recorderss used the Collaro
recorder
reproduc er
tape reproducer
stereoph onic tape
R.C.A. showed a stereophonic
their
of their
that of
matched that
appearan ce matched
whose external appearance
and
amplifier and
the amplifier
player, the
"Vice-President"
resident " record player,
"Vice-P
used
be used
to be
intended to
being intended
units being
speaker in both units
3-speed
A 3-speed
reproduc tion. A
stereoph onic reproduction.
together in stereophonic
one
used, one
heads isis used,
stereoph onic heads
tape deck with two stereophonic
Singlemonitori ng. Singlefor monitoring.
one for
for recording
recordin g and one
also
are also
facilities are
playback facilities
recordin g and playback
channel recording
provided.
provided.

SmSHH
the
in the
placed in
are placed
amplifier are
push-pu ll amplifier
ultra-lin ear"
" ultra-linear
" push-pull
radiathe radiaspreads the
diffuser spreads
A diffuser
(large) port tunnel. A
circuit,
economical circuit,
An economical
tweeter. An
4-in tweeter.
tion from the 4-in
record
"Fortun e" record
393G "Fortune"
Ferguso n 393G
noted in the Ferguson
ampliprovide amplito provide
triode-pe ntodes to
player, uses two triode-pentodes
feedback)
negative feedback)
useful negative
allow useful
to allow
(sufficient to
fication (sufficient
about 55
and about
triodes, and
the triodes,
phase-sp litting from the
and phase-sphtting
pentodes .
the pentodes.
from the
push-pu ll output from
watts push-pull
apparent
large apparent
giving aa large
systems giving
s peaker systems
Multiple ·speaker
reducing
claimed, reducing
be claimed,
can be
it can
sound source (3D) and, it
popular.
very popular.
remain very
distortio n, remain
intermodulation
ulation distortion,
intermod
capacitively
to capacitively
arrangem ent, isis to
used arrangement,
A simple, often used
diameter )
4-in diameter)
or 4-in
(3- or
small (3couple one or more small
Five
output. Five
audio output.
the audio
moving-coil
moving-coil tweeters to the
bass
60 bass
Audiom 60
Goodma ns Audiom
12-in Goodmans
speakers (one 12-in
units
mid-freq uency units
elliptical mid-frequency
5-in elliptical
unit, two 8-in x 5-in
R.G.D.
the R.G.D.
in the
used in
are used
tweeters ) are
and two 5-in tweeters)
fitted
being fitted
60 being
Audiom 60
the Audiom
radio-gra m, the
" Victoriaa " radio-gram,
"Victori
In
enclosur e. In
bass-reflex enclosure.
resistively loaded bass-reflex
in a resistively
separate
with separate
amplifier with
push-pul l amplifier
16-watt push-pull
this set a 16-watt
and
incorpor ated, and
also incorporated,
is also
controls is
bass and treble controls
stylus
diamond stylus
with diamond
pickup with
reluctanc e pickup
a variable reluctance
is used.
1134
H.M.V. 1134
the H.M.V.
in the
used in
loudspea ker used
In the loudspeaker
to
attached to
are attached
cones are
two cones
a.m./f.m.. table receiver two
a.m.jf.m
improvin g
of improving
way of
Another way
voice-coil. Another
the same voice-coil.
in
speakers in
similar speakers
two similar
operate two
to operate
reproduction
reproduc tion is to
player.
record player.
RPS77 record
Sobell RPS77
paraUel, as in the Sobell
parallel,
outthe outhalf the
only half
handles only
then handles
Since each speaker then
output isis
given output
for aa given
distortio n for
put, the speaker distortion
close
placed close
are placed
they are
addition, ifif they
reduced. In addition,
produce aa
will produce
interacti on will
together,, their mutual interaction
together
to aa
leading to
frequenc ies, leading
low frequencies,
efficiency at low
rise in efficiency
article ""Loud(see article
distortio n (see
reductio n in distortion
Loudfurther reduction
issue).
this issue).
in this
Moir, in
J. Moir,
by J.
Parallel " by
speakers in Parallel"
be
to be
tend to
also tend
will also
response will
Irregularities
ities in response
Irregular
two
Alternati vely, two
output. Alternatively,
overall output.
smoothedd in the overall
smoothe
to
parallel to
in parallel
operated in
be operated
may be
dissimilarr speakers may
dissimila
response
other's response
each other's
in each
deficiencies in
compensate
ate for deficiencies
compens
radioa.m./f.m . radioRG66 a.m./f.m.
Bush RG66
the Bush
example , in the
as, for example,
tweeter).
4-in tweeter).
with aa 4-in
gram (also fitted with
of
number of
Reprodu cers.-A number
Recorde rs and Reproducers.—A
Tape Recorders
Elizabet han
E.A.P. "" Elizabethan
the E.A.P.
In the
new models were seen. In
Three"
"Triple Three"
the "Triple
for the
Essex" (the new name for
bias
push-pu ll bias
Guide) aa push-pull
Show Guide)
mentioned
ed in our Show
mention
the
in the
compone nt in
d.c. component
oscillatorr offers a reduced d.c.
oscillato

decrease
conseque nt decrease
output with consequent
The
level. The
noise level.
recordin g noise
in the recording
"ultra-li near"
push-pu ll "ultra-linear"
6-watt push-pull
bass
5-in bass
9-in xx 5-in
stage feeds aa 9-in
tweeters. AA
3-in tweeters.
two 3-in
and two
speaker and
In
provided. In
ribbon microphone
microph one is provided.
ghbred"
Thoroughbred"
the Winston ""Thorou
low
the low
both the
on both
volume controls on
inlevel in(200mV) level
(2mV)
and high (200mV)
(2mV) and
befacilities bemixing facilities
puts allow full mixing
Two
sources. Two
two sources.
tween these two
electrostatic
double-electrode
double-e lectrode small electrostatic
noted
(also noted
included (also
tweeters are included
a.m./f.m.
in the Bush VHF64 a.m./f.m.
recorder
Baird recorder
.table radio). The Baird
single-ended
is unusual in having aa single-ended
As
stage. As
"ultra-linear"
near" output stage.
"ultra-li
(Jnl.
Leakey (Jnl.
by Leakey
has been shown by

ribbon
with ribbon
recorder with
tape recorder
Elizabethan Essex "" taps
E.A.P. " Elizabethan
microphone.e.
microphon

"Mozart " compact
Pye "Mozart"
pre-amplifier.
amplifier and pre-ampllfw-
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Stereophonic reproduction was also
also demonstrated
demonstrated by
by Pye.
Pye. For
For an
an input
input ofof lOmV
lOmVthe
theoutput
outputisis99watts
watts
using versions of the G.E.C. "Periphonic"
"Periphonic" system.
system. with
with 0.3%
0.3% distortion.
distortion. Bass
Bass and
andtreble
treble controls
controlsand
and
Four "Presence
" Presence Unit" tweeters in
in aa horizontal
horizontal line
line four
four treble
treble filter
filter cut-off
cut-off frequencies
frequencies are
are provided.
provided,
are used in each of the two systems,
systems, the
the input
input levels
levels Simple
Simple compensation
compensation for
for different
different pickup
pickup sensitivisensitivito the individual tweeters being
being differently
differently graded
graded ties
ties and
and impedances
impedances isis also
alsoavailable.
available. Another
Anothernew
new
in each case. This produces suitable
suitable high-frequency
high-frequency 15-watt
15-watt amplifier
amplifier and
and pre-amplifier,
pre-amplifier, the
the Lintronic
Lintronic
an.gular responses to give
angular
give the
the differential
differential intensity
intensity "Wessely
" Wessely HFlS,"
HF15," includes
includes controls
controls toto give
give aa concondifferences required for
for stereophonic
stereophonic reproduction
reproduction tinuously
tinuously variable
variable treble
treble cut
cut slope
slope atat two
two alternaalterna(see Brittain and Leakey, Wireless
Wireless World,
World, Vol.
Vol. 62,
62, tive
tive frequencies,
frequencies, and
and toto alter
alter the
the relative
relative levels
levels ofof
treble
p. 208,
1956). . . .
treble and
and lower
lower frequencies
frequencies (presence
(presence control).
control).
2~8, May,
¥ay, 1~56).
.
mcreasmg activity m
With increasing
in tape
tape recording
recording some
some
The latter
latteramplifier
amplifierwas
wasalso
alsoused
usedminthe
the""Wessely
Wessely
The
of the radio-grams shown, such
such as
as the
the Portogram
Portogram Symphonette
Symphonette Royale"'
Royale y record
recordreproducer,
reproducer,which
whichalso
also
TRlOO
TR100 (f.m.-only model), also
also included
included aa tape
tape rere- incorporates
incorporates aa Garrard
Garrard 301
301 transcription
transcription turntable,
turntable,
corder. In the Ferguson 403
403 tape
tape radio-gram,
radio-gram, aa B.J.
BJ. ""Super
Super 90
901'"^ pickup
pickup arm
arm with
with Tannoy
Tannoyvariable
variable
clock switch enables recordings
recordings from
from the
the a.m.jf.m.
a.m./f.m. reluctance
reluctance cartridge
cartridge and
and Thermioruc
Thermionic Products
Products
receiver (which is automatically
automatically allowed
allowed 77 minutes'
minutes' ""Microlift
Microlift"" pickup
pickup arm
arm control,
control,and
andalso
alsothe
the" "Dust
Dust
warming-up time) to be made at
at any
any preselected
preselected Bug"
Bug" anti-static
anti-static dust
dust remover.
remover,
time within a minute, the apparatus
apparatus being
being switched
switched
new ceramic
ceramic pickup
pickupcartridge,
cartridge,the
theE.V.
E.V."Power
" Power
AA new
off when the tape unthreads
unthreads from
from the
the emptied
emptied spool.
spool. Point,"
Point," isis designed
designed toto be
be very
very simply
simply replaceable
replaceable
The Ferguson 403 also includes aa 10-watt
10-watt pushpush- as
as aa whole
whole in
in the
the mechanism
mechanism (turnover,
(turnover, turnunder
turnunder
pull amplifier with bass and
and treble
treble controls,
controls, which
which or
or fixed
fixed alternatives
alternatives are
are available).
available). Response
Response isis
can be switched out so that an
an immediate
immediate estimate
estimate within
within ±SdB
±5dB of
of 250mV
250mV output
output 6from
from 5050 cfs
c/s toto
of their effect is possible. The
kc/s, the
The sound
sound level
level from
from 10
lOkc/s,
the compliance
compliance being
being I0lO"6 em/dyne.
cm/dyne. The
The
the three 4-in
4-m tweeters,
tweeters, relative to
to that
that from
from the
the needle
needle isis connected
connected directly
directly toto the
theceramic
ceramicgenerat:..
generat13-in x 8-in bass speaker, can be
be varied
varied by
by aa threethree- ing
ing element.
element.
position control.
prototype single-ended
single-ended transistor
transistoraudio
audioampliampliAA prototype
New Units for Sound Reproduction.-A
Reproduction.—A somesome- fier
fier using
using aa new
new type
type ofof sliding
sliding bias
bias totogive
give almost
almost
what unusual speaker mounting
mounting on
on aa board
board placed
placed doubled
doubled output
output was
was shown
shown by
by Mullard.
Mullard. AArectified
rectified
across the corner of a room
room near
near the
the ceiling
ceiling was
was fraction
fraction of
of the
the output
output isisfed
fed back
backtotoshift
shiftthe
theworkworkseen in the T'.S.L.
T.S.L. "Concert Sound
Sound Corner."
Corner." Back
Back ing
ing point
point as
as the
the drive
drive increases,
increases, this
this resulting
resulting inin
radiation downwards being blocked
blocked by
by an
an attached
attached an
an increased
increased output
output for
for aa given
given dissipation
dissipation oror size
size
board at right angles, such radiation
radiation passes
passes upwards
upwards of
of heat
heat sink.
sink. IfIf this
this fraction
fraction isis fed
fed back
back toto the
the
to the corner, and is then reflected
reflected downwards
downwards into
into driver
driver stage,
stage, rather
rather than
than toto the
the output
output asas isis usual,
usual,
the room. This provides some
some approximation
approximation to
to the
the increased
increased gain
gain allows
allows much
much better
better d.c.
d.c. gain
gain
horn loading.
stabilization. Moreover,
Moreover,the
thefeedback
feedbacktime
timeconstant
constant
stabilization.
X Sin X 3-iin) combined
A compact (lOtin
(10iinX5inX3|in)
combined amplifier
amplifier . can
can be
be made
made so
so short
short that
that transient
transient distortion
distortion due
due
and pre-amplifier, the "Mozart"
" Mozart " HFlO,
HF10, was
was shown
shown to
to this
this cause
cause isis virtually
virtuallyeliminated.
eliminated.

RECTIFIERS, VALVES AND C.R.
C.R. TUBES
TUBES

MM
tVs

?
\

\

■P'Bfc.- JK
Group of.S.
T.C. silicon Zener diodes.
of S.T.C.

G.E.C. germanium diode
GEX541 in two arrangeCEXS4I
ments for power rectiftcarectification:
tion.

SEMICONDUCTOR junction diodes,
diodes, both
both silicon
silicon
threatening very
very seriously
seriously the
the
and germanium, are threatening
supremacy of the conventional
conventional metal
metal rectifier
rectifier in
in
some power-supply applications.
applications. The
The reasons
reasons are
are
their greatly superior rectification
rectification efficiency
efficiency and
and
extremely small · size for
for a given
given power
power rating.
rating. As
As
a striking example of
of what
what can
can be
be done,
done, S.T.C.
S.T.C.
were showing a 17-inch television
television receiver
receiver in
in operaoperation with its entire h.t. supply
supply of
of 220mA
220mA derived
derived
from an experimental silicon diode
diode about
about the
the size
size
of a !-watt
^-watt resistor. In
In the
the same
same receiver
receiver the
the
efficiency diode ·was made up of
of four
four of
of these
these units,
units,
handling altogether 240mA mean
mean at
at 4.5kV.
4.5kV.
S.T.C. have, in fact, three ranges
ranges of
of these
these silicon
silicon
diodes-a !-amp
diodes—a
i-amp range, a l-amp
1-amp range
range and
and aa 5-amp
5-amp
(development)
(development), range-all
range—all being available
available with
with peak
peak
inverse voltage ratings of 50,
50, 100
100 and
and 150
150 volts.
volts.
Being silicon, they
at ambient
ambient temperatemperawill operate at
tures up to 100°C.
100oC. The !jr-amp
types do
do not
not require
require
-amp types
"heat sinks," but the larger
larger ones
ones do,
do, and
and have
have
threaded studs for mounting
mounting on
on to
to cooling
cooling fins.
fins.
Germanium power rectifiers were
were represented
represented by
by
a new junction diode,
diode, GEX541,
GEX541, on
on the
the G.E.C.
G.E.C. stand.
stand.
This can be used in various
various series,
series, parallel
parallel and
and
series-parallel arrangements
arrangements to
to provide
provide d.c.
d.c. supplies
supplies
of anything up to about 30k
30kVA,
and will
will operate
operate
VA, and
successfully at ambient
ambient temperatures
temperatures up
up to
to 55°C.
55 "C.
An example on show was a 3-phase
3-phase bridge
bridge rectifier
rectifier
giving a d.c. output of 74
74 volts
volts at
at 7.5
7.5 amps
amps from
from
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an a.c. input of 55 volts
volts r.m.s.
r.m.s. 'mis
"Ibis firm
firm also
also had
had
a range of four silicon
silicon diodes
diodes and
and aa new
new power
power
transistor, the GET15, suitable
suitable for
for audio
audio output
output
stages. Two of these transistors
transistors operated
operated in
in Class-B
Class-B
give an
an output
output of
push-pull will give
of 11 watt,
watt, using
using aa
6-volt power supply.
Both S.T.C. and G.E.C. were
were also
also showing
showing some
some
special semiconductor junction
junction diodes
diodes intended
intended for
for
purposes. Known
voltage reference purposes.
Known as
as Zener
Zener diodes,
diodes,
breakdown voltage
they have a low breakdown
voltage in
in the
the reverse
reverse
direction, with a fairly sudden
sudden turnover
turnover and
and aa small
small
slope resistance after the
the turnover
turnover point.
point. If
If the
the
Zener diode is biased
biased in
in the
the reverse
reverse direction
direction to
to
just beyond the turnover
turnover point,
point, any
any increase
increase in
in
reverse current will
will result
result in
in an
an almost
almost constant
constant
voltage being developed
developed across
across the
the device—the
device-the
actual variation of voltage
voltage depending
depending on
on the
the slope
slope
reverse characteristic
resistance. This reverse
characteristic can
can therefore
therefore
reference or
be used as a voltage reference
or for
for voltage
voltage stabistabilization.
In receiving valves, the most
most notable
notable exhibit
exhibit this
this
double triode
triode from
year was a new double
from Mullard,
Mullard, the
the
PCC89, intended for use as
as aa cascode
cascade r.f.
r.f. amplifier
amplifier
multi-channel tuners.
in television multi-channel
tuners. The
The valve
valve has
has aa
variable-mu frame grid construction
construction to
to assist
assist in
in the
the
cross-modulation effects,
reduction of cross-modulation
effects, and
and in
in the
the
normal cascode
cascade series connection
connection the
the mutual
mutual conconductance is as high as
as 12.5mA/V
12.5mA/V for
for an
an anode
anode
current of 15mA. This
This permits
permits aa considerable
considerable
increase in r.f. gain. Another
Another new
new double
double triode
triode
was the Brimar type 5965,
5965, intended
intended for
for use
use in
in twotwostate circuits in digital
digital computers.
computers.
The electrostatically focused
focused cathode
cathode ray
ray tube
tube isis
now coming into much wider
wider use
use in
in television
television rereceivers. It saves the extra
extra weight
weight and
and cost
cost of
of
assemblies, and
magnetic focusing assemblies,
and requires
requires no
no
adjustment once itit isis set
set because
because there
there isis pracpractically nothing to cause
cause drift.
drift. The
The focusing
focusing isis

SHORTWAVE
SHORT-WAVE

Mutlard low-noise
MuiiGrd
low-nojse

pentode,
pentode, UF86,
UF86, ffor
0r

100 mA a.c.jd.c.
a.c.fd.c. operation.

achieved by a short
shan cylindrical
cylindrical
electrode which surrounds
surrounds aa gap
gap iin
n
the long final-anode cylinder.
cylinder. A
fairly low potential is applied
applied to
to this
this
electrode (anything between
between 00 and
and
400 volts, according to the
the c.r.
c.r. tube)
tube)
which therefore produces
produces an
an electroelectrostatic lens action
action between
between itself
itself and
and
high-:-voltage ends
the two high-voltage
ends of
of the
the
final-anode cylinder.
cylinder.
The
The conconfiguration of equipotential
equipotential lines
lines isis
such as to bring
bring the electron
electron rays
rays
to a focus at the screen.
screen. New
New c.r.
c.r.
tubes of this kind were
were shown
shown by
by both
both SiemensSiemensEdiswan and Brimar.
Brimar.
The 24-inch tube mentioned
mentioned earlier
earlier under
under the
the
heading of "Television"
"Television" is
is also
also aa Brimar
Brimar product.
product.
Known as the C24KM, itit has
has aa pentode
pentode electron
electron
gun with three anodes—a
anodes-a first
first anode,
anode, aa pre-focus
pre-focus
anode and a final anode. It
It does,
does, however,
however, require
~equire
magnetic focusing as
as well.
well. The
The final
final anode
anode voltage
voltage
is 17kV. Incidentally
Incidentally this
this firm
firm has
has recently
recently introintroduced a range of c.r. tubes
tubes in
in which
which aa substantial
substantial
increase in screen brightness
brightness is
is obtained
obtained by
by the
the use
use
of a phosphor containing
containing aa new
new type
type of
of activator.
activator.
As an aid to the servicing
servicing technician,
technician, G.E.C.
G.E.C. have
have
produced a 6-inch ""setting-up"
setting-up " c.r.
c.r. tube
tube which
which can
can
be plugged into any popular
popular television
television set
set using
using
a 14-inch, 17-inch
17-inch or
or 21-inch
21-inch tube.
tube. Owing
Owing to
to its
its
small size and weight,
weight, compared
compared with
with the
the normal
normal
tubes, it is very convenient
convenient to
to handle,
handle, and
and when
when
plugged in leaves a good deal
deal of
of extra
extra space,
space, which
which
is useful in gaining access
access to
to other
other components.
components.
It is available in
in two
two versions,
versions, one
one for
for magnetic
magnetic
focusing and the other
other for
for electrostatic
electrostatic focusing.
focusing.
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THE full curves given here
he_re indicate
indicate the
the highest
highest frefrequencies likely to be usable at
at any
any time
t'ime of
of the
the day
~ or
or
night for reliable communications
communications over
over four
four longlongdistance paths from this
this country
country during
during October.
October.
give the
Broken-line curves give
the highest
highest frequencies
frequencies that
that
willwill sustain a partial service
service throughotfl
throughout the
the same
same period.
period.
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''Nearest Approach" Calculator
"Nearest

Approach"

Calculator

Information
Screen Information
Radar Screen
Marine Radar
of Marine
Interpretation of
Rapid Interpretation
MIL WRIG·HT*
L. P. MILWRIGHT*
By A. L

IF

passing
closestpassing
the closest
determine the
to determine
J.F a mariner wishes to
means
by means
ship by
other ship
any other
from any
ship from
distance of his ship
plotting
by plotting
simply by
quite simply
done quite
can be done
of radar, it can
echo.
vessel's echo.
other vessel's
the other
of the
bearings of
the ranges and bearings
the
indicates the
positions indicates
plotted positions
The line joining the plotted
extending
by extending
and by
vessel and
other vessel
the other
relative course of the
distance
passing distance
closest passing
the closest
line the
course line
the relative course
can be measured.
by
bearing by
measuring bearing
of measuring
method of
With the existing method
attendant
its attendant
with its
cursor, with
mechanical cursor,
means of a mechanical
number
plot aa number
to plot
necessary to
possible inaccuracies, itit isis necessary
as aa
line as
course line
relative course
the relative
draw the
of positions and draw
taken
time taken
The time
positions. The
plotted positions.
mean through the plotted
comtherefore comis therefore
approach is
nearest approach
the nearest
to establish the
the
minutes ifif the
(approximately 33 minutes
paratively long (approximately
an
If an
away). If
distance away).
some distance
""target"
target" vessel is some
to
time to
the time
used the
be used
to be
were to
cursor were
electronic bearing cursor
reduced
be reduced
could be
approach could
determine the nearest approach
be
would be
bearings would
measured bearings
the measured
of the
since the accuracy of
required.
be required.
would be
measurements would
higher, and fewer measurements
the
from the
move from
to move
inconvenient to
It may however be inconvenient
plotting isis
if plotting
and if
table and
plotting table
radar screen to the plotting
plotter
reflection plotter
or aa reflection
p.p.i. or
the p.p.i.
of the
done on the face of
nearest
the nearest
particularly ifif the
be poor, particularly
the accuracy may be
course
relative course
extending aa relative
by extending
approach is determined by
together,
close together,
positions close
plotted positions
line formed by two plotted
pencil.
using a blunt wax pencil.
nearest
the nearest
radar the
motion radar
true motion
In the case of a true
the
with the
as with
available as
readily available
approach is not so readily
to
either to
have either
will have
operator will
the operator
relative display, and the
change
or change
plot or
true plot
his true
from his
plot from
construct a relative plot
construct
that construct
from that
andfrom
picture and
relative picture
the picture to a relative
a relative plot.

A Direct Answer
by
notably by
suggested notably
been suggested
have been
Various1 methods have
nearest
the nearest
determining the
of determining
Topley 1 and Wylie22 of
radar
two radar
using two
by using
plot by
to plot
approach without having to
these
both these
but both
bearing, but
of bearing,
ranges and a change of
of
percentage of
as aa percentage
information as
the information
methods present the
may
This may
target. This
the target.
of the
range of
the initial pick-up range
sum,
little sum,
annoying little
an annoying
do an
to do
require the mariner to
method
simple method
provide aa simple
To provide
e.g., 18% of 4.9 miles. To
true
using aa true
when using
approach when
of determining nearest approach
Civil
and Qvil
Transport and
of Transport
Ministry of
motion display the Ministry
Signal
Admiralty Signal
the Admiralty
at the
group at
Aviation's Research group
simple
developed aa simple
have developed
Establishment have
and Radar Establishment
calculator.
follows.
as follows.
calculator isis as
the calculator
The principle of the
Suppose an incoming vessel is first obB
A
R1
served at range Ri
1
'
./
that
(Fig. 1) and that
after a short period
R, /
period d.
of time the range
has changed to Ra2
\/^
fij.
and its bearing has
Fig. i I
changed by an 0o

DATUM HUE

rance

max :\

m i

SEAR INC S! HEAREST APfMACH SCALES
A.S.R.£. ""nearest
the A.S.R.E.
of the
views of
rear views
Fig. 2. Front and rear
nearest
approach " calculator.

and
be dd and
distance be
approach distance
nearest approach
oc. Let the nearest
angle a.
BAO.
let 98 be the angle BAO.
, sin d8 sin aC(
.
·
AB
= -r^Then d = Ri
R =
sm 08 and —
R 1 sin
2

Ri — R22 cos aC(
R1also cos 98 =
AB
=
also
AB
oc)
sin a)
(R22 sin
.. „ R22 sin aC(
(R
cos 8
) C0S
R cos a)
= (R
AB =
=
sm 8 =
:.
C(
- R22 cos
••Sin
AB
(R!1 —
(R
R
C()
(Ri1R22 sin °0
cos
g
cos 8
:. d = (R
C()
R 2 cos a)
(Ri1 —
R2
unity,
as unity,
taken as
be taken
can be
cos aC( can
C(' cos
For small values of a,
taken
be taken
can be
.cos 98 can
RD cos
than Ru
smaller than
dis
and if d
is much smaller

. . () J1

as unity
uruty smce cos

R~
- dd2
= Ii2
'

V

R i1

RiRa
R 1R 2 sin aC(
• d
R
~ R
•• d fa
Rj1 - Rj
2
sin x
1
1 _ JL
1
R1
R22
Ri
lengths
the lengths
where the
(A) where
scale (A)
plot a scale
Suppose we plot
Equipment.
Radar Equipment.
and Radar
Signal and
♦Admiralty
*Admiralty Signal
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R 1R 2) from some
some fixed
fixed point
(denoted by RiRa)
point (datum)
(datum)
. 1
are proportional to - ,
R2
K.2

1
then the
the length
length between
between
^- then
R
^-11

Rj
R 1 and R22 will be
be proportional
proportional to
to zr~ — ^~ .• IfIfthis
this
R2 Rj
measured from
from the
length is now measured
the datum
datum the
the scale
scale

2

1

1

reading obtained
obtained would
would be
be ——-—p.·

1
1
R
R1
R22 Ri
scale B
B placed
placed alongside
By having a second scale
alongside A
A and
and
calibrated such that the
the lengths
lengths denoted
denoted by
by R.Rj,
R 1R 2, etc.,
etc.,
on scale
scale"
"A
" are denoted
A"
denoted by
by Ri
R 1 sin
sin a,
a, R
R22 sin
sin a,
a, etc..
etc.,
sin ct.
then the operation
can be carried out
out as
follows:follows:
—
1. Set the first range
range Ri
R 1 on
on scale
scale A,
A, opposite
opposite the
the
B.
datum of scale B.
reading on
on scale
scale B
2. Note the reading
B opposite
opposite the
the reading
reading
R22 on scale A.
. .is
sina
so obtamed
tsequal
equal to
to ^-Sin
-w hih
c
The reading soobtained
^- which

1
1
R2 Ri
R2
R1
very close
close approximation
approximation to
to
as has been shown isis a very
distance. A
A series
the nearest approach distance.
series of
of "" BB ""
required for
for each
each value
value of
of .a.
a.
scales would be required
Since the answer provided
provieied by
by the
the calculator
calculator isis only
only
us examine
examine the
the error
error involved.
involved.
an approximation, let us
Let the actual distance
distance of
of nearest
nearest approach
approach be
be dd
that obtained using
using the
the calculator
calculator be
be dd calc
calc•
and that
.
R
Ri1R
R22 sin
sin aa
Then dj =
—R
cos
= R
cos 6fJ
- R22 cos a
Ri1 —
R 1R22 sin a.Q;
dcalc*
= Rl - R2
d eale• =
Rj - R2

R1 —
R2
d
R,
R2
cos 90
,— = „
5
cos
d eale·
R1 —
- Ra
R 2 COS
cos a
dcaic
Ri
R 2 /Rt
11- R:!
R1
----==---==---- C0S
cos ()
" 11 - Rj/RJ
R 2/R 1 Cos
cos 2a
^
sin 9fJ
1-----sin (0 +
a)
sin(fJ
+a)
cos 9(}
=
;.
COS
^ _ sm 9()cos
COS aa_
1
(sin 60 +
+a)
a)
sin 9fJ cos a +
+ cos 0() sin
sin aa —
- sin
sin 0()
=
em()
=
z :.
cos
9
..
"'

cos fJ sm a

=

[

1- tan(}

e~~~ a)] cos(}

limiting case
case when
when aa = 5° then
Assuming a limiting
a <0.044.
11 —
~; cos
cos r:<0.044.
sm a
sin
.·. in the limiting case
d
-j
=
cos 6fJ
deale•
= (1
(1 —
- 0.044
0.044 tan
tan ff)
())COS
^caic*
=
- 0.044 sin 9fJ
= cos 6() —
d
Since sin 9() =
= •=—
Rd we
we have
have aa relation
relation between
between dd3
Ki
1
'
ddeale•
Giving
R 1•
Giving R!
R 1- the
the values
values 12,
12, 88 and
and
calc. and R^
4 miles the values of
of dd corresponding
corresponding to
to chosen
chosen

values of <ideale•
have been
been calculated
calculated and
and are
are shown
shown
0,llc. have
in the table.
Rj
R1 =
= 12 miles

------ dcalc.
d
--deale.

3.0
2.0
1.0
0.5

2.872
1.957
1.957
0.993
0.499

R1 =
= 8 miles
Rj

R,
R1 =
= 4 miles

dcalc.

d

dcael.

dcacl.

d

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

1.914
1.461
1.461
0.987
0.498

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.25

1.366
0.957
0.493
0.249

de ale.

As can be seen from the table
table the
the accuracy
accuracy of
of the
the
calculator is high,
nearest
high, particularly
particularly when
when the
the ·nearest
approach is small.
The calculator can be
be constructed
constructed in
in aa number
number of
of
forms and a preferred
preferred type
type is
is shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 2.
2. This
This
consists of two endless
endless belts
belts moving
moving at
at right
right angles
angles to
to
each other and operated
operated by
by the
the knurled
knurled knobs
knobs at
at each
each
end. The range scale
scale on
on the
the right
right (in
(in the
the front
front
view) is calibrated from 22 to 15
15 miles.
miles. The
The scale
scale on
on
the left is the nearest
nearest approach
approach scale
scale and
and ten
ten such
such
scales are provided at
at half-degree
half-degree intervals
intervals for
for bearing
bearing
changes of between 11 degree
degree and
and 55 degrees.
degrees. The
The
bearing change
change is
is shown
shown in
in the
the upper
upper left-hand
left-hand
corner of the window.
In order to use the calculator
calculator all
all that
that isis necessary
necessary
follows:
is to proceed as follows:
1. When an echo is seen
seen on
on the
the radar
radar screen
screen set
setthe
the
bearing cursor over
over the
the echo
echo and
and measures
measures its
its range.
range.
2. Rotate the upper knurled
knurled knob
knob of
ofthe
the Calculator
Calculator
until this measured range
range is
is coincident
coincident with
with the
the
datum line (marked " set
set first
first range
range ").
").
3. Wait until the bearing
bearing has
has changed
changed and
and then
then
measure the change of
of bearing
bearing and
and the
the new
new range.
range.
4. Rotate the lower
lower knurled
knurled knob
knob until
until the
the bearing
bearing
change appears in the
the upper
upper corner
corner of
of the
the window.
window.
5. Read off nearest approach
approach distance
distance on
on the
the leftlefthand scale opposite
opposite the second
second range
range of
of the
the target
target on
on
the right-hand scale.
scale.
Provided both ships do
do not alter
alter course
course the
the nearest
nearest
approach distance can be
be checked
checked for
for various
various bearing
bearing
changes without having
having to
to reset
reset the
the range
range scale.
scale.
REFERENCES
Topley,
Estimating Nearest
Topley, H.
H. ""Estimating
Nearest Approach
Approach by
by Radar."
Radar." Journal
Journal
of
of Inst.
Inst. of
of Navigationy
Navigation, Vol.
Vol. VIIIj
VIII, p.
p. 50
50 (1955).
(1955).
Wylie,
F.
J.
"The
Region
of
Collision."
Journal
of
Inst.
Wylie, F. J, "The Region of Collision." Journal of lnst. ofof
Navigation.
Navigation. Vol.
Vol. IX,
IX, p.
p. 161
161 (1956).
(1956).
Precision
Precision Plug-in
Plug· in Wirewound
Wire wound Resistors
Resistors
AN unusual
unusual type
type. of
of precision
precision wirewound
wirewound resistor
resistor has
has
been introduced
introduced by
by Alma
Alma Components,
Components, Ltd.,
Ltd., 165,
165, OssulOssulston Street,
ston
Street, London,
London, N.W.I.
N.W.l. It
It has
has aa standard
standard octaloctalvalve plug-in base and can
can be
be supplied
supplied with
with up
up to
to six
six
tappings which, by suitable
suitable external
external switching
switching or
or interinterconnection, provides aa wide
wide choice
choice of
of values
values with
with any
any one
one
component. The plug-in
plug-in feature enables
enables
8 this whole family
family of
of values
values to
to be
be ininstantly changed.
The resistance wire is non-inductively
non-inductively
wound on an eight-slot,
eight-sfot, ceramic
ceramic former
former
securely fixed to the base
base and
and finally
finally
" potted " in a non-hygroscopic
non-hygroscopic resinous
resinous
compound. Resistors
Resistors are
are wound
wound to
to
specific requirements and
and in
in values
values up
up to
to
5 MO, with tolerances of
%
of from
from ±±55%
down to ±0.1% as required,
required, normally
normally
at 25
"C. The rating isis JW
25°C.
i W per
per section.
section.
Alma plug-in, tapped, precision
precision wirewound
wirewound
resistor.
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Badio Telescope
Telescope
New
Radio
New
OPENING OF THE MULLARD
MULLARD OBSERVATORY
OBSERVATORY AT
AT CAMBRIDGE
CAMBRIDGE

THE
f, HE new Mullard Radio Astronomy observatory
outside Cambridge was opened on July 25th by Sir

new Mullard Radio Astronomy observatory
outside Cambridge was opened on July 25th by Sir
Edward Appleton.
Appleton. The project
project has
has been
been financed
financed
the Department
Department of
of ScienScienjointly by Mullard, Ltd., the
tific and Industrial Research,
Research, and
and Cambridge
Cambridge
University itself. The
The Mullard
Mullard contribution
contribution of
of
than half
half of
of the
the total
total sum
sum
£100,000 provided more than
required.
The methods used for measuring
measuring very
very low-level
low-le,vel
signals11 (even below receiver
receiver noise)
noise) after
after they
they have
have
been collected by the aerial
aerial remain
remain relatively
relatively ununchanged. For this reason and
and also
also more
more obviously
obviously
because of their size and expense,
expense, the
the aerials
aerials usually
usually
excite the main interest
interest at
at such
such observatories.
observatories. In
In
addition the two aerial systems
systems at
at this
this observatory
observatory
use a new technique known as
as"
aperture synthesis
synthesis ""22
" aperture
to provide the maximum
maximum resolving
resolving and
and collecting
collecting
structure size
size and
and weight.
weight.
power for a given structure
The output voltage from aa normal
normal aerial
aerial such
such as
as aa
mirror may be regarded as
as being
being obtained
obtained by
by the
the
appropriate combination of
of the
the voltages
voltages from
from aa
number of elementary
elementary aerial
aerial subdivisions
subdivisions of
of the
the
mirror. The new technique is
is to
to use
use small
small movable
movable
the positions
positions of
of the
the various
various
aerials to take up in turn the
aerial. Then,
Then, from
from the
the
elements of a much larger aerial.
measured voltages given
given by
by the
the small
small aerials,
aerials, the
the
voltage which would be received
received by
by the
the large
large aerial
aerial
can be calculated. The large
large aerial
aerial isis then
then said
said to
to
have been ""synthesized."
Since the
the combined
combined outoutsynthesized." Since
put voltage involves vector
vector products
products of
of the
the
elementary voltages, it becomes
becomes necessary
necessary to
to use
use
two elementary aerials.
Two additional factors give aa considerable
considerable reducreduction in the total number of
of observations
observations necessary.
necessary.
In the first place, in many
many of
of the
the element
element pairs
pairs the
the
aerial elements are in
in the
the same
same relative
relative position
position
(have the same spacing and
and orientation),
orientation), and
and all
all
~uch
give identical
identical voltages.
voltages. Thus
Thus
such similar pairs will give

■ ■

»

,

Fig 2. Part of the fixed
fixed aerial
a~rial for
for use
use on
on 7.9m
7.9m inin
synthesizing aa single aperture.
aperture.

the voltages need only be
be measured
measured for
for each
each
different relative position
position of
of the
the two
two elements,
elements, proprovided that we multiply the
the voltages
voltages for
for each
each different
different
by aa factor
factor proportional
proportional to
to
relative position by
the number of times that
that relative
relative position
position occurs
occurs
1
element position
position pairs.
pairs. Secondly,
Secondly,
in all the possible element
See for example Wireless World, July 1951, Vol. 47, p. 275.
1' See for example Wireless World, July 1951, Vol. 47, p . 275.
in "The
"The Mullard
Mullard Radio
Radio Astronomy
Astronomy Observatory,
Observatory,
by suitably altering the phases
phases of
of the
the voltages
voltages from
from
• Described
Described in
Cambridge," by
M. Ryle,
Ryle, F.R.S.,
F.R.S., Nature,
Nature, July
July 20,
20, 1957,
1957, Vol.
Vol. 180,
180,
Cambridge,"
by M.
the synthesized
synthesized aerial
aerial lobe
lobe
the elementary aerials the
llO.
P.p. 110.
maximum response
response anyanymay be rotated to give aa maximum
,--.I
where within the lobe of
of one
one of
of the
the elementary
elementary
I
(a)
aerials. Thus, once the
the
I I
I I
elementary aerial
aerial voltages
voltages
elementary
I I
it is
is
have been measured, it
It I
I I
possible to compute the
the
CJ
voltage which
which would
would be
be
—
voltage
given by the synthesized
synthesized
N
aerial in a number of
of
different orientations. A
A
similar technique for
for
an
rotating the ·lobe
lobe of an
ae.rial
aerial without physically
moving any
any of its
its eleelec
ments isis often
often used
used in
in
=
ments
radar communication
communication syssys1
1
radar
0
0
terns.
tems.
(b)
fer
There is no need for
the two
two elementary
elementary aerials
aerials
the
Fig. I. The synthesis of (o)
(a) .aa single
single aperture,
aperture, and
and (b)
(b) on
an interferometer; using
using
fig.
to be
be the
the same
same size.
site. In
In
to
one long fixed and one moving
moving aerial.
aerial. (Adapted
(Adapted from
from Fig,
Fig.. 2 of Reference 2).
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75
about 75,
is about
of the movable aerial is
observa~
of observaset of
complete set
so
that aa complete
so that
position
rotation position
given rotation
in aa given
tions
tions in
number ofof
this number
least this
take atat least
will
will take
1
angles
rightangles
plane atatright
In a a plane
days. In
\.
days.
v
widthofof
lobewidth
thelobe
axisthe
longaxis
.
'
toto the
the long
60°
about 60°
is about
aerials is
the individual aerials
four
perhaps four
so that only three (or perhaps
rotation
to allow some overlap) rotation
are
axis are
this axis
positions about this
rotation
of rotation
necessary. The angle of
determined
is determined
about the long axis is
wires
guy wires
of guy
simply by the length of
reflectors.
supporting the corner reflectors.
synthesizThe arrangement for synthesizwill
1b) will
(Fig. lb)
interferometer (Fig.
ing an interferometer
to
m to
1.7m
of 1.7
be used at a wavelength of
angular
small angular
study sources of small
This
diameter (radio ""stars").
stars"). This
comwavelength was chosen as aa comrequirements
promise between the requirements
from
flux from
the flux
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because the listener is presented with an acoustic
experience which never occurs in real life. When
listening to an actual performance, all the frequency
components below about 11 kc/s must arrive with
the same phase, or at least the same polarity, at both
ears, irrespective of the position of the sound source.
Signals from a reproducer system that arrive with
opposite polarity at the two ears serve to confuse
the hearing system and render it unable to fix the
position of the sound source, though it is easy to
bias the brain by presenting it with some clues
from the other senses.
The effects of a polarity reversal are less well
marked to a listener seated off the speaker system
centre line, for all the sound appears to be emitted
by the nearer speaker, an illusion that is strengthened
as the listener moves further from the centre.
Further consideration of the effects of polarity
reversal will be deferred as not being germane to
the argument. Instead, consideration will be given
to the apparent acoustic disappearance of the remote speaker when the listener is off the system
centre line.
This is an effect that has been known as a
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Fig. 2. Relative intensities for equal loudness as a
function of the echo delay time.
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nuisance by sound engineers for many years though
the explanation .is
is only of relatively recent origin.
A typical situation where this nuisance occurs is
in cinemas and theatre?
theatres where it is necessary to
mount the public address speakers on each side
of the proscenium opening
opening. Down the centre of
the theatre there is a sharply defined line along
which both speakers are heard and any artiste
appears to be standing in the centre of the stage
irrespective of his actual position. A slight movement of the head to one side of the centre line,
often by only a few inches, moves the artiste over
to the nearer loudspeaker while the sound from
the further one seems to vanish. This is, as one
might expect, the exact counterpart of experience in
domestic surroundings.
This vanishing loudspeaker phenomenon is a
simple example of the so-called "Haas effect," a
subjective reaction that is of great importance when
considering the influen<;e
influence of the hearing system.
Working at Gottingen University, Haas discovered
that the apparent position of the sound source in
a multiple
multjple speaker installation is fixed at the position
pos4tion
of the nearest loudspeaker, though all the loudspeakers contribute to the total loudness. This unis due to the important part
suspected result is
l?att played
by time of arrival differences when similar
siriufar sound
sotlfid

energy spectrum patterns arrive at the ears. A
signal arriving at the ears from the nearest loudspeaker reduces the response to any similar signal
arriving slightly later in time, the amount of the
reduction · being a function of the time of arrival
difference of the two identical sound patterns. More
precise information is given by the data in Fig. 2,
which indicates the relative intensities of the two
signals for both to sound equally loud when they
differ in arrival time. Thus, for time of arrival
differences between about 55 and 30 milliseconds, the
second signal to arrive at the ears must be about
10 dB higher in intensity before it sounds as loud
as the first signal. The velocity of sound in air is
sufficiently close to 1,000 ft/sec
ftjsec (actually it is
1,125 Jtfsec)
ft/sec) to make it possible to substitute "path
length difference in feet" for ""echo
echo delay in milliseconds"
anYt serious error. Where similar
seconds " without any
loudspeakers are connected in parallel the sound
outputs will generally have sufficiently similar intensities and responses to make the data in Fig. 22
applicable. Thus the sound from the second speaker
will appear to vanish at a path length difference
of less than one foot, corresponding to a time
interval difference of less than one millisecond.
This is in accordance with practical observations.
If the time interval difference increases above
about 40-50 milliseconds, the sound from the remote
speaker, though not consciously appreciated as a
second signal, begins to reduce the intelligibility of
the first signal; and with still further increases in
the delay . time it appears as a separate echo. For
all time differences greater than about one millisecond, it makes the apparent position of the nearer
loudspeaker increasingly vague without actually
moving this apparent position.
Thus the Haas effect is responsible for the fact
that two loudspeakers radiating the same signal do
not appear to be any larger than a single speaker.
Though this is not quite so obvious, it is also
speake: sounding little larger
the reason for an 18in speaker
than an Sin speaker.
In marked contrast, a good stereophonic reproduction of an orchestra using the same two speakers
at the same spacing will appear to fill the whole of
the space between them. This is achieved
because the two signals differ both in timing and
in frequency content. Because of these differences
reversal of the connections to either voice coil does
not, in general, have the same drastic effect on the
apparent position of the sound source.
Advantages of Paralleled Speakers
Two speakers in parallel do have appreciable
advantages over a single speaker of the same size,
and, in fact, have some advantage over a single
speaker having the same cone area as the two
speakers together. A 12in speaker of the normal
1 %, i.e. it converts
type has an efficiency of about 1%,
about 11%
% of the electrical energy input to the
voice coil into sound. This abysmally low figure
is in large measure due to the very considerable
den~ity
disparity between the density of air and the density
of those materials which are mechanically suitable
;;uitable
speaRer cones. It is roughly true to say that
for speaker
if we could double the density of
of the air we could
double the efficiency of our loudspeakers. This
seems impossible, but it is in fact easily achieved,
dosefor when two speakers are mounted in close
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several advantages,
have several
two speakers in parallel have
obvious
so obvious
appears so
that appears
size that
the increase in source size
speakers
two speakers
achieved, two
fact ·achieved,
in fact
at first thought is not in
single
than aa single
sense than
acoustical sense
being no larger in the acoustical
speaker.
for
Hall for
& Hall
Chapman &
to Chapman
My thanks are due to
High
book "" High
my book
from my
illustrations from
permission to use illustrations
Reproduction."
Quality Sound Reproduction."
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Distortion Reduction
advansignificant advanhave aa significant
also have
Paralleled speakers · also
.distorThis distordistortion. This
amplitude distortion.
tage in reducing amplitude
non-uniformity
to non-uniformity
due to
loudspeakers due
tion arises in loudspeakers
gap
the gap
of the
depth of
the depth
over the
of the field distribution over
in,
non-linearities in
to non-hnearities
and to
moves, and
in which the coil moves,
forms
Both forms
suspension. Both
cone suspension.
the cone
the stiffness of the
of
deflection of
the deflection
that the
in that
similar in
of distortion are similar
for
constant for
is constant
current is
the voice coil for aa given current
as
either as
rapidly, either
decreases rapidly,
small movements, but decreases
cone
the cone
as the
or as
gap, or
the gap,
of the
the coil moves out of
the
by the
permitted by
~ravel permitted
the travel
approaches the end of the
surround and centring
circuit
adjusting circuit
and adjusting
speake.:: and
Paralleling a second speaker
output
acoustic output
overall acoustic
same overall
constants to give the same

portable
with aa portable
counter with
geiger counter
The idea of combining aa geiger
appeal toto
wide appeal
have aa wide
should.have
radio receiver is one which should
The ""Lodeblood. The
the blood.
in the
prospecting in
Canadians who have prospecting
LodeMontreal,
ofMontreal,
Electronics of
Aviation Electronics
star ", made by Canadian Aviation
for
case, for
plasti-cs case,
tough plastics
in aa tough
housed in
5/b and is housed
weighs only Sib
.addition
available. InIn addition
strap isis available.
shoulder strap
which a polythene shoulder
give
positions give
switch positions
two switch
selection, two
to normal wave-band selection,
indication
visual indication
or visual
loudspeaker or
the loudspeaker
from .the
aural indication from
emanation
the emanation
by the
affected by
.set isis affected
flasher if the set
in a neon flasher
strength.
sufficient strength.
of sufficient
material of
from radioactive material
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Compon
ent Developments
Develop ments
Component
Trend of .Design of
of Electronic
Electronic Components
Components Used
Used by
by the
the Services
Services
By

G.
G:

W.

A.
A. DUMMER*,
DUMMER*,

M.B.E., M.I.E.E.
M.I.E.E:.

AT present most components
At
components used
used in
in Service
Service
equipment conform
conform to
electronic equipment
to the
the specifications
specifications
in the Radio Components
Components Standardisation
Standardisation ComCommittee's (R.C.S.C.) lists
lists11 of
of fully
fully tested
tested and
and approved
approved
components which have been
been effectively
effectively standardized
standardized
in this country for the
the past
past eighteen
eighteen years.
years. Many
Many
developments, however, are now
now in
in progress
progress both
both at
at
govermnent
government Research establishments
establishments and
and in
in industry
industry
which will affect the
the future
future standardization
standardization of
of
Service electronic
electronic components.
components.
It may not generally be
be realized
realized that
that Great
Great Britain
Britain
was the first country
country in
in the
the world
world to
to standardize
standardize
Service radio components.
components. In
In the
the 1920s
1920s Joint
Joint
Service " K " specifications
specifications were
were drawn
drawn up
up under
under the
the
aegis of the Wireless
Wireless Telegraphy
Telegraphy Board
Board for
for 2|-in
2!-in
and 3i-in
3!-in ammeters and
and voltmeters.
voltmeters. These
These specifispecifications laid the foundations for
for the
the dimensions
dimensions of
of
most of the 2|-in
2!-in and 31-in
3!-in flush
flush and
and projecting
projecting
type instruments seen in
in Britain
Britain today.
today.
The 1939-1945 war made
made itit essential
essential to
to produce
produce
components quickly,
large quantities of components
quickly, the
the scale
scale of
of
increased production
production amounting
amounting to
to approximately
approximately
peace-time output.
three times the normal peace-time
output. This
This led
led
rationalization of
to severe rationalization
of components
components by
by Joint
Joint
Service Standardization Committees
Committees which
which are
are now
now
An example
example of
the R.C.S.C. An
of the
the success
success of
of this
this
rationalization is
is that in
in 1942
1942 there
there were
were 1,500
1,500
different plugs
l'lugs and sockets
sockets in
in use
use in
in the
the Ministry
Ministry
of Aircraft Production alone
alone and
and after
after rationahzation
rationalization
only 200 were retained by
by the
the three
three Services.
Services. In
In
addition, some 10,000
10,000 resistor
resistor types
types were
were reduced
reduced to
to
1,300 approved items;
items; 8,000
8,000 fixed
fixed capacitor
capacitor types
types were
were
preferred items,
reduced to 750 preferred
items, and
and 700
700 types
types of
of
laminations were
transformer laminations
were reduced
reduced to
to 32
32 prepreferred items.
emphasizing that
It is worth emphasizing
that the
the situation
situation on
on
electronic components
components is constantly
constantly changing.
changing. There
There
is a time delay in
in introducing
introducing new
new components
components
because of the . necessity for
for thorough
thorough approval
approval
testing, and it is
is difficult
difficult to
to withdraw
withdraw components
components
because of
from Service use because
of the
the world-wide
world-wide organizaorganization of the Navy, Army
Army and
and Air
Air Force.
Force. It
It would
would be
be
could be generally
useful if it could
generally realized
realized that
that there
there isis aa
" standardization life
life " for
for every
every component,
component, which
which
may be 10 years or more.
more.
specifications for
There are many specifications
for the
the Services
Services and
and
industry and, to the user,
user, these
these may
may seem
seem confusing.
confusing.
There are at the present
present time
time specifications
specifications for
for
Service components prepared
prepared by
by the
the R.C.S.C.,
R.C.S.C.,
R.C.S., etc. (now D.E.F.),
D.E.F.), in
in addition
addition to
to N.A.T.O.
N.A.T.O.
specifications, whilst for industry
industry there
there are
are the
the Radio
Radio
Industry Council (R.I.C.),
(R.I.C.), International
International ElectroElectrotechnical Commission (I.E.C.)
(I.E.C.) and
and British
British Standards
Standards
specifications. It
Institution (B.S.I.) specifications.
It would
would seem
seem
desirable for some of these
these specifications
specifications eventually
eventually
to be merged into one Service
Service and
and one
one international,
international,
industryJ specification.
or British industry,
specification. As
As aa long-term
long-term
*Royal
Radar Establishment.
""Royal Radar
Establishment.

conceivable that
policy it is conceivable
that these
these specifications
specifications may
may
converge into one N.A.T.O.
N.A.T.O. specification
specification with
with
individual country specifications
specifications agreeing
agreeing with
with the
the
main N.A.T.O. specification
specification (at
(at present
present concerned
concerned
mainly with interchangeability)
interchangeability) for
for the
the Services,
Services, and
and
one I.E.C. specification
specification for
for industry,
industry, with
with the
the
individual countries agreeing
agreeing with
with the
the I.E.C.
I.E.C. specifispecifi~
cation as shown below;—
below:Great Britain
Britain R.C.S.C.
R.C.S.C. and
and D.E.F.
D.E.F. specifications
specifications
France
C.C.T.U.
C.C.T.U. specifications
specifications
United States
of America J.A.N. or
or M.I.L.
M.I.L. specifications
specifications
T.O. Canada
Canada
N .A.
A.T.O.K
J.G.N.A.A.F.
J .C.N.A.A.F. specifications
specifications
National Defence
Belgium
National
Defence specifications
specifications
Denmark
„
„
„
Netherlands R.C.S.S.
M.I.L. specifications
R.C.S.S. and
and'M.I.L.
sp~cifications
Italy
National
Defence
specifications
I
National Defence specifications

.
!

r Great Britain

B.S.I,
B.S.!. specifications
specifications
France
Industry
Industry specifications
specifications
United States
R.E. T.M.A. specifications
of America R.E.T.M.A.
specifications
Canada
Industry specifications
specifications
Belgium
„
„
Sweden
„
„
Denmark
„
„
Netherlands
ILE.C.
Netherlands
„
' E ' C*
Norway
„„
3i
Italy
Austria
„
„
Japan
Switzerland
„
„
Portugal
„
„
Spain
South
South Africa
„
„
Yugoslavia
„
„
Developments:-Ope rational
New Component Developments:—Operational
requirements have changed
changed greatly
greatly in
in the
the post-war
post-war
years and new developments
developments such
such as
as guided
guided missiles,
missiles,
automation techniques, high-speed
high-speed aircraft,
aircraft, etc.,
etc., are
are
influencing component
component development
development considerably.
considerably.
The single range of Service-type
Service-type approved
approved comcomin the
the future
ponents may diverge in
future into
into several
several
which might
differing categories, which
might be
be classed
classed as:—
as:1. The reliable component
component
2. The transistor circuit component
component
3. The high temperature component
component
or guaranteed
guaranteed life,
4. The short life, or
life, component
component
5. The very long life component
component
For some years there
there may be
be no
no clear
clear definition
definition
but itit is
is useful
useful to
between these types, but
to discuss
discuss these
these
developments in more detail.
detail.
1. The Reliable Component:—With
Component:-With the
the increasincreasing complexity of electronic
electronic equipment
equipment used
used in
in the
the
Services the need for increased
increased reliability
reliability becomes
becomes
It has
has now
now become
become accepted
more essential. It
accepted that
that in
in
complete aircraft
aircraft crew,
war the lives of a complete
crew, tank
tank crew
crewor
or
sea-going vessel crew may
may become
become jeopardized
jeopardized if
if the
the
radio, radar or navigational
navigational systems
systeins fail
fail at
at aa crucial
crucial
moment. The success
success of
of aa complete
complete operational
operational
mission, even a major
major battle,
battle, can
can depend
depend on
on the
the
electronic equipment.
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It is not easy to assess reliability of equipment the first examples of automation in testing. Modificaunder Service conditions, but from many sources of tions of this machine, or further machines of this
componertts,
information failures in electronic components appear type for testing capacitors and other components,
may be developed.
order 2: to occur in the following order";—
(1) Valves
Component:-In this
2. The Transistor Circuit Component:—In
(2) Resistors
type of component physical size comparable with that
(3) Capacitors
of the transistor is of importance, together with
4) Transformers
((4)
eliability. Life times may well be of the
maximum .rreliability.
(5) Switches
order of 10,000 hours for Service equipment. The
(6) Plugs and Sockets, etc.
reduction in size of the transistor equipment is
This does not necessarily mean that resistors and possible because of the lower voltages and currents
comcapacitors have high fault rates, but that they are the used in transistors and many sub-miniature
3
main causes of failure because large quantities are ponents have already been developed 3.• The danger
to be avoided is extreme miniaturization affecting
used in equipments.
The reliability of an equipment depends also on reliability, particularly for Service requirements.
In the United States of America a maximum
conciitions under which
the environmental operational conditions
it is used. From analyses, the author would estimate voltage of 50 has been chosen for all transistor
that the fault rates with Service equipments are from components and in this country a similar maximum
ten to twenty times those of home radio and television voltage is being discussed by the Joint Service
authorities. It is possible that agreed voltage figures
sets, which use basically similar components.
It is now being suggested by the author that the may evolve to which all future Service transistor
fault rates of these common components, such as circuit components will be designed. At the moment
resistors and capacitors, should be of the order of these figures are 1.5, 3, 6, 9, 15, 30 and 50, but these
per. annum under laboratory conditions. In are not yet finalized and await the outcome of
0.01% per,
order to attain this low rate of failure it is essential discussions with the component industry. It would,
that improved process control in manufacture and a however, be a most useful step to standardize
tran:istor
istor circuit
higher standard of inspection of materials should be voltages at this stage for all future tian
,
obtained. In addition, an important point arising components.
phce in
Considerable development is taking place
directly from this requirement for increased reliability is that of mass testing. In order to evaluate America and in this country on the design and
failure rates of this order it is necessary to test very development of these miniature components.
Component:-This
large quantities of components (of the order of 3. The High Temperature Component:—This
1,000); a machine designed by a British firm is about requirement arises mainly in radio and radar equipto go into operation at the Royal Radar Establish- ment installed in high-speed, high-performance
l,OGO resistors. aircraft, although it is also required in guided
ment for the automatic testing of 1,000
It is possible
to feed instrucf
tions on coded
^ippr
to this
tape
tapetothis
|f
,■
machine for any
Vi
, .
series of tests it
I
is required to
*■ ^'
/
make for any
pg
;
length of time up
to six months.
HI ^
The coded signals control the
fog— ■«'«»
-—j
sequence of testing and the ap■t i
propriate
propriatc clim||J|
aV
JPiJi
atic conditions
in the test
chamber.
/-~S
ch1mber, Rotary
OD
switches select
j»'lp'
(
} ( ,. )
in
each resistor
VJL
are
turn. They arc
fe.
^
A
\ /, )
,
measured on an
Rl v » /
impeautomatic impcdance bridge and
© «
recorded as H
mgSSBt ■§. ®
change of resistfl
ance against the
ancc
'
,J^!
particular test
i" i
conditions. The
p'pPI
accuracy of measurement andrecording is of the
0.5%.
for the automatic testing of electronic components.
order of 0.3%.
Modern equipment foi
Reserved
Copyright Reserved
[Crown Copyright
ICroum
This
T his is one of
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high-power
nnmature high-power
the miniature
of the
missiles and in some of
conyears conrecent years
In recent
transmitters. In
Army radio transmitters.
miniaturizing
in miniaturizing
made in
been made
have been
siderable advances have
small
extremely small
these extremely
of these
use of
components. The use
componeB.ts.
cooling
aggravates cooling
assemblies aggravates
ia sealed assemblies
components in
areas
surface areas
smaller surface
are smaller
there are
problems since there
surroundings,
the surroundings,
to the
heat to
waste heat
available to transfer waste
dissipation
power dissipation
in power
increase in
general increase
coupled with a general
designs.
conventional designs.
against conventional
per unit volume as against
equipments
miniature equipments
Various methods of cooling miniature
equipment.
airborne equipment.
on airborne
notably on
have been adopted, notably
available
are available
components are
where components
It is obvious that where
of,
temperature of,
maximum temperature
the maximum
which can
operate at the
a
cooling
without cooling
space without
confined space
150°C,
say, 150
C, in aa confined
made.
be made.
can be
gains can
arrangements, considerable gains
airborne
in airborne
acute in
particularly acute
The problem is particularly
to
possible to
longer possible
no longer
radar equipments where itit isis no
the
With the
sink. With
heat sink.
as aa heat
itself as
use the aeroplane itself
temperature
the temperature
aircraft the
modern aircraft
of modern
increased speeds of
friction,
as friction,
such as
effects, such
heating effects,
due to aerodynamic heating
in
temperature in
in temperature
rise in
the rise
and the
etc., becomes high and
record-breaking-speed
its record-breaking-speed
during its
Dl!a during
the Fairey D
o
100°C.
be I00
to be
stated to
flight was stated
C.
comtemperature comhigh temperature
Some developments in high
publicarecent publicain aa recent
detail in
in detail
ponents
are
described
in
4
components
of components
design of
the design
tion4,, but in general the
tion
precludes
temperatures precludes
ambient temperatures
for use at high ambient
the
or the
paper or
as paper
such as
materials, such
the use of organic materials,
of
use of
the use
requires the
and requires
plastics, and
currently known plastics,
ceramics.
or ceramics.
glass or
as glass
such as
materials, such
inorganic materials,
materials,
and materials,
p.t.f.e., and
as p.t.f.e.,
such as
Certain plastics, such
advantage.
with advantage.
used with
be used
can be
silicones, can
such as silicones,
capaciand capaciresistors and
in resistors
Some recent developments in
currently
books currently
of books
series of
described in aa series
tors are described
55
being published .•
100°
of 100°
temperatures of
Testing
components at temperatures
o
handling
as handling
difficulties, as
present difficulties,
150°C
to 150
C may also present
gloves.
asbestos gloves.
them may need tongs or asbestos
comof comtype of
Component:-This type
4. Short Life Component:—This
fuses,
shell fuses,
missiles, shell
guided missiles,
ponent is required for guided
and
reliable and
extremely reliable
be extremely
etc. Components must be
1,000
to 1,000
100 to
approximately 100
of approximately
they may have a life of
missile
the missile
of the
time of
flight time
the flight
not the
hours. This is not
check
and check
up and
set up
to set
necessary to
but the testing time necessary
Comperiods. Comstand-by periods.
the missile allowing for stand-by
vibration
temperatures, vibration
high temperatures,
withstand high
ponents must withstand
deterioration.
without deterioration.
storage, without
and long periods of storage,
moment
the moment
at the
whilst at
and whilst
expendable and
They are expendable
being
are being
components are
type-approved components
R.C.S.C. type-approved
reliability,
maximum reliability,
for maximum
need for
used, because of the need
be
may be
components may
life components
short life
in time reliable short
inexpensive.
comparatively inexpensive.
developed . which are comparatively
with ""guaranteed
components with
It is possible that components
guaranteed
produced.
lives " may be produced.
the
by the
initiated by
being initiated
is being
work is
A programme of work
ambient
and ambient
life and
between life
R.R.E. on the relationship between
estabto estabattempt to
an attempt
jn an
components jn
temperature of components
components
of components
range of
typical range
on aa typical
lish initial data on
components
The components
etc. The
capacitors, etc.
such as resistors, capacitors,
information
the information
and the
destruction and
will be tested to destruction
underthe underimpFoving the
in improving
valuable in
obtained will be valuable
the
on the
temperature on
high temperature
of high
effects of
standing of the effects
life of components.
of
types of
certain types
that certain
possible that
instance, possible
It is, for instance,
normally
capacitors normally
paper-dielectric capacitors
impregnated paper-dielectric
50
of 50
life of
gUaranteed life
have aa guaranteed
rated at 85°C can have
o
slight
with aa slight
150°C,
o~ I50
hours
C, with
~ours at a temperature of
temperature.
this temperature.
at this
increase of capacitance at
mcrease
Component:-The
Life Component:—The
Long Life
5. The Very Long

longother longof other
and of
cable and
transatlantic cable
laying of the transatlantic
study
considerable study
necessitated considerable
distance cables has necessitated
silver
action, silver
electrolytic action,
corrosion, electrolytic
of long-term corrosion,
materials
of materials
degradation of
migration and general degradation
the
of the
expectancy of
life expectancy
The life
used in components. The
amplifiers
repeater amphfiers
the repeater
in the
used in
standard components .used
66
The
years .• The
20 years
of 20
order of
the order
of the
of these cables isis of
great
of great
be of
will be
studies will
these studies
lessons learned in these
the
of the
reliability of
the reliability
improving the
importance in improving
also
and also
components and
Service components
R.C.S.C. range of Service
Energy
Atomic Energy
the Atomic
in the
used in
of those components used
component
where aa component
etc., where
Research Establishments, etc.,
experiment
long-term experiment
very long-term
failure may affect aa very
and render it useless.
on
Techniques on
Automation Techniques
The Influence of Automation
automatic
few automatic
yet few
as yet
Components:—Although as
Components:-Although
country
this country
in this
available in
are available
assembly machines are
may
components may
of components
shape of
the shape
that the
it is probable that
type
this type
of this
machines of
assembly machines
be affected when assembly
quantity.
are used in increasing quantity.
automatic
several automatic
America several
of America
States of
In the United States
which
use which
in use
are in
machines are
component assembly machines
sub-units
10,000 sub-units
to 10,000
up to
assembling up
of assembling
are capable
77
per day .•
components
future components
affecting future
Some proposals affecting
the
to the
authorities to
Government authorities
are being made by Government
committees
manufacturers' committees
appropriate component manufacturers'
as:such as:—
these
of these
heads of
insertion heads
the insertion
(a) In order to fit the
components,
future components,
all future
that all
machines it is desirable that
shape
in shape
cylindrical in
be cylindrical
should be
wherever possible, should
leads.
and should have axial leads.
wiring
printed wiring
the printed
in the
punched in
(b) As holes are punched
inare incomponents are
the components
which the
chassis through which
imporbecomes imporleads becomes
the leads
of the
serted, the diameter of
components
all components
that all
suggested that
tant. It has been suggested
s.w.g.
20 s.w.g.
i.e., 20
diameters, i.e.,
standard diameters,
should have two standard
of
introduction of
possible introduction
the possible
and 26 s.w.g., with the
components.
transistor components.
miniature transistor
30 s.w.g. for miniature
the
at the
have, at
components have,
Service components
(c) Most Service
comIn comin. In
to 22 in.
1i to
of 1J
moment, lead lengths of
this
of this
fraction of
only aa fraction
machines only
ponent insertion machines
the
in the
off in
chopped off
being chopped
rest being
length is used, the rest
for
made for
being made
now being
is now
proposal is
machine. The proposal
of
lengths of
lead lengths
with lead
made with
be made
all components to be
in
standardized in
being standardized
already being
i in. This isis already
1IJin.
America.
comin compoints in
important points
(d) One of the most important
techniques isis
automation techniques
ponent design for automation
leads.
connecting leads.
the connecting
of the
the ease of soldering of
which
operation which
dip-soldering operation
the dip-soldering
The success of the
entirely
depends entirely
machines depends
accompanies automatic machines
component
plated component
or plated
coated or
on this and solder coated
advantage.
leads are an advantage.
of
type of
axial-lead type
tubular, axial-lead
the tubular,
In addition to the
of
range of
that aa range
possible that
small component it is possible
electrotransformers, electrosuch as
larger components, such
as transformers,
be
may be
etc., may
relays, etc.,
switches, relays,
lytic capacitors, switches,
snap-in "
by "" snap-in"
inserted by
be inserted
whlch can be
developed which
soldering.
methods prior to dip soldering.
in
trend in
the trend
that the
appear that
would appear
n s:-It would
Conclusions:—It
Conclusio.
away
use isis away
Service use
for Service
development for
component development
branches
or branches
divisions or
into divisions
range into
standard range
from single standard
particular
suit particular
to suit
range to
reliable "" range
of the standard " reliable
requirements.
operational requirements.
severe operational
and increasingly severe
contransistor contowards transistor
trend towards
With the general trend
techniques itit
assembly techniques
automatic assembly
structions and automatic
the
of the
equipment of
electronic equipment
may well be that the electronic
size,
in size,
smaller in
much smaller
components much
heed components
future will need
capable
and capable
period, and
life period,
given life
extremely reliable for aa given
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of being automatically inserted in printed-wiring
printed-wiring
chassis.
·
With the rapid development of transistors and
and
semi-conductor materials, film resistors, etc.,
etc., itit
may even be possible to envisage future electronic
electronic
equipment as a solid block with no connecting
connecting
wires. The block may consist of layers of insulating,
resistive, rectifying and amplifying
conducting, "resistive,
amplifying
materials, the electrical
electrical functions being
being connected
connected
directly by cutting out areas of the
the various
various layers.
layers.
0
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Resistors
"; Vol 2, ""Variable
Variable Resistors
"; Vol
Fixed
Vol 3, ""Fixed
Vol4,
Capacitors "; Vol
4,""Variable
Variable Capacitors ""(Sir
(Sir Isaac
Isaac PitPitman & Sons Ltd.)
6
6 Halsey, R. J.
J. & Wright, F.C.," Submerged
Submerged Telephone
Telephone
Repeaters for Shallow Water," Proc. I.E.E.,
l.E.E., 101,
101, Pt
Pt 1,
1,
No.7 130, July, 1954, p 173.
7 Markus, J., "
Mechanized Production of
"Mechanized
of Electronic
Electronic
Equipment," Electronics, September, 1955, p 138.
11

Specially designed 61-ft
61-(t,parabolic
~y.stem erected by
parabolic aerial system
by
the Stanford Research
Rese·arch institute,
Institute, California, for
(or gathering
gathering
data on scattering and reflection tof radio signals
signals from
from
ass.ociated with
meteor trails, and ionization associated
with the aurora
aurora
borealis, in the frequency
frequency range 100 to 1.000
1,000 Mq-s.
Mqs. Pulse
Pulse
transmitters of 50 to 70 kW output will be used initially
initially
in the 100 to dOOMc/s
similar aerial has
400 Mcjs range. AA.·siniilar
has been
been
erected
erected also near Fairbanks, Alaska.
WIRELESS
WORLD, October
OCTOBER
Wireless World,

More Jobs for Computers
More Jobs for Computers

Recent

Applications

and

Installations
Installations

Ever since computers came on the market as
as comcommercial products and computing time could be bought
bought
at so much an hour, the applications of these machines
machines
have ·been multiplying at a very fast rate, sometimes
sometimes in
in
the most unexpected directions. The following
following is
is just
just
a random list of recent uses
uses of both analogue and
and
digital machines, and makes no attempt to
to present
present aa
balanced picture. It may, however, give
give some idea
idea of
of
the expansion which is likely in this
this branch
branch of
of the
the
industry-already recognized by
electronics industry—already
by the formaformation of an Electronic Data Processing Section
Section in the
the
R.C.E.E.A. and the holding of a computer exhibition
next year.
Payrolls continue to be the most popular
popular application
application
of digital computers, following the success of Lyons
Lyons with
with
their LEO I at Cadby Hall, London. Now,
Now, LEO
LEO II is
is
also handling the payroll for 19,000 employees
employees of the
the
Ford Motor Company, while a LEO II
II machine
machine is
is
being installed at the Corby offices of Stewarts
Stewarts and
and
Lloyds for their payroll and other work
work as well.
well. The
The
G.P.O. has ordered a system comprising two NationalNational" 405 " computers for a payroll of
Elliott "405"
of 112,000
112,000 ememployees, amounting to £70,000,000 per
per annum.
Suspension.-The effect of uneven road
Road Vehicle Suspension.—The
road
surfaces on vehicle suspension systems is being
being simulsimullated by a Short Brothers analogue computer at
at the
the
Brunswick Technical High School, West Germany.
Weather Forecasting.—An
Forecasting.-An entirely new method
method of
of
forecasting the pressure distribution for 24
24 hours
hours ahead
ahead
by calculation has been developed by the Meteorological
Meteorological
Office, treating the movement of the atmosphere
atmosphere as
as aa
problem in classical hydrodynamics. To
To handle
handle the
the
heavy computation in less than the three hours
hours itit takes
takes
at present a Ferranti
Ferranti " Mercury"
Mercury " digital computer
computer is
is
being installed at the Dunstable forecasting office.
Aircraft Design provides an enormous list of applicaapplications for both analogue and digital machines, too detailed
detailed
to be covered completely. For processing wind-tunnel
data Armstrong Whitworth are using aa Ferranti
Ferranti
"Pegasus"
" Pegasus " digital computer, and other machines of ,this
this
type have been installed by Hawker's, Vickers-ArmVickers-Armstrongs and the Royal Aircraft Establishment. Short
Short
Brothers are using one of their own analogue computers
computers
for simulating aircraft take-off problems, while
while MetroMetropolitan-Vickers have a system for simulating
simulating kinetic
kinetic
heating in aircraft and missiles which incorporates
incorporates their
their
""950"
950 " transistor digital computer.
Biophysical Research.—The
Research.-The task of calculating
calculating the
the
positions of atoms in the complex molecules of
of living
living
biophysics laboratory
tissue has been undertaken by a biophysics
laboratory of
of
London University, using a digital machine at
at I.B.M.'s
I.B.M.'s
London computing centre. Large numbers of alternative
structures have been calculated for correlation with
with the
the
results of observational methods. In this
this way itit is
is hoped
hoped
to establish that the atoms are arranged in
in particular
particular
mathematically.
patterns which can be represented mathematically.
MQtor Racing Results.—An
Results.-An electronic computing
Motor
computing
centre using I.B.M.
LB.M. digital machines was set up
up at
at Le
Le
Mans this year to work out the placings of
of die
the cars
cars
during every hour of the race. It also provided
provided accurate
accurate
placings at the end of the contest.
Town and County Councils.—A
Councils.-A National-Elliott
National-Elliott
"405
" 405 " digital computing system is now calculating
calculating and
and
pr~nting rate demands in the City Hall, Norwich,
printing
Norwl:ch, and
and
will also be used for other accounting work.
work. Orders
Orders
JUachines have been received
for ""Hec
Hec"" digital machines
received by
by the
the
British Tabulating Machine Company from the County
County
Councils of Middlesex, · Nottinghamshire
N ottinghamshire and West
West
Riding, from the Brighton and Derby County Borough
Borough
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from
and from
Corporation and
Birmingham Corporation
Councils, from Birmingham
Council.
Durban City Council.
higher
the higher
celebrate the
Establishments.-To celebrate
Educational Establishments.—To
of
College of
Northampton College
the Northampton
sta.tus of the
technological status
Polytechnic) aa
Northampton Polytechnic)
(f<>rmerly Northampton
Technology (formerly
installed.
been installed.
has been
computer has
digital computer
Ferranti ""Pegasus"
Pegasus " digital
University
Sheffield University
for Sheffield
also for
due also
is due
One of these machines is
ComSteel ComUnited Steel
the United
with the
(the purchase being shared with
has
Henlow has
at Henlow
College at
Force College
Air Force
pany). The Royal Air
use
for use
computer for
analogue computer
G-PAC analogue
installed an Elliott G-PAC
missiles.
in the study of guided missiles.
Commission
Transport Commission
British Transport
Distances.-The British
Rail Distances.—The
out
working out
for working
Hall for
Cadby Hall
at Cadby
LEO II at
has recently used LEO
stations
railway stations
of railway
pairs of
possible pairs
distances between all possible
their
of their
purposes of
the purposes
for the
Britain for
and goods depots in Britain
and
stations and
7,000 stations
The 7,000
scheme. The
new freight charges scheme.
were
they were
but they
permutations, but
50,000,000 permutations,
depots gave 50,000,000
task.
the task.
simplify the
to simplify
reduced to 4,000 groups to
studied
being studied
are being
problems are
allied problems
Fuel Systems and allied
of
aid of
the aid
with the
Wolverhampton, with
by H. M. Hobson, of Wolverhampton,
Fuel
Dowty Fuel
and Dowty
computer, and
an Elliott G-PAC analogue computer,
machine
similar machine
ordered aa similar
have ordered
Systems of Cheltenham have
for the same purpose.
comdigital comI.B.M. ""650"
Levels.-A I.B.M.
River Water Levels.—A
650 " digital
has
centre has
computing centre
London computing
puter at the company's London
along
points along
30 points
at 30
levels at
water levels
calculate water
been used to calculate
object
the object
years, the
48 years,
of 48
period of
the River Nile over aa period
hydroand hydroirrigation and
of irrigation
merits of
being to study the relative merits
schemes.
electric power schemes.

managerial
better managerial
to better
Management Information, leading to
to
Company to
Crucible Company
Morgan Crucible
the Morgan
control, is said by the
Hec"
the "" Hec
from the
derived from
advantages derived
be one of the chief advantages
"
Company)
Machine Company)
Tabulating Machine
digital computer (British Tabulating
Accounting
headquarters. Accounting
Battersea headquarters.
installed at their Battersea
handled.
being handled.
also being
is also
computation is
and mathematical computation
the
by the
maintained by
be maintained
will be
Insurance Policy Records will
Cape
at Cape
Society at
Assurance Society
Mrican Mutual Life Assurance
South African
system
processing system
data processing
electronic data
Town using a large electronic
from
ordered from
been ordered
just been
has just
which has
PERSEUS " which
called ""PERSEUS
Ferranti.
Stenhardt
by Stenhardt
operated by
Service operated
Technical Consultancy Service
comengineering comspecialized engineering
and specialized
Ingeniorsfirma, a small and
facilities
its facilities
extended its
recently extended
has recently
pany in Stockholm,
Stockholm, has
comanalogue comBrothers analogue
Short Brothers
of aa Short
by the installation of
puter.
things,
other things,
among other
handled, among
be handled,
Sales Statistics will be
Littlewoods
at Littlewoods
computer at
digital computer
by an Elliott " 405 " digital
at
"Pegasus" at
Ferranti "Pegasus"
by aa Ferranti
Stores, and by
Mail Order Stores,
order.
on order.
are on
machines are
Both machines
I.C.I., Blackley. Both
oxygen
in oxygen
developments in
Controi.-New developments
Flame Cutting Control.—New
Company
British-Oxygen
the British
by the
cutting of metal plates by
"Oxygen Company
of
methods of
Ferranti's methods
of Ferranti's
application of
have involved the application
computers.
digital computers.
by digital
tools by
controlling machine tools
data
processing data
Hydromechanical
Research.-For processing
Hydrome<:hanical Research.—For
Electric
English Electric
an English
uses, an
other uses,
from a water tunnel, and other
the
by the
ordered by
been ordered
has been
DEUCE digital machine has
East
at East
Laboratories at
Research Laboratories
Mechanical Engineering Research
Kilbride, Scotland.

Choras
Dawn Chorus
The
Dawn
The
Atmospheric
Audio-frequency Atmospheric
A New Type of Audio-frequency
atmo" whistler " atmoaudio-frequency "whistler"
NTEREST in audio-frequency
IINTEREST
that
realized that
was realized
since itit was
considerable since
spherics
spherics"1 has been considerable
information
give information
could give
latitudes could
observations at various latitudes
(at
the (at
above the
well above
heights well
at heights
electron density at
on the electron
The
(F2). The
layer (F2).
ionospheric layer
present) highest known ionospheric
whistler22
of whistler
form of
high-latitude form
recent discovery of aa high-latitude
the
of the
strength of
the strength
determining the
also determining
offers prospects of also
heights.
great
such
earth's magnetic field
at
such
great
heights.
type
another type
on another
results on
oaper33 describes results
A recent paper
called
been called
has been
which has
atmospheric, which
of audio-frequency atmospheric,
rising
many rising
of many
consists of
since itit consists
the "dawn chorus" since
like
rather like
sounding rather
tones, sounding
4 kc/s) tones,
to 4kc/s)
(typically from 2 to
early
the early
in the
often in
most often
.occurs most
and itit occurs
a distant rookery; and
tone
falling tone
single falling
the single
to the
contrast to
in contrast
is in
morning. This is
day.
the day.
throughout the
occur throughout
which occur
of"
of
" whistlers," which
aerial
an aerial
using an
simply using
before, simply
Records are obtained as before,
feeding aa
pick-up) feeding
hum pick-up)
local hum
minimum local
(orientated for minimum
audio
dB) audio
(80 dB)
high-gain (80
7 kc/s), high-gain
band-limited (1 to 7kc/s),
convenience
for convenience
amplifier isis for
this·amplifier
amplifier. The output of thisthree
every three
minutes every
four minutes
for four
tape for
recorded on magnetic tape
week.
hours, two days a week.
good
show good
Zealand, show
New Zealand,
Wellington, New
Observations at Wellington,
and
chorus and
dawn chorus
the dawn
of the
strength of
the strength
correlation between the
three
from three
data from
When data
activity. When
the amount of magnetic activity.
comwere comstations were
Zealand stations
New Zealand
American and two New
chorus
dawn chorus
between dawn
found between
was found
pared, good correlation was
on
lie on
apart, lie
far apart,
though far
which, though
stationS' which,
activities at stations
magearth's magthe earth's
of the
force of
of force
line of
approximately the same line
determine
to determine
made to
also made
were also
netic field. Observations were
different
at different
heard at
is heard
chorus is
dawn chorus
whether the same dawn
weak
are weak
tones are
rising tones
individual rising
stations. Unfortunately, individual
bursts
sudden bursts
occasional sudden
that occasional
so that
and difficult to identify, so

————
—
1
are
results are
Storey's results
(1953). Storey's
113 (1953).
A246, p. 113
Trr;zns. AZ46,
Phil. Trans
Storey, PM.
' storey,
1953).
(July 1953).
338 (July
p. 338
49, p.
Vol. 49,
also2 described in Wireless World Vol.
(1956)..
139 (1956).
p . 139
61, p.
Vol 61,
Res. VoL
G?ophys. Res.
'j. Geophys.
et al. J.
IjelliweU et
8' Helliwell
1957).
(June 1957).
28'6 (June
p. 2«6
10, p.
Vol. 10,
Phys,j Vol.
'J. Phys^
Austral, J.
Allcotk, Austral,
McK. Allcotk,
' McK.

apparently
received apparently
were received
!hese were
instead. These
used instead.
~ere used
were
(Aleutian
Unalaska (Aleutian
and atat Unalaska
Wellmgton and
srmultaneously atat Wellington
simultaneously
lines ofof
magnetic
neighbouring magnetic lines
on neighbouring
lie on
which lie
Islands), which
Islands),
signals
chorus'
dawn
that dawn chorus signals
suggest that
results suggest
These results
force. These
force.
are
force, asas are
lines ofof force,
magnetic lines
·along magnetic
propagated along
are propagated
are
whistlers4.
whistlers
dawn
between dawn
observed between
be observed
could be
correlation could
No correlation
No
foreaudible foreno audible
Also, no
activity. Also,
whistler activity.
and whistler
chorus and
chorus
clicks "
the ""clicks"
like the
signals, like
chorus signals,
dawn chorus
of dawn
runners of
runners
correlated
be correlated
often be
can often
which can
lightning which
by lightning
generated by
generated
unlikely
Thus itit isis unlikely
found. Thus
been found.
have been
whistlers, have
with whistlers,
with
atmosphere.
loweratmosphere,
the lower
originate inin the
signals originate
such signals
that such
that
pronounced
showaapronounced
alsoshow
stations also
various stations
from various
Results from
Results
signals,
chorus signals,
dawn chorus
strength ofof dawn
the strength
in the
variation in
daily variation
daily
unchanged
remainingunchanged
strengthremaining
signalstrength
greatest signal
of greatest
time of
the time
the
maximum
timeofofmaximum
this time
However, this
year. However,
the year.
throughout the
throughout
andinin
latitude, and
geomagnetic latitude,
the geomagnetic
with the
vary with
does vary
signal does
signal
chorus
dawn chorus
that dawn
idea that
the idea
with the
consistent with
manner consistent
aa manner
which
particleswhich
chargedparticles
positivelycharged
bypositively
initiated by
are initiated
signals are
signals
and
plane,and
equatorialplane,
(magnetic)equatorial
its(magnetic)
inits
earthin
theearth
approach the
approach
corthecorBecauseofofthe
·field. Because
magneticfield.
its magnetic
byits
deflected by
are deflected
are
the
andthe
activity,and
magneticactivity,
with magnetic
chorus with
dawn chorus
of dawn
relation of
relation
the
occur atat the
which occur
strength which
signal strength
variations inin signal
daily variations
daily
presumparticles presumsuch particles
year, such
the year,
throughout the
time throughout
same time
same
sun.
the sun.
from the
come from
ably come
ably
propagation
by propagation
caused by
be caused
cannot be
tone cannot
rising tone
The rising
The
toneofof
falling tone
the falling
for the
responsible for
are responsible
these are
effects asas these
effects
the
than the
faster than
travel faster
frequencies travel
higher frequencies
(the higher
whistlers (the
whistlers
frequency
the frequency
that the
however, that
is, however,
possibility is,
lower). AA possibility
lower).
particles
incomingparticles
theincoming
increasesasasthe
source increases
.particular source
ofof aa particular
oscillations
plasma oscillations
P.roton plasma
heights. Proton
lower heights.
penetrate toto lower
penetrate
case
whichcase
frequencies, ininwhich
suitablefrequencies,
produce suitable
perhaps produce
can perhaps
can
increase,asas
should increase,
choTus should
the chorus
the
frequency inin the
lowest frequency
the lowest
he
observation
station
approaches
the
equator,
tthe observation station approaches the equator.
^
—■ 177, p. 30—(Jan.7~77.
4
1956).
Vol. 177,
Nature, Vol.
Allcock,Nature,
and Allcock,
Moraan and
• Morgan
p. 30 (Jan. 1956).
4
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LETTE S TOT E EDITOR
LEfTEBS

TO T

The Editor does not necessarily
necessarily endorse
endorse the
the opinions
opinions expressed
expressed by
by his
his correspondents
correspondents

Colour Television
I WOULD like to point out
out that
that your
your report
report on
on the
the
Paris Colour Television Symposium
Symposium (August
(August issue)
issue)
when referring to the comparative
comparative performances
performances and
and
costs of colour display devices
devices misquotes
misquotes me
me to
to such
such
an extent that it completely
completely reverses
reverses the
the meaning
meaning II
had intended.
The order of performance
performance that
that II gave
gave was:
was; (1)
(1)
with best
best performance,
performance, (2)
(2)
three-tube projection with
three-gun shadow-mask tube,
tube, (3)
(3) beam-indexing
beam-indexing
tube, (4) three-gun focus-grid tube,
tube, and
and (5)
(5) beambeamswitching tube with lowest
lowest performance.
performance. The
The order
order
of increasing cost was;
was : (I)
(1) beam-switching
beam-switching tube
tube at
at
the lowest cost, (2) beam-indexing
beam-indexing tube,
tube, (3)
(3) threethreegun focus-grid tube, (4)
(4) three-gun
three-gun shadow-mask
shadow-mask
tube, and (5) three-tube projection
projection with
with the
the highest
highest
cost.
CHARLES J.J. HIRSCH,
HIRSCH,
CHARLES
Corporation.
Hazeltine Research Corporation.
New York.

Projection Television
FROM the remarks of your
your correspondent
correspondent O.
0. V.
V.
issue, itit is
is obvious
obvious that
that
Wadden in the September issue,
he has never had the opportunity
opportunity of
of seeing
seeing aa forward
forward
receiver in
in the
the home.
home. II have
have
projection television receiver
years now
now aa slightly
slightly modified
modified
been using for two years
Philips 1800 chassis throwing
throwing aa picture
picture 32
32 in
in xx24
24 in
in
on a screen made from hardboard
hardboard sprayed
sprayed with
with
aluminium paint. Far from having
having to
to darken
darken the
the
room, I can use 450 watts
waltts and
and still
still view
view comfortably.
comfortably.
I think that manufacturers
manufacturers have
have ""missed
the bus
bus ""
missed the
and concentrating
concentrating
by neglecting forward projection
projection and

Standard Chassis
Chassis
THE improved version of
of the
the pre-fabricated
pre-fabricated chassis
chassis
described in the September 1955
1955 Wireless
Wireless World,
World, and
and
said in our September issue
issue of
of this
this year
year to
to be
be available
available
supplied as
as aa kit
kit of
of parts
parts for
for
in commercial form, is supplied
assembling a chassis measuring
measuring 16
16in
in xx 77in
in xx 77in.
in. As
As
two such
such units
units can
can be
be joined
joined
the illustration shows, two
large chassis
chassis and
and any
any number,
number,
together to provide a large
within reason, can
can be
be joined
joined together
together in
in aa similar
similar way.
way.
A single kit consists of
of 22 end
end plates
plates (a),
(a), 22 runners
runners

I »;
• ?h: .
i|| ^
s^ ;
;r
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on bigger, unwieldy and
and expensive
expensive direct
direct view
view c.r.t.s.
c,r.t.s.
Everyone who has seen my
my picture
picture says,
says, "Where
"Where
can I buy one like it?" II am
am aa television
television engineer
engineer
and see them all, but
but I would
would never
never go
go back
back to
to direct
direct
viewing.
Mr. Wadden's condemnation of
of forward
forward projection
projection
that most
most demonstrators
demonstrators
probably arises from the fact that
of these receivers are too
too greedy
greedy in
in screen
screen size,
size, with
With
loss of
of fight.
light. For
For the
the same
same
a consequent serious loss
reason "Free Grid's" idea
idea (July
(July issue)
issue) of
of the
the proprowall of aa room
room and
and the
the screen
screen in
iri the
the
jector in one wall
other is equally absurd unless,
unless, of
of course,
course, he
he lives
lives in
in
a cupboard!
A. G.
G. TUCKER.
TUCKER.
A.
London, N.W.6.

Transistor Oscillator Stability
Stability
reference, in
in his
his article
article on
on
MR. SCROGGIE'S reference,
"Transistor Oscillator Stability,"
Stability," ·in
in your
your September
September
issue, to a long-term frequency
frequency drift
diiift surprised
surprised me
me
seen any
any indication
indication of
of
considerably as I have never seen
or for
for that
that matter
matter in
in any
any
this effect in an OC45, or
other Mullard transistor. II should
should therefore
therefore be
be most
most
interested to know if Mr.
Mr. Scroggie
Scroggie did
did in
in fact
fact observe
observe
transistor.
this effect on any Mullard transistor.
L P. MORGAN,
L.
Mullard Research Laboratories.
Laboratories.
Salfords, Surrey.
The author comments:
I would assure Mr. Morgan
Morgan that
that I,
I, also,
also, did
did not
not
frequency drift
drift in
in any
any Mullard
Mullard
observe the long-term frequency
samples. The effect was no
no doubt
doubt an
an abnormality
abnormality
attaching to one or two experimental
experimental samples
samples II used
used
in my tests.
M. G.
G. SCROGGIE.
SCROGGIE.
M.
(b), 2 brackets (c), 6 small and
and 33 large
large valveholder
valveholder plates
plates
(e) and
and 66 blank
blank plates
plates (f).
(f).
(d), 6 potentiometer brackets (e)
The various parts are made of
of cadmium-plated
cadmium-plated steel
steel and
and
provision for
for mounting
mounting power-supply
power-supply
the end plates have provision
switches and
and terminal
terminal strip.
strip.
connectors, jacks, toggle switches
The chassis kit is obtainable
obtainable from
from Cowell
Cowell DevelopDevelopEast Acton,
Acton, London,
London, W.3,
W.3, and
and
ments, 67, Long Drive, East
45ss complete
complete with
with all
all necessary
necessary screws.
screws.
a single kit costs 45

Transistor Audio
Audio Amplifiers
Ampliliers
THIS is one of . those subjects
subjects on
on which
which up-to-date
up":"to-date
information is rather scattered.
scattered. However,
However, aa Wireless
Wireless
just been
been published
published covers
covers pracpracWorld book which has just
tical and theoretical aspects of
of this
this field
field from
from the
the latest
latest
viewpoint. The authors, D.
D. D.
D. Jones
Jones and
and R.
R. A.
A. HilHilbourne, are engaged in transistor
transistor developments
developments at
at G.E.C.
G.E.C.
The book deals mainly with
with germanium
germanium p-n-p
p-n-p trantransistors as these are the only
only type
type commercially
commercially available
available
in Great Britain at present.
present. An
An introductory
introductory chapter
chapter
transistor has
has sections
sections on
on its
its various
various
on this type of transistor
equivalent networks. Small
Small signal
signal amplifier
amplifier design
design isis
then discussed including such
such points
points as
as signal
signal to
to noise
noise
The chapters
chapters on
on power
power ampliampliratio and tone controls. The
fiers evaluate the relative advantages
advantages of
of class
class A
A or
or class
class
B operation, and also deal with
with mismatching
mismatching and
and other
other
causes of distortion. A
A number
number of
of practical
practical small
small and
and
also discussed.
discussed.
large signal amplifiers are also
"Transistor A.F.
A.F. Amplifiers" is
is obtainable
obtainable from
from our
our
Iliffe and Sons
Sons Ltd.,
Ltd., price
price 21s
2ls (postage
(postage 8d).
Sd).
publishers, Ililfe
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Modern Thermionic Cathodes

Modern

Thermionic

Cathodes

Merits
Relative Merits
Their Relative
and Their
Types and
Main Types
Review of the Main
A.lnst.P.
M.Sc., A.lnst.P.
FANE.*, M.Sc.,
By R. W. FANE*,

the
war the
world war
second world
the second
since the
DuRING
u URING and since
yielding
cathodes yielding
thermionic cathodes
problem of obtaining thermionic
the
been the
has been
life has
long life
with long
high current densities with
The
development. The
and development.
research and
subject of intense research
coated
oxide coated
used oxide
commonly used
most commonly
difficulties in the most
with
apparent with
more apparent
and more
more and
cathodes have become more
valves
microwave valves
in microwave
shown in
interest shown
the increased interest
conditions.
operating under extreme
extreme conditions.
proof promethods of
alternative methods
Investigations into alternative
bomionic bomwithstanding ionic
of withstanding
ducing cathodes capable
capable of
thermal
and thermal
mechanical and
bardment, gas poisoning,
poisoning, mechanical
and
high and
yielding aa high
time yielding
same time
the same
shock and at the
centisquare centiper square
(amperes per
stable current density (amperes
An
results. An
interesting results.
very interesting
metre) have led to some
some very
an
and an
developments and
important developments
outline of the most important
the
in the
given in
merits isis given
relative merits
assessment · of their relative
following pages.
thermionic
as aa thermionic
use as
for use
The choice of material for
meltof meltconsiderations of
by considerations
governed by
chiefly governed
emitter is chiefly
function.
work function.
the work
and the
ing point, ease of fabrication and
well-known
the well-known
in the
appears in
This latter quantity appears
or ""temsaturated"
relating "" saturated
" or
temRichardson equation relating
temperaabsolute temperathe absolute
to the
" to
emission"
perature limited emission
ture, viz:—
viz:( -~/kT)
I=AT1! exp. (-■P/kT)
I=AT2
sq
per sq
amperes per
in amperes
emission in
saturated emission
where I is the saturated
2
2
the
/deg\
cm,
, TT isis the
amperesjcm2/deg
constant, amperes/cm
em, A is a constant,
8.6 xx
constant, 8.6
Boltzmann's constant,
"K, k isis Boltzmann's
temperature in TC,
measured
function measured
work function
the work
1(T'' e.v./deg, and 'p~is
is the
10-s
than
less than
rather less
from rather
ranging from
(e.v.), ranging
in electron volts (e.v.),
determine
to determine
difficult to
is difficult
of II is
value of
11 to 55 e.v. The value
the
in the
particularly in
emission, particularly
experimentally as the emission,
an
saturated, an
truly saturated,
never truly
is never
cathodes, is
case of oxide cathodes,
giving
always giving
voltage always
increase in anode-cathode
anode-cathode voltage
(Schottky
current (Schottky
emission current
in emission
increase in
rise to some increase
that
1) isis that
Fig. 1)
(see Fig.
taken (see
often taken
value often
Effect). The value
departs
curve departs
voltage curve
versus voltage
at which the current versus
law).
power law).
(3 /2 power
line .(3/2
from the space-charge-limited
space-charge-lim ited line
portion
the portion
of the
plot of
logarithmic plot
Alternatively a logarithmic
extracharacteristic isis extrathe characteristic
of the
beyond the " knee"
knee " of
The
value. The
required value.
the required
give the
to give
volts to
polated to zero volts
microsecond
using microsecond
drawn using
be drawn
current which may be
the
than the
higher than
considerably higher
general, considerably
in general,
pulses is, in
emission
true emission
the true
be the
to be
considered to
d.c. rating and is considered
d.c.
calculations.
for work function calculations,
are
cathodes are
all cathodes
review all
this review
For the purpose of this
following
the following
of the
one of
to one
belonging to
considered as belonging
groups;—
groups:metals;
(i) pure metals,
(ii) atomic films,
(iii) oxide emitters.
place
of place
pride of
held pride
has held
Pure Metals.—Tungsten
Metals.-Tungst en has
readily
not readily
As itit isis not
years. As
many years.
in the first group for many
directly
to directly
restricted to
is restricted
use is
its use
fabricated into sheet its
prime
of prime
robustness isis of
where robusmess
heated filaments and where
22
with
2300oC with
at 2300°C
mA/cm at
500 mA/cm
some 500
importance, giving some
22
22
exThe ex/deg .• The
0—4.5 e.v. and A=60 amperes/cm
amperes/cm /deg
~=4.5
For
hours. For
10,000 hours.
is 10,000
conditions is
pected life under
u~der such conditions
Co.
Telegraph Co.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
^Research Laboratories,
Laboratories. MarconiV^ireless
*Research

preferred.
4.1) isis preferred.
=4.1)
(~ =
tantalum (i/j
cathodes, tantalum
unipotential cathodes,
radiation
makes radiation
required makes
The high temperature required
been
have been
cathodes have
such cathodes
and such
heating impracticable and
subfrom aa subelectrons from
with electrons
heated by bombardment with
been
has been
system has
Such aa system
sidiary tungsten filament. Such
klystrons.
power klystrons.
used in some high power
second
the second
of the
characteristics of
F ilms.-The characteristics
Atomic Films.—The
believed
film, believed
thin film,
by aa thin
determined by
mainly determined
group are mainly
on aa
thorium on
or thorium
barium or
of barium
to be one atom thick, of
recent
important recent
most important
the most
of the
Some of
refractory metal. Some
behaviour
their behaviour
category, their
this category,
to this
advances belong to
first
the first
In the
tungsten. In
thoriated tungsten.
being analogous to thoriated
to
added to
was added
oxide was
thorium oxide
of thorium
1% of
instance about 1%
its
improve its
to improve
manufacture to
during manufacture
tungsten wire during
that
found that
was found
Later itit was
properties. Later
mechanical properties.
the
of the
reduction of
the reduction
by the
produced by
metallic thorium, produced
surface
the surface
to the
diffused to
temperature, diffused
oxide at high temperature,
positive
with positive
layer with
double layer
electric double
and formed an electric
2.6
to 2.6
function to
work function
the work
reducing the
charge outermost reducing
the
adhesion the
of adhesion
forces of
strong forces
e.v. Owing to the strong
withtemperatures withhigh temperatures
at high
operated at
cathode can be operated
Further
material. Further
active material.
of active
out undue evaporation of
the
of the
layer of
outer layer
the outer
improvement is shown ifif the
The
carbide. The
tungsten carbide.
to tungsten
converted to
tungsten is .converted
mainthe mainupon the
depends upon
filament depends
active life of the filament
thousands
many thousands
and many
layer and
thorium layer
the thorium
tenance of the
1-5
drawing 1-5
1600-1800oC drawing
at 1600-1800°C
of hours are2 obtained at
used
been used
have been
filaments have
such filaments
amperes/cm 2.• While such
transmitting
power transmitting
high power
and high
extensively in medium and
valves
microwave valves
in microwave
used in
be used
cannot be
valves they cannot
utilizing an electron
gun structure where
a planar cathode is
necessary.
Yi law/
—
necessary.
properties
J^-"
b
Similar properties
are obtained with
monatomic films of
T
of £..,a:~
barium on tungsten, |a:
/
the 3i3
but in this case the
j/*
1.6 g~
is 1.6
work function is
y
is, $~
e.v. Such a layer is,
/
however, relatively g~
/
unstable. An ad/
/
sorbed layer of oxyt he
b e t w e e n the
gen between
/
barium and the tung1ower s the
s"t en lowers
sten
anode
VOLTS
ANODE volts
barium evaporation
Fig. I. Diode characteristics
characteristics
for
for
characteristics for
Fig.
rate but some method ^Diode
two
temperatures,
TT11 and
and
and TTT222.,,
temperatures. T,
two temperatures
is ^
of replenishment is
departure
from
spacethe spacefrom the
d~p?rtur~from
showing departure
make showing
to make
necessary to
.
i j of£ show.ng
charged-hmited
charged-limited line.
line. the spacecathode
such
such aa cathode
ot charged-ltmtted /me.
the
in the
achieved in
been achieved
has been
This has
This
practical value.
the
by the
announced by
cathode announced
typ·e dispenser cathode
L " type
" L"
11
other
and other
this, and
In this,
1949 .• In
in 1949
Philips Laboratories in
essenan essenis an
tungsten is
porous tungsten
described, porous
types to be described,
by
produced by
This isis produced
structure. This
tial part of the structure.
22 in a
tons/in in a
50-100 tons/in
at 50-100
powder at
pressing tungsten powder
high
at high
compact at
the compact
sintering the
then sintering
steel die and then
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temperature in a protective atmosphere. · The
porosity (ratio of pore volume to total volume) is
is
20-50%.
20-50 %.
of aa planar
planar
Fig. 2 shows the basic construction of
A double-ended molybdenum
molybdenum
"L" cathode.
cylinder is closed at one end by a porous tungsten
plug. The cavity so formed contains barium
barium and
and
strontium carbonates. Heating the cathode
cathode to
to
llOOoC in vacuum converts the carbonates to oxides.
1100°C
oxides.
Continued activation at a higher temperature results
results
in the reduction of barium (and strontium) oxide
oxide by
by
the tungsten, yielding barium (and strontium)
strontium) which
which
diffuses to the surface and is continually replenished
from the reservoir. Some controversy exists
exists at
at
present as to the exact nature of the emitting surface. At 1100°C
llOOOC the d.c. saturation current density
amperejcm22·•. At 1000oC
is 2-3 ampere/cm
1000°C
and a current den2
sity of about 11 ampere/
ampere/cm
hours
cm 2 lives of 8-10,000 hours
are obtained. Good performance has
has been
been given
given
by such cathodes in microwave valves, particularly
klystrons. Little has been published regarding the
use of ""L"
but
L " cathodes in travelling-wave tubes, but
the smooth surface should be of advantage in lownoise tubes although this is somewhat offset by the
high operating temperature. A further consequence
of the high temperature is the difficulty in mounting
the cathode in a vacuum tube; for
for example mica
mica
supports have to be replaced by alumina ceramics.
cathode~, a modification of the
The impregnated cathode',
above type, has simplified the structure by eliminating the need for a gas-tight weld round the tungsten
plug, at the same time improving the temperature
distribution and reducing the processing time. In
this case the pores of the tungsten are filled
filled with
normal and basic barium aluminates, Ba At,O
AhCL4 and
Ba 3 AL0 6 , the cavity containing the carbonates being
Ba.AhOe,
dispensed with. The aluminates gives rise to barium
oxide on heating, the behaviour of the cathode then
being identical in all respects to the ""L"
A
L " type. A
further improvement has been obtained by adding 3aa
small quantity of calcium oxide to the aluminates 3 .•
o
llOOOC
At 1100
C a d.c. saturation emission of 4 or 5
amperes/cm22 is obtained, the peak microsecond
pulsed emission being about 12 amperesfcm
amperes/cm22 •. A
considerable reduction in the barium evaporation
rate is also claimed which should result in considerably longer life.
The latest modification of the impregnated cathode
has recently been described by Hughes and Cop4
pola4.
pola
. The improved impregnant, in powder form,
is mixed with 50-50% molybdenum-tungsten alloy
powder, pressed into2 a retaining molybdenum
cylinder at 70 tons/in 2 and sintered at 2000 °C in a
hydrogen atmosphere. In a well processed valve
d.c. emissions comparable with pulsed values can be
drawn and the authors claim lives of 5,000 hours
drawing
a current density of 10 amperes/cm22 at
o
1130°C.
1130 C. This simplified technique of producing such
make~ them an attractive commercial propocathodes makes
sition. As with the types mentioned previously,
exposure to atmospheric pressure after activation
causes no permanent damage and repeated reactivation can be achieved.
Finally, the cathode described by Beck and his
associates55 is considered as belonging to the second
group. A mixture of about 70
70%
30%
% nickel and 30
%
barium and strontium carbonates is used. As pure
nickel will not reduce barium oxide, some reducing
agent, in this case zirconium hydride, is used (about

1%
1%).). After pressing into a metal retaining cylinder
the cathode is mounted in the valve and
and heated
heated to
to
llOOoC, causing the carbonates to dissociate
about 1100°C,
and the nickel to sinter into
into aa strong
strong matrix.
matrix. In
In
general the temperature required for a given emission
is about 100oC
100°C higher than that of an oxide coated
conditions
cathode but resistance to poor vacuum conditions
enables larger d.c. currents to be drawn. Although
no evaporation rate information is
is available,
available, lives
lives of
of
5,000 hours at 1000°C and 11 ampere/cm22 have
have been
been
recorded. At this 2temperature a pulsed emission
emission of
of
Again, use
use
10-30 amperes/cm
amperes I cm2 could be obtained. Again,
can be made of such cathodes in demountable
demountable
vacuum systems and the authors claim good results
when used in klystrons and television cathode
cathode ray
ray
tubes.
and oldest
oldest
Oxide Emitters.—The
Emitters.-The most important and
member of the final group is the oxide coated cathode.
This consists of a coating of barium and strontium
(and often calcium) carbonates on a nickel base.
base. The
The
reduction of the oxides, subsequently formed in
in
vacuum, by impurities in the nickel (in particular
silicon, magnesium and titanium) produces an excess
of barium (and
strontium) in the
^-porous tungsten
oxide crystals and
s
is thought to be
/
responsible for the
////////////// __(Bd,Sr)C03
cathode
activity.
:
The low work function, about 11 e.v.,
and long life (20Q
_
50,000 hours) ac: n.
coUnts for the very
counts
Jo
\
extensive use of
:
k3
; MOLYBDENUM
molybdenum
CYLINDER
such cathodes in all
(5 5
cylinder
low-power valves
{o
requiring some
tens
2
As
h
I
of mA/cm
rnA/cm 2.•
mentioned
prep r e2. Construction of the ·'" LL ""
viously, however, Fig.
fg-2.
resistance to ionic type
resistance
VP® dispenser cathode.
bombardment and
gas poisoning is poor and
and the
electrical properties
properties of
of
the electrical
emission current
current density
density to
to
. the coating limit the 2d.c. emission
less than 500 mA/cm 2 (at about 850°C)
850°C) for
for aa reasonreasonable life. In pulsed operation with
with low-duty
low-duty cycle
cycle
the emission is from
from five
five to
to ten
ten times
times higher
higher than
than the
the
d.c. values but a limit is ultimately set by
by arcing
arcing and
and
a disruption of the coating. Some improvement
improvement in
in
mechanical properties can be achieved by
by welding
welding aa
nickel mesh to the base
metal before
before applying
applying the
the
base metal
coating, thereby improving the
the bonding.
The alkaalkabonding. The
line earth oxides are, however, employed
employed as
as the
the basic
basic
active material in
in all modern types
types of
of cathodes,
cathodes, therthermal efficiency having been
been somewhat
somewhat sacrificed
sacrificed in
in
favour of other desirable features.
Using oxide cathode materials in
in powder
powder form,
form,
namely, nickel and
and alkaline6 earth
carbonates, MacMacearth carbonates,
NTair,
briefly described
described
Nair, Lynch and Hannay
Hannay 6 have
have briefly
"molded"" or nickel matrix cathodes
cathodes made
made by
by the
the
"molded
pressing
Although
d.c.
pressmg and sintering technique. Although
d.c.
amperes/cm22 at
at temtemcurrent densities as high as 10 amperes/cm
peratures of about 1000oC
1000°C are reported, no life-test
life-test
such high currents.
currents. Lives
Lives
studies have been made at such
cathodes operating at
at 850oC
850 "C and
and
of 5,000 hours with cathodes
22
500 mA/cm
high anode
anode
rnA/ cm have been obtained using high
voltages. The pulsed emission is approximately six
six
times the d.c. values. Conditions of ionic bombardment which produced a fivefold decrease in the
the
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significant
no significant
caused no
cathode caused
emission from an oxide cathode
cathode.
molded " cathode.
change in the ""molded"
with aa
but with
properties but
similar properties
with similar
Cathodes with
been
haye been
preparation have
of preparation
method of
slightly different method
In
Centre77.• In
Research Centre
Honeywell Research
developed at the Honeywell
prechemically prebeen chemically
have been
carbonates have
this case the carbonates
nickel
formed nickel
previously formed
of aa previously
pores of
cipitated into the pores
lifeNo lifee.v. No
1-1.25 e.v.
is 1-1.25
function is
matrix. The work function
above
the above
Although the
recorded. Although
test information isis recorded.
manner
similarmanner
in aa similar
behave in
to behave
nickel cathodes appear to
and
empirical and
largely empirical
are largely
results are
to oxide cathodes, results
undercompletely undernot completely
are not
involved are
the mechanisms involved
cathodes
such cathodes
of such
reports of
no reports
been no
have been
stood. There have
are
they are
but they
devices but
practical devices
having been used in practical
amperesjcm22
few amperes/cm
where aa few
application where
likely to find application
are
emission are
pulsed emission
amperes I cm22 pulsed
d.c. or tens of amperes/cm
those
above those
little above
temperatures little
operating temperatures
required at operating
of an oxide cathode.
of
properties of
thermionic properties
the thermionic
Research into the
has
oxides has
earth oxides
alkaline earth
the alkaline
other than the
materials other
possible
the possible
with the
value, with
practical value,
yielded little of practical
oxide
this oxide
of this
Coatings of
oxide. Coatings
exception of thorium oxide.
been
have been
molybdenum have
or molybdenum
on tungsten, tantalum or
magnetrons,
and magnetrons,
tetrodes and
power tetrodes
in power
used, for example, in
the
at the
even at
required even
where a rugged cathode isis required
current
at current
life at
The life
power. The
heater power.
expense of extra heater
however,
has, however,
amperefcm22 has,
than 11 ampere/cm
densities greater than
molybof molybmixture of
sintered
A
been disappointing. A sintered mixture
has
cathode, has
Cermet" cathode,
the "" Cermet"
called the
denum and thoria, called
where
magnetrons, where
in magnetrons,
particularly in
also been used, particularly
convenany convendamage any
would damage
electron bombardment would
be
can be
dissipation can
heat dissipation
higher heat
.t he higher
tional coating and the
used to advantage.
been
has been
which has
work which
the work
Conclusion.—Some
Conclusion.-So me of the
necessarily
has necessarily
cathodes has
of cathodes
types of
done on the various types
each
of each
parts of
important parts
most important
the most
but the
been omitted but
developthe developindicate the
to indicate
discussed to
section have been discussed
those
particularly those
valves, particularly
which future valves,
ments round which
scanty
The scanty
designed. The
be designed.
will be
in the microwave field, will
the
and the
available and
present available
at present
life-test information
infor.mation at
been
have been
which have
valves Which
of valves
relatively small number of
make itit
cathodes make
various cathodes
the various
incorporating the
made incorporating
assessment ·
tentative assessment
than aa tentative
more than
t-o give more
impossible to
merits.
of their relative merits.
recovery
as recovery
such as
features, such
Several very important features,
mechanical
and mechanical
machinability and
from gas poisoning, machinability
resiselectrical resislow electrical
and low
surfaces and
smooth surfaces
strength, smooth
derivavarious derivathe various
to the
common to
tance are, however, common
oxide
the oxide
and the
emitter and
film emitter
atomic film
the atomic
tives of both the
applications
current applications
low current
ordinary low
cathode. For all ordinary
preferred.
still preferred.
the oxide cathode isis still
regards
as regards
next as
follow next
cathodes follow
The nickel matrix cathodes
features
interesting features
many interesting
have many
thermal efficiency and have
machinabilityeasy machinability—
including easy
to commend them, including
embe emto be
have to
techniques · have
special techniques
with tungsten special
at
d.c. at
amperes/cm22 d.c.
or 22 amperes/cm
of 11 or
ployed. 0 Emission of
Lives
expected. Lives
be expected.
can be
life can
good life
830-900 C with a good
830-900oC
these
in these
obtained in
been obtained
have been
in excess of 5,000 hours have
operating
type operating
similar type
of aa similar
cathodes of
laboratories from cathodes
2
2
anode
high anode
at high
d.c. at
ampere/cm d.c.
830oC drawing 11 ampere/cm
at 830°C
voltages.
latest
the latest
particularly the
and particularly
cathode, and
" L " cathode,
The "L"
use,
widespread use,
find widespread
to find
likely to
pressed type, are likely
techniques
mounting .techniques
expensive mounting
although the more expensive
their
limit their
will limit
required will
wattage required
heater wattage
and higher heater
microand microhigh-power and
expensive high-power
use to the more expensive
current
continuous current
high continuous
requiring high
wave valves requiring
densities.
in
cathodes in
above-mentioned cathodes
the above-mentioned
all the
The utility of all

clear.
yet clear.
not yet
is not
tubes is
travelling-wave tubes
low-noise travelling-wave
surface
cathode surface
the cathode
over the
emission over
Non-uniformity of emission
coverage
surface coverage
Improved surface
problem. Improved
still remains a problem.
emitters
film emitters
atomic film
the atomic
of the
case of
by the barium in the case
all
in all
distribution in
pore distribution
even pore
more even
and a finer and more
noise
the noise
improve the
to improve
deal to
great deal
cases may do a great
characteristics.
with
cathodes with
various cathodes
the various
of the
Operating conditions of
the
in the
summarized in
are summarized
life are
expected life
an indication of expected
table :—
following table:

Type

OperatOperat-1 D.C.
Life
Emission (Hours)
ing 'Emission
Temp.
(amperes/
2
cm2))
(0C)
CC)

.. 2300
Tungsten ..
. . 2100
Tantalum ..
1750
Thoriated tungsten
"'' L " and impreg.. 1000
nated ..
Improved impregnated and pressed 960-1130
.. 850-900
Nickel matrix
.. 830
Oxide coated

0.5
0.5
1-3

10,000
10,000
15,000

11

10,000

0.5-10
11
0.5

>5,000
>5,000
5,000
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Exchange
Telephone Exchange
Electronic
Electronic Telephone
done
been done
has been
work has
development work
ALTHOUGH much development
to
likely to
not likely
are not
they are
exchanges they
telephon:e exchanges
on electronic telephone
for
service for
public service
the public
in the
use in
come into widespread use
they
why they
however, why
reason, however,
no reason,
some time. There isis no
inautomatic inprivate automatic
for private
extensively for
should not be used extensively
they
Here·they
on. Here
so on.
and so
factories, and
offices, factories,
stallations in offices,
absence
and absence
size and
small size
of small
advantages of
offer the important advantages
trouble.
of trouble.
source of
often aa source
are often
of moving parts, which are
projust prohave just
Telecommunications have
As an example, Pye Telecommunications
which
exchange which
automatic exchange
private automatic
10-line private
duced a 10-line
done
switching isis done
The switching
12in. The
19in xx 12in.
measures only 20in x 19in
thermionic
two . thermionic
with two
valves, with
cold-cathode valves,
by Z50T cold-cathode
has
pulses. ItIt has
dialling pulses.
incoming dialling
the incoming
valves for shaping the
wanted
which ifif aa wanted
by which
feature by
storage feature
an interesting storage
automatica~y
engaged "" itit isis automatically
be "" engaged
extension turns out to be
hts
replaces his
there replaces
person there
the person
rung again as soon as the
handset.
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Stobilizolion of A. C. Supplies
Stabilization

of

A.C.

Supplies

A Comparative
Comparat,ive Review of
of Methods
Methods of
of Voltage
Voltage Control
Control
By

0. £.
E. DZIERZYNSKI
DZIERZYNSKI
O.

TI HEORETICAL
H EORETICAL circuits and
and commercial
commercial apparaapparaa.c. power
power supplies
supplies are
are not
not so
so
tus for stabilizing a.c.
d. c. supplies.
supplies. A
A possible
possible
well known as those ·for d.c.
voltage stabilization
stabilization circuits
circuits
explanation is that a.c. voltage
the degree
degree
demand certain special
special components
components for
for the
to be
be comparable
comparable with
with that
that
of stabilization achieved to
obtainable in d.c. systems.
systems. The
The power
power handling
handling
consequently size)
size) of
of a.c.
a.c. stabilizers
stabilizers isis
capacity (and consequently
that normally
normally required.
required. HowHowalso often greater than that
ever, it frequently happens
happens that
that d.c.
d .c. stabilization
stabilization isis
to a.c.
a.c. valves
valves heaters
heaters being
being
not good enough owing to
affected by ·mains voltage
voltage·variations,
variations, with
with consequent
consequent
uncertainty in gain.
proposed to
to give
give aa very
very general
general
In this article it is proposed
a.c. stabilizing
stabilizing systems,
systems, pointing
pointing
survey of possible a.c.
disadvantages.
out their advantages and disadvantages.
Performance Requirements.—There
Requirements.- There are
are four
four main
main
requirements for a mains
mains voltage
voltage stabilizer.
stabilizer. The
The
first of these is the
the accuracy
accuracy of
of stabilizing
stabilizing action.
action.
ao-120V

UNSTABILIZED
UNSTABIUZED
A.C. INPUT,,
~g·Jr:~Jv
200/240 V

STABILIZED
STABILIZED
A.C. OUTPUT
OUTPUT .
. A.C.
(CONSTANT LOAD)
LOAD)
(CONSTANT

Fig. I. Barretter stabilizer (constant
(constant load).
load).
:

The requirement for this
this can
can be
be within
within _±0.05%
up
:().05% up
to within say ±2%,
±2%, but
but stabilization
stabilization to
to better
better than
than
+0.5% can be considered as
±0.5%
as very
very good.
good. As
As an
an
illustration of the meaning
meaning of
of this
this requirement,
requirement, ifif
the required mains voltage
voltage is
is 200V
200V to
to within
within —
± 11%,
%,
can be
be allowed
allowed to
to drift
drift between
between
the stabilized voltage can
198V and 202V, without
without any
any action
action being
being performed
performed
by the stabilizer.
stabilizer. As soon
soon as
as the
the voltage
voltage drops
drops down
down
to say 197.5V, the stabilizer
stabilizer will
will act
act to
to raise
raise the
the
level is
is close
close to
to 200V.
200V. In
In an
an ideal
ideal
voltage until the level
case, the voltage should be
be set
set back
back to
to exactly
exactly 200V.
200V.
somewhat higher—-say
higher---"-say
Normally the value reached isis somewhat
201 V; but in a well designed
designed stabilizer
stabilizer itit should
should
201V;
not come too close to
to the
the upper
upper limit
limit of
of 202V
202V as
as
may be
be experienced.
experienced. AlternaAlternaovershooting effects may
tively, the voltage may
may not
not be
be reset
reset enough,
enough, and
and itit
would reach only say 198.5V.
198.5V.
requirement for
for aa stabilizing
stabilizing system
system
The second requirement
is the speed of response, which
which
R
Ra.
is defined as the accuracy
o
^—yvvv
accuracy of
of
§ |
the system divided by the
the time
time
f
taken to reset the voltage
voltage for
for aa
| |
change equal to this
this accuracy
accuracy unstabilized
UNSTABILIZED o |
AC
(the regulating time); i.e.
i.e. in
in
A.C.-input
INPUT | |
| g
the last example the
the time
time
° °
taken to reset upwards from
from
198V, or downwards from
(a]
(a)
202V. For instance, if
if this
this

resetting time is 11 sec., the
the speed
speed of
of response
response would
would
be 1%/sec.
1 %/sec. The majority
majority of
of a.c.
a.c. voltage
voltage stabilizers
stabilizers
do not act fast enough to
to deal
deal with
with sudden
sudden mains
mains
produced by
by switching
switching
voltage changes such as those produced
electrical apparatus.
apparatus.
It is important to realize
realize that
that both
both these
these factors
factors
(speed of response and accuracy)
accuracy) are
are in
in practice
practice
interdependent. If, for
for instance,
instance, our
our voltage
voltage limits
limits
are set closer, say to
within ilV,
± 1V, with
with the
the same
same
to within
speed of response, the regulating
regulating time
time would
would be
be only
only
the accuracy
accuracy in
in stabilizing
stabilizing
0.5 sec. Increasing the
systems generally necessitates
necessitates aa slower
slower response
response
and hunting
hunting effects
effects
speed; otherwise overshooting
overshooting and
unavoidable. Response
Response speeds
speeds can
can be
be up
up
will be unavoidable.
to 5%/sec. in motor-driven
motor-driven systems
systems (1/5
(1/5 sec.
sec. for
for
1% change), but magnetic
magnetic reactor
reactor stabilizers
stabilizers offer
offer
much higher figures (1/200 sec.
sec. for
for 1%
1% change).
change).
The third requirement associated
associated with
with stabilizing
stabilizing
systems is the output waveform.
waveform. In
I n certain
certain applicaapplications it is important to
to have
have the
the power
power supply
supply free
free
original sinusoidal
sinusoidal waveform.
waveform.
from distortions of the original
Unfortunately stabilizing
stabilizing circuits
circuits using
using non-linear
non-linear
saturated inductances,
inductances,
elements, as for example
example saturated
distortions. They
They can
can be
be removed
removed
introduce such distortions.
by using low-pass filters, but
but this
this is
is rather
rather aa cumbercumbersome remedy as the mains frequency is
is comparatively
comparatively
elements (condensers,
(condensers, inductances)
inductances)
low so that filter elements
consequently expensive.
expensive.
have to be large,
large, and consequently
The stabilized power needed
needed isis the
the fourth
fourth and
and
last requirement to be
be discussed.
discussed. When
When these
these
powers are large (say over
over 0.5
0.5 kW)
kW) motor-driven
motor-driven
variable voltage transformers
transformers are
are preferred,
preferred, as
as the
the
cost of such regulating
regulating equipment
equipment rises
rises very
very
slowly with the controlled power,
power, which
which isis not
not the
the
case for stabilizers with no
no moving
moving elements.
elements.
Simple Stabilizing Circuits.—If
Circuits.-If we
we consider
consider the
the
case where a stabilized
stabilized a.c.
a.c. source
source is
is supplying
supplying aa
quite simple
simple stabilizing
stabilizing device
device can
can
constant load, a quite
be designed (see Fig. 1).
1). The
The barretter
barretter BB isis inserted
inserted
in series with the primary
primary of
of the
the step-up
step-up transtransformer T, and this stabilizes
stabilizes the
the current
current drawn
drawn from
from
Fig. 2. Circuit of
thermistor stabilizer
and current/voltage
relationships in the
branch Z.

STABILIZED
A.C. OUTPUT

\THERMISTOR
THERMISTOR (s)
( S)
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Fig. 3.

General block diagrams of
of complex
complex stabilizers.
stabilizers.

the primary by a resistor R
entlv
R to
to secure
secure aa sufi
sufl cc·,ently
high current through the
the barretter.
barretter. In
In certain
certain
applicatio
ns such a resistor R
applications
R can
can be
be made
made variable
variable
(possibly in steps) to
to allow
allow for
for varying
varying loading
loading
conditions
conditions.. It is obvious
obvious that,
that, if
if the
the load
load isis taken
taken off
off
the shunting current in R
R must
must be
be made
made larger
larger to
t~
maintain a constant voltage
voltage across
across the
the primaryprimary; so
so
that R has to be set
to
its
minimum
value.
Conset
its minimum value. Conversely with increasing loads,
loads, R
R has
has to
to be
be set
set to
to aa
higher value.
Another simple stabilizing system
system is
is the
the saturated
saturated
core mains transformer.
transform er. Even
Even with
with only
oad
only aa small
small iload
on the secondary,
the
magnetic
flux
reaches
saturation
secondary ,
magnetic flux reaches saturation
when the a.c. current
current approaches
approache s its
its maximum
maximum,
and the output waveform is
is flattened. With
With increased
increased
loads, the waveform approaches
approache s aa square
square wave
wave
shape, and consequently
consequen tly the
the output
output isis rich
rich in
in odd
odd
harmonics ; though its r.m.s. value
harmonics;
value remains
remains practically
practically
constant. As stated previously,
previously, if
if aa better
better waveform
waveform
is required, a filter can
can be
be provided.
provided. Even
Even so
so this
this
system still has the disadvantage
disadvanta ge of
ofthe
the heat
heat developed
developed
in the saturated transformer,
transform er, .which
which resutls
resutls in
in aa
rather low efficiency,
efficiency, an
an important
important factor
factor ifif large
large
powers are required.
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Stabilization inin steps
steps using
using relays
relays and
and tapped
tapped transformer.
transformer.
the mains. With a constant
load,
the
primary
and
constant load, the primary and
Fig. 2 (a) shows the
the use
use of
of aa thermistor
thermisto r as
as aa nonnonsecondary voltages will then
then be
be stabilized,
stabilized, and
and any
any linear device for stabilizing
a.c.
voltage.
An
stabilizing aa low
low
.a.c.
voltage.
An
voltage variations will occur
occur across
across the
the barretter.
barretter.
impedanc
impedancee Z connected across
load,
consists
of
across the
the
load,
consists
of
This method works quite
quite successfully
successfully providing
providing an ordinary resistor R and
and aa thermistor
thermisto r SS connected
connected
that the power required is
too
large
and,
as
preis not
not too large and, as pre- in series.
viously stated, that the loading
loading conditions
condition s are
are constant.
constant.
In Fig. 2(b) the voltage/current
voltage/cu rrent characteristic
characteristic of
of
The maximum available stabilized
stabilized power
power can
can be
be a thermistor
thermisto r type CZi
CZ 1 (S.T.C.)
(S.T.C.) isis shown.
shown. The
The
calculated as follows. Assuming
Assuming that,
that, for
for instance,
instance, aa straight line on this
this graph
graph represents
represents the
the voltage/
voltage/
barretter type 301 (G.E.C.)
is employed,
(G.E.C.) .is
employed , the
the rere- current characteristic
characteri stic of the
the resistor
resistor R.
R. The
The third
third
quired voltage drop across the
latter
would
be
about
the latter would be about curve (dotted line) gives
characteristic
gives the
the resulting
resulting
characteri
stic
100 volts, and the rated current
current 0.3
0.3 amps.
amps. Hence
Hence of the compound
compoun d impedance
impedanc e Z.
Z. It
It can
can be
be seen
seen from
from
there.
there would be about 120V
120V (assuming
(assuming 220-V
220-V mains)
mains) this curve that, by
by choosing
choosing aa suitable
suitable value
value for
for R,
R,
.on the primary of the transformer,
transform er, and
and the
the power
power the " dynamic resistance "" at
at aa point
point such
such as
as X
X on
on
delivered
dehvered to the load would
given
by
would be
be given by
impedanc e Z curve can
the impedance
can be
be made
made very
very small.
small.
Power =
T >=» 120
= 120 X
x 0.3 x efficiency
efficiency of
ofT~
120 XX 0.3
0.3
The stabilizing action of
of the
the circuit
circuit in
in Fig.
Fig. 2(a)
2(a)
X 0.8 =
x
= · 29 watts.
then follows, assuming that
that for
for an
an average
average mains
mains
The transformer
transform er in such
a
such aa circuit
circuit should
should have
have a voltage of say 220V the stabilized
stabilized output
output voltage
voltage
step up ratio of about
about 11 :2.
: 2. Furthermore,
Furtherm ore, the
the corresponds
correspon ds to the point
point X
X on
on the
the impedance
impedanc~ ZZ
primary winding should be calculated
for
the
actual
calculated for the actual curve. Any tendency of the
the output
output voltage
voltage to
to vary
va.ry
barretter current, otherwise
otherwise it
it is
is necessary
necessary to
to shunt
shunt is nullified by large current
current changes
changes in
in ZZ (due
(due to
to its
ltS
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loW
low " dynamic resistance")
resistance ") acting through the
the
resistance Ra in series with the load.
The thermistor CZl1 combined with aa resistor
resistor R
R
of 69 ohms will deliver only 25V stabilized a.c.
If
a.c. If
a normal stabilized a.c. mains supply is required (say
225V) 9 thermistor CZj's
CZ 1 's and a 620-ohm resistor
resistor
could be connected in series. .
Stabilizing action of this sort is very similar
similar to
to
that of reference tubes in d.c. circuits and
and gives
gives good
good
results, particularly when only low
low powers
powers are
are
needed.
Complex Stabilizing Systems.—Fig.
Systems.- Fig. 33 represents
represents
the basic functional diagrams of two more complex
complex
systems. In both of these circuits aa reference
reference level
level
and the stabilized output feed the error
error detector.
detector.
In the system of Fig. 3(3),
3(a), the error detector output
output
varies the stabilized output voltage through
through the
the
variable voltage transformer by mechanical
mechanical means.
means ..
In Fig. 3(b) the output voltage is altered using
using aa
variable impedance (inserted in series
series with
with the
the
primary of the step-up transformer)
transformer) which
which is
is concontrolled by the error detector output
output purely
purely by
by
electrical means (no moving parts). The
The reference
reference
level device (voltage or current) is
fed from
is usually
usually fed
from

UNSTABILIZEO
S,C. MAINS
INPUT

UNSTABI LIZ ED
A.C. MAINS
INPUT

STABILIZED
A.C.
OUTPUT

STABILIZED
A.C.
OUTPUT

,__--- ------ ---o·

two driving relays, RL1
RLl and RL2.
RL2. The
The reference
reference
voltage Vr
VR derived from the d.c. reference tube
tube S
S
is connected in opposition with V,,
V u aa fraction
fraction of
of the
the
unstabilized a.c. voltage (obtained from the potentiopotentiometer PP,),
first valve
valve T
1), in the grid circuit of the first
T l1 of
of
1. Similarly,
Similarly, in
the d.c. amphfier
amplifier No. 1.
in the
the grid
grid
circuit of the input valve T
T22 of the
the second
second d.c.
d.c.
amplifier voltages Vr
in opVR and V22 are connected
connected in
opposition. Potentiometers
Potentiome ters P,
P 1 and P22 are
are adjusted
adjusted
so that Vj
V 1 is slightly greater than V
V22,, and,
and, for
for mains
mains
voltages below 220V, both first valves T,
T 1 and
and T
T 22
do not conduct (Vr>V
(VR> V11>V
> V22),
), and
and thus
thus both
both the
the
output relays RL1
RLI and RL2 are energized.
As can be seen from the circuit, two
two sets
sets of
of concontacts on RL1
RLI and RL2 are connected so
so that
that when
when
both relays are energized, the mains
mains lead
lead is
is conconnected to tap No. 11 on the output
output transformer.
transfQrmer.
For mains voltages between 220 and
valve Tj
and 240V,
240V, valve
T1
starts conducting,
conducting , RL1
RLl is de-energized
de-energized and
and the
the mains
mains
for mains
are switched over to tap No. 2.
2. Finally,
Finally, for
voltages higher than 240V, both T
T 11 and
and T
T 22 are
are
conducting
conducting,, both relays are off, and the mains
mains are
are
connected to tap No. 3. This method of
of mains
mains
stabilization
stabilization,, though rather crude, secures aa mains
mains
voltage stable within limits
of ±
± 5 %, providing that
the input voltage does not
fall below 200V or rise
higher than 260V. The
d.c. amplifier used in this
system could be similar to
that described by the
author in the September
1956 issue of Wireless
World (p.441).
Figs. 5 and 6 show two
circuits of stabilizers also
belonging to the group of
Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 5 the
reference voltage is V0o
(d.c.) obtained by rectification of the a.c. supply
from the transformer
transforme r T
T
which has a barretter B in
series with its primary.
The d.c. voltage V is of
the same order as V0o and
connected in opposition
with it. Consequently,
Consequen tly,
c- 5.r Stabilizer
r. ■,.,
.
with
Fig.
using
relay
Stabihzer
using
relay
with Vo
V, equal to say 400V,
w'f' „ voltage
driven
variable transand V
V..for
for aa mains
mains voltage
voltage
former.
**
^
of 220V also equal to
400V, the potential across

the a.c. input. However, this
this is
is not
not essential,
essential, and
and
in certain cases a dry battery might
might be
be employed;
employed;
connections between
and therefore in Figs. 3 connections
between the
the
a.c. input and the reference level
level block
block are
are shown
shown
by dotted lines.
The " actuator " in Fig. 3(a) could
be either
could be
either aa
servomotor (including relays energized from
from the
the
error detector) driving the variable voltage
voltage transtransformer continuously,
continuously, or two (or more) relay
relay systems
systems
switching different tappings on the mains transtransformer.
tormer. Obviously, this second system can
can only
only
regulate in steps. A more detailed treatment
of
treatment of
such a circuit is given below.
Stabilizing Systems using Moving Parts.—
Parts.Fig.
big. 4 represents a stabilizing circuit
circuit employing
employing
WIRELESS
WORLD, OCTOBER
Wireless World,
Octobrr
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stabilizer.
transformer stabilizer.
saturated transformer
Fig. 7. ""Sola
Sola "" saturated
The
balanced. The
are balanced.
T22 are
and T
T 1 and
a~aii
a-a i:'. zero and valves T,
initial
the initial
as the
trip, as
to trip,
about to
just about
are just
RLl, RL2 are
relays RL1,
If
cut-off. If
above cut-off.
slightly above
set slightly
bias for each valve isis set
voltage
d. c. voltage
changes, aa · d.c.
now changes,
voltage now
the mains voltage
sign
its sign
to its
according to
and, according
a- a and,
appears across a—a
and
valves and
the valves
of the
one of
in one
current in
increases the anode current
one
causes one
This causes
other. This
the other.
off the
completely cuts off
inthe inon the
switch on
to switch
and to
contacts and
its contacts
close its
relay to close
variable
voltage variable
the voltage
drives the
which drives
motor M, which
duction motor
vo.0.
value V
the value
to the
restored to
is restored
VBs is
until V
transformer
Tva~
transforme r T
v.ar until
off.
switched off.
is .switched
M is
and M
opens, and
The relay then opens,
that,
system isis that,
this system
of this
The most important feature of
several
to several
(up to
Vs
V0, V
voltages V
by boosting the voltages
8 (up
the
improve the
to improve
possible to
d.c.), itit isis possible
hundred volts d.c.),
twousing aa twowithout using
considerabl y, without
sensitivity quite considerably,
inof inamount of
certain amount
A certain
stage d.c. amplifier. A
supplies
h;t. supplies
the h.t.
with the
experienced with
convenience
convenienc e is experienced
completely
be completely
to be
have to
these have
as these
for the two valves as
5.
Fig. 5.
in Fig.
shown in
separate, as is shown
amplifier,
d.c. amplifier,
of aa d.c.
Circuits.- Instead of
Thyratron Circuits.—Instead
a.c.
an a.c.
of an
phase of
the phase
to the
sensitive to
circuits sensitive
thyratron circuits
shows aa
Fig. 66 shows
employed. Fig.
sometimes employed.
signal are sometimes
resistors
ordinary resistors
Two ordinary
type. Two
this type.
of this
basic circuit of
form aa
R 4 form
and R4
R33 and
thermistors R
two thermistors
Ri
R 1 and R22 , and two
to
owing to
alters, owing
voltage alters,
output voltage
the output
When the
bridge.
bridge. 'When
the
of the
characterist ics of
voltage/cur rent characteristics
the non-linear voltage/current
appears
voltage appears
a.c. voltage
error a.c,
an error
R 4, an
R 3 and R4,
thermistors R3
proporvoltage isis proporThis voltage
a.- a. This
across the diagonal a—a.
phase
its phase
and its
variation, and
voltage variation,
mains voltage
tional to the mains
A
changes. A
sign changes.
error sign
the error
when the
obviously changes when
var
Tvar
transformer T
variable transformer
voltage variable
tapping on the voltage
actuated
M actuated
m,otor M
induction motor
(driven by a reversible induction
supplies
circuit) supplies
switching circuit)
thyratron switching
by relays in the thyratron
with
series with
in series
connected in
T connected
transforme r T
an auxiliary transformer
the
to the
output to
final output
the final
corrects the
the mains, and corrects
level.
required constant level.
Parts.Moving Parts.—
no Moving
with no
Systems with
Stabilizing
Stabilizin g Systems
most
the most
gives the
3(b) gives
Fig. 3(b)
of Fig.
The block diagram of
basic
Its basic
systems. Its
such systems.
of such
general representation
representat ion of
varyas varyand as
mentioned, and
been mentioned,
already been
principle has already
saturation
of saturation
degree of
its degree
through its
ing an inductance through
imseries imchanging aa series
of changing
way of
is the most efficient way
Very
best. Very
the best.
usually the
are · usually
pedance such systems are
developed,
been developed,
h~ve been
type have
this type
many circuits of this
mentioned
previously mentioned
the previously
to the
similar to
some of them similar
transformer .
simple saturated transformer.
of aa
circuit of
the circuit
represents the
7(a) represents
Fig. 7(a)
For instance.
instance, Fig.
Sola.
f:irm Sola.
American firm
the American
by the
made by
stabilizer made
magnetic stabilizer
with aa
resonates with
No. 22 resonates
winding No.
secondary winding
Here the secondary
contains
transforme r contains
the transformer
of the
core of
The core
condenser C. The
in
(as shown
gap (as
special gap
with aa special
a magnetic shunt with
shown in
with aa
saturation with
to saturation
close to
works close
Fig. 7(b)), and works
conditions
these conditions
Under these
load. Under
normal transformer
transforme r load.
high
reaches aa high
No. 22 reaches
winding No.
across winding
the voltage across
apcore apthe core
in the
flux in
the flux
As the
value at resonance. As
the
·linking the
lines linking
flux lines
point, flux
saturation point,
proaches the saturation
be
to be
tend to
secondary tend
the secondary
with the
primary winding with
0,

effecthe effecdecreasing the
thus decreasing
gap, thus
diverted through the gap,
of
part of
lower part
ratio-see lower
voltage ratio—see
tive transformer voltage
primary
the primary
in the
increase in
an increase
Thus an
7(b). Thus
core in Fig. 7(b).
slightly
very slightly.
only very
voltage only
secondary voltage
voltage raises the secondary
wind~
from windtaken from
be taken
could be
output could
stabilized output
The final stabilized
step-down
fact aa step-down
in fact
are in
and 44 are
ing No. 4 (windings 22 and
few
comprises aa few
No. 33 comprises
Winding No.
transformer).
transformer ). Winding
way
opposite way
the opposite
in the
connected in
turns connected
compensating
compensati ng turns
voltage
reducing voltage
finally reducing
thus finally
4, thus
No. 4,
to those on No.
or
zero; or
to zero;
terminals to
output terminals
the output
across the
fluctuations across
negaslightly negacharacterist ic slightly
even making the output characteristic
with
voltage with
output voltage
of output
decrease of
causing aa decrease
tive, i.e. causing
input.
increasing mains input.
stabilizing
American stabilizing
another American
Fig. 8 illustrates another
which
ofwhich
one of
series, one
in series,
reactors in
two reactors
system comprising two
does
case does
this case
in this
which in
condenser, which
is bypassed by a condenser,
inter- ·
by interproduced by
Stabilizatio n isis produced
not resonate. Stabilization
of
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satur~
fig,
Fig. 9. Stabilizer using saturable reactor controlled by valve
anode current.
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2.

GYRATOR

By THOMAS RODDAM

GYRATOR

A Modern Microwave Device with a Classical
A
Classical Physical Ancestry

IIn
N the first part of this article on the gyrator
I adopted a quasi-historical approach and dealt
d·ealt
with the way we thought about this problem in
the rather short period
period· 1944-46. The previous
article showed that a rather abstract concept, a
two-terminal pair " black box," could have impedance equation in which the transimpedances
Z 12 and Z 21
Z12
21 were not equal, but satisfied the equation

=
z1 2 = -Z21·
Zi2
device· of this sort is passive, linear and conA device
stant, but it is not reciprocal. Combined with a
reciprocal network it can produce a system which
transmits freely in one direction and not at all
.in
in the other. This last property is the one which
really made people sit up. As you know, one of
the great . problems of microwave radar systems
was the need to use the same aerial for transmitting
and receiving. This involves putting the enormous
transmitting power, kilowatts or even megawatts,
into the feeder or waveguide system which must
also include the receiver mixer crystal. The literature is extensive and · designs of TR boxes, antiTR boxes and I don't know what abound. Nonlinearity was the key to their design: the transmitted
pulse ionized the gas in a special sort of valve and
thus switched in some protection for the receiver.
But this would only work with pulses and wasn't
really too good at that. A completely linear and
passive device, with no gas to get absorbed, offered
tremendous advantages.
The first thing that any young beginner should
do when he has some completely new idea, especially
if it is in the field of wave propagation, is turn to
the collected papers of Lord Rayleigh. In 1901
1901**
Lord Rayleigh described an optical one-way transmission system based on the Faraday effect.
effect. We
must look back down the arches of the years to our
school physics and see if we can recall what we
learnt then about polarized light. As a digression,
I can't let this opportunity go by without pointing
out how important it is that technical education
should be broad based rather than devoted to what
some people call practical matters. Here we are
on a microwave problem, and the basic theory is
made up of two parts, why your bicycle stays upright
(gyroscopic forces) and what you would see if
you wore sun glasses to visit Elsie, Lacie and Tillie,
the three sisters in Alice in Wonderland who lived
in a treacle well in the Dormouse's story (polarized
light). The sisters, as it happened, drew everything
that begins with an M—such
M-such as memory and muchness. Had Lewis Carroll lived in this era he might
well have added microwave devices.
L
et us return to our polarized light. As you
Let
remember, if you pass ordinary light through a
sheet of Polaroid it is sorted out and only the radiation . of one polarization is allowed to pass. The
usual picture shows a man shaking a clothes line
vigorously in circles, a grating through which the

*Nature,
Vol. 64,
*Nature> Vol.
64, page
page 577.
577.
WIRELESS
WORLD, October
Wireless World,
OCTOBER

line passes and a nice clean, parallel-to-the-grating
wave going off beyond the grating. Before Polaroid
was invented a device called a Nicol prism was
used. This was a special arrangement of two birefringent crystals stuck together in such a way
that for one polarization the light just got through
the join while for the other it was totally reflected
to one side.
Having polarized our light, we now look at it
through a second piece of Polaroid and we find
that when the axes are parallel the light passes
through, but if the axes are at right angles most of
the light is stopped. This is the background to
the use of polarized glasses for snow and seaside
sun glare. When electromagnetic waves (light or
radio) are reflected from a plane surface there is
one particular angle, the Brewster angle, at which
almost all the reflected electromagnetic radiation
is of one polarity, and at other angles there is quite a
lot more of one than t'other. Polarized sun glasses absorb most of the reflected light and get rid of the glare.

d

w/;

Fig. I. Experimental arrangement for measuring Faraday
rotation,
cooling
rotation. (a) ferrite specimen, (b) winding, (c)
(c) cooling
coils, (d) stationary protractor, (e) rotatable waveguide
section, (f) radial vane to absorb vertically polarized
waves, (g) radial vane to absorb horizontally polarized
waves.
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microwave guide
home, aa microwave
Explana/956). ExplanaI9S6).
home,
paper, Proc. I.R.E., Oct. 1956).
^POLARIZED
cylinder
small cylinder
A small
system. A
microwave
the microwave
of the
tion of the action
ion of
system.
coned-off
of ferrite with coned-olt
gyrator.
gyrcttor.
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ends to reduce reflections
reflections produces
produces the
the Faraday
Faraday
and 33 (based
(based on
on Figs.
Figs. 15,
15, 16,
16,
effect and Figs. 2 and
loc. cit.) show the
the amount
amount of
of rotation
rotation and
and the
the cost
cost
These curves
curves are
are for
for different
different
in attenuation. These
different materials.
materials. In
In weak
weak fields
fields
sample sizes of different
fair amount
amount of
of rotation
rotation for
for very
very little
little
there is a fair
loss. It,.
Itj t~erefore,
therefore, becomes
becomes possible
possible to
to make
make up
up
loss:
devices s1m1lar
similar to
to that
that shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 2,2, but,
but, of
of
dev1ces
ferrites and
and operating
operating at,
at, say,
say, 9,000
9,000
course, using ferrites
Mc/s.
M
c/s.
A typical system is that
that shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 44 (Fig.
(Fig.
don't think
think II can
can do
do better
better than
than
18, loc. cit.) and II don't
words:
quote Mr. Hogan's own words:
"The
" The anti-reciprocal
anti-reciprocal property
property of
of the
the Faraday
Faraday
means of
of realizing
realizing aa rriicrowave
microwave
effect affords a means
circuit element which
which isis analogous
analogous to
to Tellegen's
Tellegen's
gyrator. Su~h
Such a gyrator
gyrator isis illustrated
illustrated (in
(in Fig.
Fig. 6)6)
gyrator..
along w1th
with dmgrams
diagrams which
which help
help explain
explain its
its action.
action.
gyrator are
are construction
construction lines
lines which
which
Beneath the gyrator
indicate the plane of
of polarization
polarization of
of aa wave
wave as
as itit
travels through the gyrator
gyrator in
in either
either direction.
direction. On
On
each diagram
dotted sine
sine wave
wave for
for reference
reference only
only
eac~
di~gr~m is a dotted
which md1cates
indicates the
the constant
constant plane
plane of
of polarization
polarization
off an unrotated wave. It
It isis noticed
noticed that
that for
for propagapropagao_
right, the
the screw
screw rotation
rotation introduced
introduced
tion from left to right,
by the twisted rectangular
rectangular guide
guide adds
adds to
to the
the 90°
90°
rotation given to
to the
the wave
wave by
by the
the ferrite
ferrite element
element
rota~on
making
rotation of
of 180°.
180°. For
For aa wave
wave travelling
travelling
~aking a total ro~atioJ?in the reverse direction
direction these
these two
two rotations
rotations cancel
cancel
m
net zero
zero rotation
rotation through
through the
the
each other, producing aa net
complete element. The
The unique
unique property
property of
of the
the
Faraday
rotation becomes
becomes immediately
immediately apparent
apparent
Faraday. rot~tioh
from th1s
this diagram. In
In the
the case
case of
of the
the rotation
rotation
twisted rectangular
rectangular guide,
guide, the
the
induced by the twisted
direction in
in going
going from
from left
left toto
wave rotates in one direction
twisted section,
section, and
and rotates
rotates in
in the
the
right through the twisted
opposite direction when
when itit traverses
traverses the
the section
section from
from
right to ~eft.
left. For the
the case
case of
of the
the rotation
rotation induced
induced by
by
ferrite element,
element, the
the direction
direction of
of rotation
rotation isis
the fernte
(the
either direction
direction of
of propagation.
propagation. The
The
~the same) for either
Important
important characteristic
characteristic of
of the
the element
element isis the
the time
time
phase relation between two
two points
points such
such as
as AA and
and BB
in
It isis seen
seen with
with the
the help
help of
of
m the upper diagram. It
the diagrams illustrating
illustrating the
the rotating
rotating waves
waves that
that the
the

•■t

'

I>

-

II

v~j

-

·---------,
I
z2 I

Iz

I
I

1Z1

Vzt

I

ZL

I

with feedback
feedback which
which can
can be
be designed
designed
Fig. 5. An amplifier with
to give impedance inversion.
inversion. This
This isis the
the first
first stage
stage ofof
equivalent gyrator design.
design.
field variations are
are in
in phase
phase at
at points
points AA and
and BB for
for
propagation from left
left to
to right
right and
and they
they are
are 180°
180°
out of phase for
for propagation
propagation from
from right
right to
to left.
left.
In other words, the
the transmission
transmission line
line isis an
an integral
integral
number of wavelengths
wavelengths long
long between
between AA and
and 13B
for propagation from
from left
left to
to right
right and
and isis an
an odd
odd
integral number of
of half-wavelengths
half-wavelengths long
long for
for
propagation from
from right
right to
to left.
left.
"" If the rectangular
rectangular wave
wave guides
guides on
on each
each side
sideof
ofthe
the
ferrite are rotated
rotated about
about their
their common
common axis
axis so
so as
as toto
make an angle of 45° with
with each
each other,
other, then
then aaone-way
one-way
transmission system can
can be
be created
created which
which isis similar
similar
to Lord Rayleigh's one-way
one-way transmission
transmission system
system of
of
optics. This one-way
one-way transmission
transmission system
system can
can be
be
used, for example, to
to isolate
isolate the
the generator
generator or
or detector
detector
from the wave guide
guide in
in microwave
microwave systems.
systems. In
In this
this
application it has the
the great
great advantage
advantage over
over the
the
attenuators which are
are presently
presently used
used for
for this
this purpose
purpose
in that it can be
be made
made practically
practically lossless
lossless for
for the
the
direction of propagation
propagation which
which isis desired
desired but
but the
the
reflected wave will be
be completely
completely absorbed
absorbed and
and hence
hence
more complete isolation
isolation can
can be
be effected.'
effected.''
I do not think it would be
be very
very profitable
profitable to
to try
try to
to
explain in words just why
why ferrites
ferrites have
have this
this particular
particular
property. Essentially,
Essentially, however,
however, the
the reason
reason isis that
that the
the
waves travelling in the
the ferrite
ferrite are
are coupled
coupled toto the
the
· myriads of tiny gyroscopes,
gyroscopes, the
the electrons.
electrons. Small
Smallas
asan
an

t'

ss

SP

R

pp

PS

(b)

(a)

Fig. 6.
(o) Th~
The fou~
four co~nections
connections of
of feedback
feedback round
round ·the·
the'omp!JJPer
amplifierofofHg.
Fig.55(S(S=series,
= series,PP=parallel).
= parallel'), Putting one
6. (a).
one of these
complete umts
units mto
into c1rcu1t
circuit we
we have
have the
the four
four possible
possible ~gyrator
gyratort:ircuits
circuitsshown
shownatat(b)
(b).
.
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In aa
axis. In
central axis.
about aa central
spinning about
electron is, it is spinning
the
round the
precesses round
axis processes
electron axis
magnetic field the electron
there isis aa
Now there
it. Now
towards it.
in towards
field axis and also pulls in
kept
are kept
which are
systems which
about . systems
rather odd thing about
make
may make
friction may
little friction
forces: aa little
stable by gyroscopic forces:
examples
find examples
to find
possible to
is possible
it is
think it
them unstable. I think
direction
the direction
event, the
any event,
In any
bicycling. In
of this when bicycling.
very
has aa very
signal has
the signal
to the
due to
field due
the magnetic field
of fixe
gyroscopes.
electronic gyroscopes.
the electronic
on the
important effect on
the
along the
nearly along
is nearly
axis is
gyro axis
Remember that the gyro
the
this isis the
that this
and that
field and
magnetic field
steady magnetic
axis of the steady
linear,
field isis linear,
signal field
The signal
propagation . The
direction of propagation.
be
can be
but itit can
axis, but
this axis,
to this
angles to
at right angles
in a plane at
in
component s in
polarized components
circularly polarized
split into two circularly
anticlockwise.
one anticlockwise.
and one
clockwise and
one clockwise
this plane, one
differently
quite differently
interact quite
component s interact
These two components
shifted
language, shifted
simple language,
in simple
are, in
with the electron and are,
them
Combining them
other. Combining
each other.
to each
in phase relative to
the
of the
rotation of
as aa rotation
appears as
shift appears
again, this phase shift
polarization.
polarization.
the
on the
based on
devices based
of devices
developmen t of
The fuller development
microwave
more microwave
much more
involves much
gyrator involves
ferrite gyrator
these
to these
appropriate to
is appropriate
than is
practice than
theory and practice
box ""
black box
from "" black
passed from
having passed
columns. Indeed, having
sub-atomic
using sub-atomic
systems using
practical systems
to gyroscope to practical
more
some more
to some
back, to
or back,
on, or
go on,
us go
gyroscopes, let us
boxes."
" black boxes."
Fig.
in Fig.
shown in
that shown
is that
consider is
The circuit we shall consider
input
with input
amplifier with
an amplifier
contains an
5. The dotted box contains
gain kk
and gain
impedance ZZ22 and
Z 1, output impedance
impedance Zj,
with aa
together with
shown, together
is shown,
loop is
times. A feedback loop
ZL.
load Z
L.
by:
given by:
obvious given
is obvious
The input current is
k) V 1/
+ (1(1 ++ fc)Vi/
V1/Z1 +
+ II22 == Vx/Zx
V1/Z1 +
IIx1 = Vx/Zx
ZL)
+ Zx)
(Z2 +
(Z2
current
and the output current
V2/ZL
12
I2 = V
/Z
2 L
and isis
V1/I 1 and
by Vx/Ix
given by
is given
impedance is
The input impedance
Zx
ZL)
+ zj
cz22 +
Z1 (Z
z
+ k)k)
z1 (1 +
+ ZzLL ++ Zi
Z22 +
reason.
within reason.
please, within
we please,
We can make k anything we
which
Z 2/ZU1, which
+ \1 == —- ZJZ
make kk -\us make
In particular, let us
valve
of valve
number of
odd number
An odd
negative. An
means k must be negative.
compared
small compared
be small
let ZZL
Also, let
this. Also,
stages will do this.
L be
input
The input
z2.
F:::! Z
+ ZZL)
(Z2
that (Z
z22 so that
with Z
The
2 -fL) <=«
2.
becomes
impedance then becomes
z22
Zx
z1 Z
Z
ZL
L
impedance
input impedance
the input
Sa2,, the
= 5
Z22 =
Z1 Z
ifZx
This means that if
the
with the
met with
we met
form
inverted
just
/ZL,
S 22/Z
5
,
is
just
the
inverted
form
we
l
as
therefore, as
looks, therefore,
It looks,
box." It
basic gyrator ""black
black box."
making aa
of making
possibility of
the possibility
offered the
though we are offered
transistors.
or transistors.
valves or
of valves
gyrator with the aid of
whether
certain whether
very certain
not very
am not
I must confess that II am
system
gyrator system
producing aa gyrator
in producing
there is any point in
the
about the
doubtful about
as doubtful
almost as
am almost
using valves and am
therefore,
not, therefore,
do not,
gyrators. II do
transistoriz ed gyrators.
value of transistorized
shows
which shows
analysis which
the analysis
with the
propose to go further with
cominverter comimpedance inverter
the impedance
of the
case of
that a special case
valve),
(another valve),
resistance (another
negative resistance
bined with a negative
are
configuratio ns are
The configurations
gyrator. The
will produce a gyrator.
analysed
are analysed
circuits are
These circuits
6. These
summarized
summarize d in Fig. 6.
for
required for
conditions required
the conditions
gives the
by Bogert*, who gives
what we might call ""gyration.
gyration.""
Bogen,
P. Bogert,
B.P.
by B.
Circuits"
Inverter Circuits
Impedance Inverter
* ""Some
Some Gyrator and Impedance
" by
1955.
July, 1955.
793, July,
page 793,
Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 43, page
Ptoc.

overall
the overall
assess the
to assess
stage to
this stage
at this
It is very difficult at
look
moment, look
the moment,
at the
must, at
We must,
future of the gyrator. We
characdetached characcompletely detached
almost completely
of almost
at it as a triad of
already
are already
devices are
effect devices
Faraday effect
ter. The microwave Faraday
for
us for
with us
stay with
undoubtedl y stay
will undoubtedly
They will
with us. They
and
complex and
more complex
all more
of all
growing first of
some time, growing
artificial,
purely artificial,
The purely
simple. The
more simple.
then, later, more
possible,
It isis possible,
bet. It
certain bet.
less certain
contrived gyrator isis aa less
echo
an echo
for an
circuit for
out aa circuit
sketch out
for example, to sketch
be
will itit be
but will
gyrator, but
the gyrator,
on the
based on
suppressor
suppressor based
straightthe straightthan the
reliable than
simpler, cheaper, more reliable
answer
the answer
sight the
first sight
At first
use? At
in use?
now in
forward circuits now
long
the long
of the
echo-suppr essor of
the echo-suppressor
event, the
is no. In any event,
certainly
almost certainly
device almost
is aa device
line is
physical telephone line
brought
improveme nts brought
the improvements
vanish as the
doomed to vanish
profitmake itit profittransistors make
and transistors
cores and
about by ferrite cores
as
circuits as
shorter circuits
and shorter
shorter and
able to operate shorter
find aa
may find
gyrators may
passive gyrators
Purely passive
carrier systems. Purely
systems,
transmissio n systems,
television transmission
home in colour television
appropriate
the appropriate
for the
gyrators for
produce gyrators
if anyone can produce
obviously
are obviously
ghosts are
and ghosts
rings and
frequencies.
frequencies. Coloured rings
black-and-w hite
familiar black-and-white
the familiar
more annoying than the
reduce
to reduce
lot to
do aa lot
can do
suppression can
variety, and echo suppression
kilothe kilobelow the
gyrators below
make gyrators
we make
them. But can we
megacycle range?
of
rid of
got rid
has got
gyrator has
the gyrator
side, the
On the theoretical side,
theoretical - ,
our theoretical
up our
cleared up
has cleared
and has
an anomaly and
remote,
rather remote,
seem rather
may seem
this may
Although this
foundations.
foundations . Although
with
offwith
start off
we start
if we
all if
us all
to us
benefit to
of benefit
it is ultimately of
of
oddities of
these oddities
and these
cupboard, and
no skeleton in the cupboard,
the
in the
skeletons in
were skeletons
certainly were
reciprocity certainly
failure of reciprocity
cupboard.
network theorist's cupboard.
electroto electrogyroscopes to
from gyroscopes
It is a wide traverse, from
to
ferrites, to
to ferrites,
couplings, to
magnetic-electrostatic
magnetic-el ectrostatic couphngs,
common
by aa common
together by
linked together
feedback circuits: all are finked
of
pair of
simple pair
very simple
common very
theoretical concept, a common
equations.

Timel'
Contro l Timer
Process Control
proare proseconds are
100 seconds
to 100
10 to
and 10
10 and
to 10
1WO
TWO ranges of 11 to
"start"
The "start"
timer. The
N237 timer.
Airmec N237
new Airmec
the new
vided in the
or
long or
circuit, long
short circuit,
or short
open or
an open
either an
signal can be either
more
or more
Two or
automatic. Two
resetting isis automatic.
and resetting
short pulse; and
succesthemselves succesoperate themselves
to operate
arranged to
be arranged
timers can be
an
first, an
the first,
to the
timer to
last timer
the last
returning the
by returning
sively, or, by
possible.
process isis possible.
continuing process
indefinitely continuing
repetithe repeti± 3%, the
within ±3%,
is within
accuracy is
Scale calibration accuracy
of
change of
A change
higher. A
considerably higher.
being considerably
acctiracy being
tion accuracy
interval
the interval
affects the
10% affects
to 10%
up to
of up
voltage of
mains input voltage
roughly
time isis roughly
resetting time
full resetting
The full
5%. The
than 5%.
by less than
time by
timing
causes aa timing
second causes
of 11 second
li
time of
reset time
seconds, but a reset
It seconds,
5 %.
error of less than 5%.
has aa
illustrated has
one illustrated
the one
to the
model to
An alternative model
screwdriver
sealed.
sealed, screwdriver
adjustslot timing adjustment to prevent
mcnt
, >>.■
tampering.
Themaker's
The maker's
address is Airmec,
)|i|i
Ltd., High Wy,
* '
S|||
combe, Bucks. The
^ Jfe - t.vNlSflR
timer costs £14.
L
JFit

Airmec N237 process
control timer.
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" Tandem"
T andem " Particle Accelerator
Accelerator
Metropolitan-Vickers
being made by Metropolitan-Vickers
for the Atomic Energy Research
Research
Establishment has the novel
novel feature
feature
that acceleration is achieved
achieved in
in two
two
stages. Negative hydrogen
hydrogen ions
ions at
at
earth potential, formed in
in aa highhighfrequency gas discharge, are
are exextracted by preliminary accelerating
accelerating
electrodes, which produce
produce aa 6-MeV
6-MeV
circular crosscrossfocused beam of circular
section down the centre of
of aa main
main
accelerating tube.
tube. Electrons
Electrons are
are
negative ions
ions
" stripped"
stripped " from the negative
through an
an exexby passing them through
leaves the
the
tremely thin foil. This leaves
direcions still moving in a forward direcbut
positive charge
charge but
tion with a net positive
unchanged. The
The
with energy almost unchanged.
second stage of acceleration in
in the
the
by bringing
bringing
main tube is achieved by
earth potenpotenthe positive ions back to earth
total energy
energy comcomtial, so that the total
them is
is 12
12 MeV.
MeV. In
In
municated to them
accelerated to
to
this way the ions are accelerated
an energy twice as great as
as could
could be
be
achieved in a single stage, while
while the
the
insulation problems
problems remain exacdy
exactly
the same as in a single-stage
single-stage
emerging from
from the
the
machine. On emerging
accelerating tube,
tube,
lower end of the accelerating
magnetic
the beam passes through aa magnetic
through
field which deflects the ions through
a right angle and brings
brings them
them to
to aa
focus on the target being
being used.
used.
difficult to
to
Negative ions are more difficult
so the
the beam
beam
form than positive ions, so
smaller in
in the
the tandem
tandem
current is smaller
machine than in aa single-stage
single-stage type,
type,
but this is a small price
price to
to pay
pay for
for
the saving in insulation.
insulation.
Display for
for
Lenticular Colour Display
frame sequential colour
colour television
television
performing the same
same sort
sort
systems, performing
of function as a rotating colour
colour filter
filter
in front of the c.r.
c.r. tube,
tube, has
has been
been
devised by E. Allard of
of the
the French
French
firm Soci6t4
Societe Telco. It
It consists
consists of
of
two identical and parallel
parallel lenticular
lenticular
colour filter
filter
plates with a vibrating colour
between them.
them.
in the focal plane between
of groups
groups of
of
This filter is built up of
interlaced red, green and
and blue
blue
primary-colour elements correspondcorresponding to the lenticular pattern, and
and isis
electric motor
motor and
and
driven by an electric
The
reciprocating mechanism.
The
arrangement is such that during
during the
the
filter's cycle of movement the
the system
system
whole surface,
surface,
transmits, over its whole
primary-colour comcomeach of the primary-colour
light efficiency
efficiency
ponents in turn. The light
that of
of aa
is said to be the same as that
course, the
the
rotating disc, but, of course,
arrangement is more compact.
compact. It
It
for large
large
makes possible flat filters for
c.r. tubes and is particularly
particularly suitable
suitable
purpos-es.
for projection purposes.
Generator desdesArbitrary Waveform Generator
cribed by C. B. House in
in D.S.I.R.
D.S.I.R.
unpublished
repon
PB121157,
report
PB121157,
will produce periodic waveforms
waveforms in
in
whkh
the
magnitude,
slope,
polarity
which
slope, polarity
and points of inflection can
can be
be concontrolled
tralled at will
w.Hl by simple
si'mpte resistance
res1srante dt
0t
WIRELESS
WORLD, October
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voltage changes.
changes. It uses
uses standard
standard
magnetic cores, diodes and switching
switching
in an
an
transistors. When incorporated
incorporated in
analogue computing system, the
the dedevice will provide output
output transfer
transfer
functions which can be adjusted
adjusted to
to
any desired complexity.

time, would
would be
be
the optical delay time,
would change
change the
the
altered, and this would
pulse repetition frequency. From
From·
of this
this frefreaccurate measurements of
quency change (about
(about 1.5kc/s),
l.Skc/s), of
of
frequency (about
(about
the original frequency
mirror displacedisplace20Mc/s) and of the mirror
ment (using the interferometer)
interferometer) the
the
be deterdeterAerial.-The velocity of light could be
Unidirectional Loop Aerial.—The
its bi-directional
bi-directional mined.
loop aerial, with its
pattern, is
is aa
figure-of-eight radiation pattern,
radio engineers.
engineers. Millimetre Wavelength Measurefamiliar object to radio
Measureknown, however,
however, ment by a new method is described
It is not generally known,
described
be made
made uniuni- in D.S.I.R. unpublished
that the device can be
unpublished report
report
be done
done in
in FBI
directional. This can be
11909 by M.
M . B. Rapport, E.
E. W.
W.
PB111909
Ward and W. W. Balwarz.
The
Balwarz.
The
method uses an intermediate medium
medium
interposed between a source
source of
of
receiving aerial
aerial to
to
waves and a receiving
phenomenon
create an interference phenomenon
of the
the
FEEDER
R which provides a measure of
free-space wavelength. The
The results
results
are independent of the
the aerial
aerial patpatterns and Fresnel zone effects,
effects, and
and
affected by
by the
the
are not appreciably affected
orientation or position of
of the
the interinterposed medium. Results accurate
accurate to
to
the case of a single-turn circular
circular loop
loop approximately 11%
be readily
readily
can be
% can
opposite obtained.
by breaking the conductor opposite
inserting aa suitsuitthe feed point and inserting
able terminating resistor, as
as shown
shown
Maser " using
using
A mathematical
mathematical New Type of " Maser"
in the sketch. A
in ferrites
ferrites
analysis and some practical
practical results
results gyromagnetic resonance in
recently ·by
Dr.
by Dr.
September issue
issue of
of has been operated recently
are given in the September
T . Weiss at Bell
Bell Telephone
Telephone
Engineer. M. T.
Electronic and Radio Engineer.
The ferfermade at
at Laboratories in the U.S.A. The
Measurements were made
placed in
in aa microwave
microwave
110Mc/
with circumcircum- rite sample is placed
HOMc/ss on loops with
at two
two ·
tA. and |A.
-!A.. Front-toFront-to- cavity which can resonate at
ferences of iA
both near
near
case both
hack
of 55 to
to 11 were
were frequencies (in one case
back ratios in excess of
d.c. magnetic
magnetic field
field of
of
obtained using terminating resistors
resistors 4,500Mc/s). A d.c.
and direction
direction to
to
the correct strength and
of 400-500 ohms.
ohms.
resonance at
at the
the
cause gyromagnetic resonance
(9,000Mc/s)
Light Velocity Measurement
Measurement by
by sum of these frequencies (9,000Mc/s)
power at
at
means of electron multipliers
multipliers is
is sugsug- is applied, and microwaveispower
also fed
fed
same sum frequency is also
gested as a possibility
possibility by
by R.
R. Gerharz
Gerharz this
As a result -of
of non-linear
Qon-linear
in the Journal
1ournal of Electronics
Electronics for
for in
ferrite, and
and dependdependMarch, 1957. Use would
would be
be made
made coupling in the ferriie,
power fed
fed
( ~ 10-s sec)
sec) ing on the amount of r.f. power
of the extremely short (=«10"'
and oscillation
oscillation
in, both amplification and
emitted as
as at
light pulses found to be emitted
resonant frequencies
frequencies
the two resonant
a side effect of the impact
a
impact of
of elecelec- (around
Freoccur. Fre4,500Mc/s) can occur.
oxide film
film quency changing
trons on the magnesium oxide
these .two
two .
between these
on the dynodes of electron
electron multimulti- resonant
also possible.
possible.
frequencies is also
pliers. A single pulse
pulse could
could be
he rereelectrical form
f.orm by
by
converted to electrical
means of a photomultiplier,
photomultiplier, then
then Non-Linear-Function Pot'meter
Pot'meter rereamplified and used to initiate
initiate aa new
new cently introduced by Salford ElecElecpulse. Thus a succession
succession of
of pulses
pulses trical Instruments is
is basically
basically aa
could be produced at aa repetition
repetition linear potentiometer
cpuld
potentiometer with its
its element
el_ement
by the
the total
total tapped at 10° intervals
frequenc;y
frequency determined by
intervals and
and the
the
electronic and optical
optical delay
delay time.
time. connections brought out
turt~et
out to
to turfetThe optical path would
would be
be via
via aa type terminals spaced around
around the
the
mirror forming part of
of an
an interferinterfer- body. These tappings allow
allow fixed
fixed
ometer.
By
moving
this
mirror,
the
ometer, . B,y .m.oving
.mirror; _the resistors to
be shunted
across secto. lre
shunted across
secle'ngth of the
tlre' optical
bp'tkal path,
path; and
arid hienCe
Hence titlln'
length
die elenfent
element so
~0 that
that nonnontionss of the
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constructe d
be constructed
linear functions can be
this
of this
idea of
main idea
The main
as desired. The
the
for the
need for
the need
design is to avoid the
potentiom eters
of potentiometers
shaped-card
shaped-car d type of
nonproducing noncommonly used for producing
often
are often
which are
linear functions, which
faulty.
when faulty.
to replace when
difficult to
potentiom eters
multi-tap potentiometers
The new multi-tap
standard·
as standard
stock as
can be held in stock
can
particular
to particular
adapted to
items aad adapted
arises.
the need arises.
functions as the
be aa
might be
Filter might
Optical Noise Filter
interestan interestfor an
description for
suitable description
menphenomen on mening subjective phenomenon
Colour
Paris Colour
recent Paris
tioned at the recent
speaker
A speaker
Television Symposium.
Symposium . A
pictures
television pictures
remarked that if television
aperture
small aperture
are viewed through aa small
noise
the noise
pinhole the
of aa pinhole
size of
about the swe
moreover,
and, moreover,
disappear, and,
seems to disappear,
in
improvem ent in
apparent improvement
there is an apparent
Another
resolution. Another
contrast and resolution.
sugthis, sugspeaker, commenting
commentin g on this,
might
aperture might
gested that the small aperture
narrow-ba nd
comparabl e with aa narrow-band
be comparable
that
passing that
in passing
filter, and mentioned in
pictures
television pictures
the " reality " of television
viewing
by viewing
is sometimes heightened by
them through a tube.
workfor workPlotter for
Inexpensive
Inexpensiv e Digital Plotter
described
ing at medium speeds isis described
in
White in
A. White
E. A.
P.M.
by P.
M. Kintner and E.
PB121056,
unpublishe d report, PB121056,
an unpublished
The
D.S.I.R. The
the D.S.I.R.
available from the
available
comaround aa comsystem is built around
cutting
stencil cutting
mercially available stencil
cirlogical cirby logical
actuated by
machine and, actuated
second
per second
points per
six points
plot six
cuitry, will plot
reproducti on
for reproduction
suitable for
on a stencil suitable
process.
offset process.
mimeogra ph or offset
by mimeograph
Semicondu ctor.
Wave Semiconductor.
Centimetre
Centimetr e-- Wave
being
device being
semicondu ctor device
—A
-A new semiconductor
Rayby . Rayexperimen tally by
tried out experimentally
Elecby Elecsaid by
theon in America isis said
be
to be
1957 to
August 1957
tronics for August
amplireliable amplito reliable
"leading
" leading the way to
10,000to 10,000up to
frequencie s up
fication at frequencies
the ""spacisMc/s".
spacisMcls ". Known as the
of
pellet of
of aa pellet
consists of
tor",
tor ", it consists
collector
with collector
semiconductor
ctor material with
semicondu
to
made to
connection s made
and base ·· connections
other
two other
with two
opposite ends and with
an
called an
intermediate
connection s called
te connections
intermedia
The
modulator . The
injector and aa modulator.
obtained
high-frequency
high-frequ ency response .is obtained

strength
field strength
high field
by utilizing a high
to
junction to
reverse-bia sed junction
across a reverse-biased
so
carriers so
current carriers
accelerate the current
greatly
is greatly
time . is
transit time
that their transit
of
is, of
time is,
transit time
reduced. The transit
mainly
which mainly
thing which
course, the thing
frecut-off frethe alpha cut-off
determines the
transistors .
convention al transistors.
quency of conventional
injector,
the injector,
r" the
In the ""spacisto
spacistor"
biased
are biased
collector are
modulator and collector
modulator
base.
the base.
to the
respect to
positively with respect
series
in ·series
applied in
The input signal is applied
battery,
bias battery,
modulator bias
with the modulator
across
obtained across
while the output is obtained
collector
the collector
with the
series with
a load in series
the
frequencie s the
low frequencies
battery. At low
70dB.
over 70dB.
be over
to be
power gain is said to
principles
the principles
of the
Earlier discussion of
March
for March
I.R.E. for
appeared in Proc. I.R.E.
1957.
normally
Steel, normally
Soldering Stainless Steel,
solconvention al solvery difficult with conventional
new
by aa new
facilitated by
dering fluxes, isis facilitated
It
3311. It
Epatam 3311.
solder paint called Epatam
Products,
Solder Products,
is made by Perdeck Solder
stainless
allows stainless
who claim that itit allows
as
soldered as
and soldered
tinned and
steel to be tinned
steel.
mild steel.
bright mild
easily as copper or bright
straight
applied straight
The paint is merely applied
then
and then
undiluted, and
tin, undiluted,
from the tin,
temsoldering temnormal soldering
heated to the normal
copor copbrass or
on brass
perature. If used on
with
diluted with
slightly diluted
be slightly
per it can be
can
It can
economy. It
for greater economy.
water tor
suron suradvantage on
also be used to advantage
such
contamina tions such
faces with heavy contaminations
arid
rust and
scales, rust
as iron welding scales,
availvariety isis availgrease. A pure-tin variety
and
40 I 60 and
usual 40/60
the usual
able as well as the
compositio ns.
60/40
60 I 40 tin-lead compositions.
biwith biDiode with
Silicon Diode
Four-Layer
Four-Laye r Silicon
in
use in
for .use
suitable for
stable properties,
properties, suitable
and
switching and
waveform generation,
generation , switching
waveform
profirst prothe first
computing circuits, isis the
Semicondu ctor
Shockley Semiconductor
duct of the Shockley
InstruBeckman InstruLaboratory of Beckman
It isis
U.S.A. It
ments, California, U.S.A.
by
made by
device made
two-termin al device
a two-terminal
two
The two
techniques ..
diffusion techniques..
The
nonor nonstates are an ""open
open"" or
and aa
10-100MO and
of 10-100MO
conducting state of
of
state of
conducting state
""closed"
closed" or conducting
to
one to
from one
switching from
3-300, and switching
3-30f2,
voltage
the voltage
by the
effected by
the other is effected
to
made to
is made
voltage is
this voltage
applied.
~pplied. If this

BREAKDOWN
VOLTAGE

I

HOLDING
HOLDING
CURRENT
CURRENT
liMITING
VOLTAGE
VOlTAGE LIMITING

..'.- .
- .- .- .- .- .. .OPEN~ ~ClOSED .-

critical "''breakexceed a certain critical
breakthe
diagram) the
(see diagram)
down
" value (see
down"
open"
the "" open"
from the
diode is switched from
and
state, ·and
closed " state,
state to the
the . "" closed"
there isis
provided there
remains closed provided
there
hold itit there.
to hold
sufficient current
curtent to
thi~
below this
reduced below
If the current isis reduced
If
the
diagram) the
(see diagram)
""holding"
holding" value (see
" open "
the "open"
to the
back to
diode switches back
the
for the
value for
typical value
A typical
state again. A
with aa
30V, with
breakdown voltage isis 30V,
microhundred microseveral hundred
current of several
to
required to
amps, while the voltage required
curholding curmaintain the minimum holding
physical
The physical
1-2V. The
rent is about 1-2V.
complicated
is complicated,
device is
action of the device
a~
of an
basis of
the basis
on the
being explained on
two
containing two
equivalent structure containing
diode.
avalanche diode.
transistors and an avalanche
several
as several
well as
as well
A full exposition, as
the
in the
appeared in
circuit applications,
application s, appeared
Electronic
of Electronic
August 1957 issue of
August
Industries.
MultiFrequency MultiTravelling-Wave
Travelling -Wave Frequency
Bates
D. J.J. Bates
by D.
plication
plication is described by
for
Proc.I.R.E. for
and E. L. Ginzton in Proc.I.R.E.
series
in series
helices in
Two helices
July, 1957. Two
at -the
bunching "" at
Mter " bunching
are used. After
the
first
the first
in the
fundamental
fundament al frequency in
the
enters the
beam enters
helix the electron beam
harmonic
the harmonic
He.r:e the
second helix. Here
induce
current induce
r.f. current
components
componen ts of the r.f.
this
making this
By making
fields on the helix. By
particular
dispersive aa particular
second helix dispersive
second
ampliselectively amplibe selectively
harmonic may be
voltage
helix voltage
fied by adjusting the helix
The
cathode). The
the cathode).
to the
(with respect to
to
designed .to
was designed
experimental
experimen tal tube was
to
0.5 to
from 0.5
frequencie s from
multiply frequencies
to
from 22 to
frequencie s from
l.OkMc/s
kMcls to frequencies
1.0
the
of the
gains of
conversion gains
kMcls, and conversion
4 kMc/s,
The
obtained. The
order of 10 dB were obtained.
in
lie in
method lie
advantages of this method
operawideband operathese two factors of wideband
ratio.
conversion ratio.
tion and good conversion
resonthe resonTwo-way Damping of the
loudspeake r
ances in bass reflex loudspeaker
Boer
de Boer
E. de
by E.
des,cribed by
enclosures is described
1957.
July, 1957.
Engineering for July,
in Audio Engineering
resonance isis
vent " resonance
The lower " vent"
putting
by putting
way by
damped in the usual way
(such
material (such
resistive material
acoustically
acoustically resistive
vent.
the vent.
in the
cloth) in
as layers of porous cloth)
" encloupper "encloBut in addition, the upper
by
damped by
sure " resonance isis damped
vent
and vent
loudspeak er and
separating the loudspeaker
by
volume by
enclosure volume
from the main enclosure
thus
By thus
material. ·By
further resistive material.
more
in more
resonances in
controlling the resonances
in
flexibility in
than one way, greater flexibility
possible.
be possible.
should be
cabinet design should
desCable desDelay Cable
Magnetic-Core
Magnetic-.C ore Delay
398) isis
(p. 398)
issue (p.
August issue
cribed in our August
Gerof GerHackethal of
actually made by Hackethal
be
can be
country itit can
many. In this country
representatives,
the representatives,
obtained from the
17-19,
Company, 17-19,
and Company,
W. Wykeham and
Square,
Trafalgar Square,
Cockspur Street, Trafalgar
deliver
can deliver
who can
London, S.W.1,
S.W.I, who
uncalibrated
sample uncalibrated
or sample
bulk supplies or
from
types from
available types
lengths of five available
CorporaTechnical Corporastock. Columbia Technical
the
in the
representa tives in
tion are the representatives
U.S.
A.
U.S.A.
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Scientilic Theories
Scientific

Theories

RAY,
u CATHODE. RAY"
By "CATHODE
By

true
are true
they are
whether they
""...
not whether
is not
question is
. . the question
or

false

D

but
but

hinder "
or hinder"
help or
they help
whether they
whether

rather
business rather
thought" business
0 you find this ""second
DO
second thought"
must
which must
efforts, which
own efforts,
my own
irritating? I don't mean
mean my
never
scientists never
of scientists
habit of
the habit
but the
be irritating enough, but
tidy
nice tidy
out aa nice
worked out
Having worked
to leave well alone. Having
conbe conto be
ought to
they ought
something, they
explanation for something,
Just
do? Just
they do?
do they
what do
but what
think; but
tented, one would think;
explanation,
their explanation,
learnt their
when one has satisfactorily
satisfactorily learnt
more
far more
which isis far
one which
new one
they · come out with aa new
incomprehensible.
quite incomprehensible.
probably quite
complicated and probably
invent
may invent
scientists may
eminent scientists
Worse still, several eminent
incomand incomcomplicated and
very complicated
all very
quite different (but all
in
have in
they have
thing they
only thing
the only
prehensible) theories, the
commontidy commonnice tidy
the nice
of the
common being rejection of
learn.
to learn.
trouble to
the trouble
taken the
has taken
one has
sense explanation one
C.
in J.J. C.
off in
taken off
well taken
was well
habit was
This deplorable habit
couplet:
Pope's couplet:
Squire's sequel to Pope's
night
in night
hid in
lay hid
laws lay
Nature and Nature's laws
light.
was light.
all was
and all
be! and
God said, Let Newton be!
★
★
★
*
*
*
Hoi
howling Ho!
Devil, howling
the Devil,
It did not last: the
quo.
status quo.
the status
bel restored the
Let Einstein be!
radio
of radio
transmission of
the transmission
Can you remember when the
allan allof an
existence of
the existence
by the
explained by
and light was explained
waves
sound waves
of sound
speed of
the speed
as the
rether? Just as
pervading aether?
density
the density
on the
depends on
steel depends
or steel
through air, water or
to
easy to
quite easy
was quite
so itit was
etc., so
air, etc.,
and elasticity of the air,
(very
elasticity (very
and elasticity
small) and
(very small)
calculate the density (very
sort
some sort
that some
obvious that
seems obvious
It seems
rether. It
great) of the aether.
needs
must needs
though itit must
even though
of medium must exist, even
could
how could
otherwise how
rether; otherwise
as aether;
one as
be such an odd one
another !
to another!
place to
one place
from one
radio power be conveyed from
could
man could
one man
supposing one
as supposing
IItt would be as absurd as
anywhere
coming anywhere
without coming
nose without
punch another on the nose
scienthe scienconsideration the
further consideration
after further
near him. But after
as
thing as
such thing
no such
was no
there was
that there
tists announced that
and
definite and
the definite
enough, the
not enough,
rether. As if that were not
aether.
something
into something
turned into
waves turned
light waves
understandable light
and
waves and
like waves
sometimes like
unimaginable, behaving sometimes
particles.
sometimes like pardcles.
why
wonder why
doubt wonder
no doubt
will no
students will
The younger students
may
which may
theories, which
present-day theories,
their elders shy at present-day
disnow disthe now
as the
them as
to them
straightforward to
seem just as straightforward
come.
will come.
time will
their time
But their
us. But
carded ideas did to us.
that
why itit isis that
wonder why
may wonder
sophisticated may
The less sophisticated
by
proved by
and proved
found and
been found
when an explanation has been
there
right there
be right
to be
practice to
engineering practice
the test of engineering
looking
by looking
everybody by
upset everybody
to upset
should be any need to
farbe farto be
out to
turns out
when itit turns
for another, especially when
fetched.
was
while II was
mind while
my mind
through my
These thoughts ran through
semiconof semiconsubject of
the subject
to the
contemplating a return to
all
was all
summer was
last summer
gave last
ductors. If the account II gave
ductors.
that
Well, that
complicated? Well,
more complicated?
right, why make it more
you
what you
with what
compared with
was compared
it was
story, simple though it
seemed
have seemed
might have
books, might
the books,
will find in many of the
simple
the simple
on the
up on
brought up
complicated to anyone brought
the
through the
flow through
sap flow
of sap
sort of
as aa sort
conduction as
picture of conduction

consimpl~ conthis simple
But this
solid stem of the conductor.
conductor. But
such
for such
account for
to account
entirely to
duction picture fails
fails entirely
rectifiers.
things as metal rectifiers.
satiswere satisOn a grander scale,
laws "" were
Newton's ""laws
scale, Newton's
range
wider range
the wider
but the
two, but
or two,
factory for a century or
have
measurements have
modern measurements
and greater accuracy
of modern
accuracy of
that
say that
to say
not to
is not
That is
discrepancies. That
shown some discrepancies.
substituted
laws substituted
newer laws
the newer
and the
they must be scrapped and
to
always to
everywhere. It would be
nuisance always
great nuisance
be aa great
dealing
when dealing
theory when
use a very general and
difficult theory
and difficult
one isis
with everyday affairs
simpler one
much simpler
where aa much
affairs where
unsound.
be unsound.
to be
good enough, even though
known to
though known
use
to use
expedient to
be expedient
may be
While agreeing that it may
feel
perhaps feel
things known to be
people perhaps
some people
wrong, some
be wrong,
feel
may feel
They may
it. They
about it.
conscience-striken about
slightly conscience-striken
at
or at
truth, or
the truth,
on the
that one ought really to rely
always on
rely always
nearest
the nearest
or the
truth or
the truth
least what is believed
be the
to be
believed to
it.
known approach to it.

Processes
Understanding Natural Processes
Pilate's
to Pilate's
answer to
an answer
attempt an
I don't want to
to attempt
plu1osophy,
in philosophy,
involved in
get involved
or get
"What is truth?", or
strictly
be aa strictly
to be
meant to
is meant
this is
metaphysics or religion; this
to
contrary to
(who, contrary
Einstein (who,
engineering discussion. Einstein
crystal
with crystal
write with
and write
talk and
common impression, could talk
precise
attach aa precise
to attach
even to
difficult even
It isis difficult
clearness) said ""It
said
also said
He also
truth'." He
meaning to the term ''scientific
scientific truth'."
understanding
in understanding
succeeded in
have succeeded
" When we say we have
"When
that
mean that
invariably mean
we invariably
processes, we
a group of natural processes,
the
covers the
that covers
found that
been found
has been
a constructive theory has
but
say, but
may say,
you may
so, you
Quite so,
processes in question." Quite
why
everything why
.covers everything
that covers
having found a theory that
not let it be?
that
remarking that
by remarking
answer by
Someone supplied the answer
theory
with aa theory
accord with
in accord
observations in
while a billion observations
observation isis
contrary observation
single contrary
cannot prove it, aa single
People
final. People
is final.
theory is
no theory
So no
it. So
enough to disprove it.
observations
of observations
basis of
the basis
on the
can only invent theories on
ever
will ever
nobody will
and nobody
made, and
others made,
they and · others
Moreover,
nature. Moreover,
in nature.
event in
have knowledge of every event
the
to the
indirectly to
conveyed indirectly
are conveyed
observations are
all the observations
no
there isis no
nerves; there
and nerves;
organs and
mind through sense organs
direct contact with ""reality."
reality."
because itit isis
commas, because
inverted commas,
I put the word in inverted
disdraw aa disto draw
apt to
One isis apt
means. One
doubtful what it means.
water
old water
the old
as the
such as
analogy, such
tinction between an analogy,
But isis
itself. But
thing itself.
real thing
the real
and the
pump for an e.m.f., and
scientific
all scientific
aren't all
way, aren't
In aa way,
clear? In
this distinction clear?
structure
crystal structure
explain crystal
To explain
explanations analogies? To
and
analogy and
pure analogy
is pure
bonds is
by talking about valency bonds
like
Words like
poetry. Words
say poetry.
almost say
metaphor; one might almost
picture
to picture
us to
help us
may help
that may
ideas that
"bonds" convey ideas
correctly
quite correctly
predict quite
to predict
even to
crystal structure, and even
do
So do
circumstances. So
certain circumstances.
in certain
how it will behave in
of
out" of
" knocked out"
being "knocked
electrons being
descriptions of electrons
electrons
them electrons
calling them
But calling
atoms by "collisions." But
the
make the
really make
doesn't really
balls doesn't
billiard balls
instead of tiny billiard
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metaphorical or
or more
more scientific.
scientific. What
What isis
thing less metaphorical
concept. The
The word
word "electron"
"electron"
an electron? Just a concept.
is shorthand for the
the continually
continually changing
changing collection
collection
of theory designed to fit
fit the
the increasing
increasing collection
collection of
of
experimental evidence. Don't
Don't imagine
imagine we
we shall
shall ever
ever
we know
know exactly
exactly what
what an
an
be able to say that now we
electron is!
is !
You see, it is a relatively
relatively simple
simple matter
matter to
to describe
describe
or define something complicated.
complicated. One
One can
can specify
specify aa
house in terms of bricks, boards,
boards, pipes,
pipes, etc.,
etc., because
because
that these
these are
are familiar
familiar things.
things.
it is taken for granted that
If we are asked to say what
what aa brick
brick is,
is, we
we may
may desdescribe how it is made by baking
baking aa particular
particular kind
kind of
of
well up
up in
in chemistry
chemistry we
we might
might
clay, and if we are well
give some formulas.
formulre. Asked then
then to
to say
say what
what the
the silisilithe enquiry
enquiry has
has gone
gone far
far
con in it is, do we consider the
enough? Even if we happen
happen to
to remember
remember that
that the
the
silicon atom has 14
14 electrons
electrons round
round aa nucleus,
nucleus, we
we
suspect we may be pressed to
to explain
explain what
what an
an elecelec(or has)
has) aa mass
mass of
of so
so much
much
tron is, and saying it is (or
and a negative electric
electric charge
charge of
of so
so much
much doesn't
doesn't
predicament, sooner
sooner or
or later,
later, isis
really explain it. Our predicament,
summed up by the rule in
in logic
logic that
that itit isis futile
futile to
to
define the obscure in terms
terms of
of the
the more
more obscure.
obscure. So
So
explaining only
only as
as long
long as
as there
there isis
we can go on explaining
something simpler and more
more easily
easily understood
understood to
to
fall back on.

A Long Drink
But what isn't obscure? Do
Do you
you really
really underunderstand how the water pump
pump works,
works, in
in the
the e.m.f.
e.m.f.
analogy? How would
would you
you explain
explain the
the process
process of
of
drinking lemonade through
through aa straw?
straw? Some
Some would
would
sucks itit up.
up. Another
Another would
would say
say
just say the drinker sucks
he produces a partial vacuum
vacuum in
in his
his mouth,
mouth, which
which
draws it up. Another, perhaps,
perhaps, that
that the
the pressure
pressure
pushes itit up.
up. But
But what
what isis the
the
of the atmosphere pushes
atmosphere? It
It is
is explained
explained as
as the
the
pressure of the atmosphere?
of the
the surface
surface of
of the
the
result of the bombardment of
air molecules
molecules continually
continually
lemonade by countless air
whizzing about in all
all directions.
directions. But
But what
what makes
makes
them whizz? Here the
the discussion
discussion begins
begins to
to get
get
can go
go on
on for
for aa long
long time.
time.
highly involved and can
Even if we take that as
as read,
read, however,
however, '"sn't
ic;n't the
the
bombardment story just
just another
another analogy?
analogy? It
It sounds
sounds
that intense
intense bombardbombardplausible because we know
know that
ment of an unlatched door by
by snowballs
snowballs would
would exert
exert
pressure on it, probably
probably enough
enough to
to push
push itit open.
open.
to assume
assume that
that air
air molecules
molecules
But we have no right to
other missiles
missiles of
of which
which we
we
are like snowballs or any other
They do
do not
not ·behave
behave in
in the
the same
same
have experience. They
we can
can see.
see. Scientists
Scientists may
may
ways as the larger objects we
use less crude analogies,
analogies, but
but II suspect
suspect they
they are
are still
still
only analogies, for the
the reasons
reasons we
we have
have already
already
considered.
That is not to say that
that analogies,
analogies, even
even our
our crude
crude
ones, are to be despised. (If
(If they
they were,
were, II might
might as
as
massive technical
technical progress
progress of
of
well give up.) The massive
this century is due to
to people
people who
who are
are guided
guided by
by
concepts-of such
such things
things as
as elecelecmental pictures or concepts—of
tric currents—that
currents-that for the
the most
most part
part are
are probably
probably
quite crude and
an,d remote from reality.
reality. Any
Any resemblresemblance between
betw~en electrons "bombarding"
" bombarding " an
an anode
anode
target may
may be
be purely
purely coincicoinciand bullets hitting a target
dental, but in practice it
it is
is quite
quite helpful,
helpful, and
and in
in my
my
opinion legitimate so long
long as
as itit isn't
isn't allowed
allowed to
to run
run
away with one's intelligence.
intelligence.
mr,my different
different explanations
explanations can
can be
be
The fact that mrjny
given of ·aa singly
phenomenon such
smgl~.,phenomenon
such as
a'S lemonade
lemonade

flowing up a straw doesn't
doesn't mean
mean _that
that one
one of
of them
them
wrong; itit all
all depends
depends on
on how
how
is right and the rest wrong;
much is taken for .granted.
granted. The
The delightful
delightful simplicity
simplicity
of the first will do if sucking
sucking isis accepted
accepted as
as one
one of
of
of the
the universe.
universe. Shockley's
Shockley's
the basic principles of
and Holes
Holes in
in Semiconductors
Semiconductors
classic book Electrons and
is divided into three parts,
parts, which
which are
are three
three different
different
subject, suited
suited to
to different
different
treatments of the same subject,
readers-or
reader at
at different
different stages
stages of
of
readers—or the same reader
progress.
. That is an example of several
several different
different but
but legitilegitimate accounts of the same
same thing.
thing. There
There can
can also
also be
be
were side
side by
by side
side rather
rather than
than
different accounts as itit were
Recently we
we saw
saw that
that potenpotenone on top of another. Recently
in two
two very
very different
different ways,
ways, one
one
tial could be defined in
concept of
of field
field strength
strength and
and the
the
depending on the concept
of work.
work. With
With regard
regard to
to .field
field
other on the concept of
strength, some people rely
rely on
on lines
lines of
of force.
force. These
These
lines are only a concept; that
that is
is to
to say,
say, aa way
way the
the
mind has of seeing something.
something. Other
Other people
people are
are
just fields.
fields. But
But fields
fields too
too are
are aa
content to think of just
imagining and
and referring
referring to
to the
the
concept; a way of imagining
supposed causes of certain
certain effects.
effects. Others
Others discard
discard
fields and consider only
only the
the velocities
velocities and
and acceleraaccelerations of charges. II have
have no
no doubt
doubt that
that ifif there
there are
are
greater intelligence
intelligence elsewhere
elsewhere in
in
beings of equal or greater
the universe they will
will have
have quite
quite different
different concepts
concepts
the question
question
for electromagnetism. Among
Among concepts
concepts the
are true
true or
or false
false but
but whether
whether
is not whether they are
hinder. The
The field
field concept
concept seems
seems to
to
they help or hinder.
but later
later might
might itit be
be seen
seen
have been a great help; but
excluding some
some more
more fruitful
fruitful concept?
concept?
to hinder, by excluding
Sometimes there have
have been
been lengthy
lengthy scientific
scientific
arguments about which of
of two
two concepts
concepts was
was right.
right.
scientists held
held that
that when
when aa specspec..,
For instance, some scientists
coloured light
light when
when white
white light
light
troscope produces coloured
it, this proves
proves that
that white
white light
light isis comcomis passed into it,
colours. Others
Others contended
contended that
that
posed of light of all colours.
entirely random,
random, and
and the
the spectroscope
spectroscope
white light is entirely
almost as
as aa valve
valve
creates coloured · light from
from it,
it, almost
oscillator creates a.c. of
of various
various frequencies
frequencies from
from
d.c. As Eddington said
said about
about this,
this, "The
" The mistake
mistake
. . . in claiming that
that we
we could
could decide
decide experiexperiwas ...
mentally between two equally
equally permissible
permissible forms
forms of
of
description."
So far I haven't even
even mentioned
mentioned the
the word
word
""mathematics,"
mathematics," which omission
omission some
some readers
readers may
may
count as grave as
a:s "Hamlet"
" Hamlet " without
without the
the Prince
Prince of
of
Denmark. The more " advanced
advanced "" the
the treatment
treatment of
of
a subject, the more mathematical
mathematical itit is
is likely
likely to
to be.
be.
In fact, there is a tendency
tendency to
to elevate
elevate mathematical
mathematical
equations to a supreme status
status in
in science,
science, as
as ifif they
they
ultimate reality
reality itself.
itself. This
This
were the language of ultimate
seems to be like enthroning
enthroning electronic
electronic computers
computers as
as
the intellectual lords of
of the
the universe.
universe. Mathematical
Mathematical
symbols are just shorthand
shorthand for
for concepts,
concepts, and
and mathemathematical operations are shorthand
shorthand for
for reasoning
reasoning about
about
them. The same results could,
could, theoretically,
theoretically, be
be
o.f words,
words, but
but this
this would
would often
often
obtained by the use of
involved to
to be
be practicable.
practicable.
be far too laborious and involved
Calling a thing "F"
" F " instead
instead of
of "force"
" force " doesn't
doesn't in
in
we know
know about
about the
the nature
nature of
of
itself add to what we
force, but it may make it
it practicable,
practicable, as
as nothing
nothing
else would
would, do, to arrive
arrive at
at certain
certain conclusions
conclusions about
abo1,1t
it. While on the one
one hand
hand itit would
would be
be silly
silly to
to
mechanical transport
transport as
a~ the
the answer
answer to
to
regard, say, mechanical
be equally
equally so
so to
to despise
despise itit when
when
everything, it would be
underta'
k ing a long journey.
journey. II hope
hope the
the analogy
analogy isis
undertaking
cfe"ar!
clear!
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FERRITE-CORED COILS

U NTIL recently, frequency modulation and conUNTIL
trol in electronic apparatus · has nearly always been
effected by means of a reactance valve circuit. Due
to the development of new materials, however, there
are now several alternatives to this method. For
example, the discovery of ferro-electric materials
vary the capacity of a conhas made it possible to vary
denser by applying a voltage. Another capacity
which can be voltage controlled is that of a gerger ...
manium p-n junction. Ferrites have made it practicable to make use at radio frequencies of the
change of inductance which occurs when a magnetic
flux is applied to the ferromagnetic core of a coil.
In this article the use of ferrite-cored coils for frequency modulation and control is described.
It
I t is well known that .the permeability of a ferromagnetic material changes when a magnetic field is
applied to it. Also, that if a coil is wound on the
material, its inductance changes with the permeability, and thus with the magnetic field. When the
coil is part of a resonant circuit, it is possible to
change the frequency of oscillation by applying a
magnetic field to the core.
A remote tuning unit, which depended for its
operation on the change of permeability of a magnetic material subjected to a changing magnetic
field, was described by Boucke in 1936, and 1a similar
system was described by Kramolin in I938
1938 1.• These
devices made use of an iron-dust, or laminated
nickel-iron core to carry the winding. Their use
was limited because of uncertain ·operation,
operation, low
power sensitivity, and the ability to operate only at
low radio frequencies.
The last decade has seen the development of mag,......

MODULATION

125

FIELD IN CORE (mA-TURNS)

· Fig. /.
I. Change of inductance when the control current is
passed through the r.f. coil.

netic ferrites. These are non-metallic substances
which combine good magnetic properties (initial
permeabilities between 10 and 3,000), with a very
Other
high resistivity (0.1-1,000 ohm-metres).
magnetic materials, such as laminated nickel-iron
or powder-dust cores have resistivities of the order
of 0.1-1 microhm-metres, which may be increased
only at the expense of the permeability. The high
resistivity of ferrites enables them to be used up to
very high frequencies as core material for coils.
From the literature on the ferrites made by Mullards under the trade name Ferroxcube, it was decided that grade B4 would be suitable for this application. This grade of Ferroxcube is available in
many sizes, but rods 2in long and 0.25in diameter
were found to be convenient.
Applying the Field
A varying field in the ferrite core of an r.f. coil
namely : —
may be produced in three main ways, namely:
(1) By passing a modulating or control current
through the r.f. winding of the core.
(2) By passing a similar current through a separate winding on the core.
'(3)
(3) By producing the field externally and applying
it to the core.
The first two methods, (1) and (2), have been
investigated by the author, and 2the third, (3), was
fully described by Slater in 1954 2.•
(I) A coil of 46 turns of 28 s.w.g. wire was wound
(1)
0.25-in diameter ferrite rod and its inductance
on the 0.25-m
measured. The change of inductance at 11 Mc/s
which was observed when direct current was passed
through the coil is shown in Fig. I.
1. This direct
current must be obtained from .a high-impedance
source if the Q
Q of the coil is not to be appreciably
affected. In this case it was found to be convenient
to connect the r.f. coil in the anode circuit of a
pentode valve.
It is seen from Fig. 11 that a linear change of the
order of 11 %
% may be obtained. A series of coils were
now wound with 40, 20, 10, 5, 2, and 11 turn respectively of 28 s.w.g. wire, and tests carried out over
a range of frequencies from 11 to 50 Mc/s. It was
found that up to 14 Mc/s the percentage inductance
changes were similar to those obtained at 11 Mc/s,
but above 14 Mc/s the amount of change began to
decrease, reaching zero at 45 Mc/s. As might be
expected, the current required increased as the
number of turns was reduced, but the ampere-turns
required remained fairly constant up to 14 Mc/s.
The fall in inductance change as the frequency
was increased above 14 Mc/s
Mcjs could be due to losses
in the core. However, as B4 Ferroxcube can be
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proFig. 3. AA method of producing frequency moduflux
v.h.f. The flux
lation at v.h.f.
proin the core may be propassing
duced either by passing
coil
current through the coil
on the core, or by placing
placing
the core in the gap of an
electromagnet.
electromagnet.

current isis
control current
the control
when the
inductance when
Fig. 2. Change of inductance
coil.
interleaved coil.
passed through aa separate interleaved

seems
this seems
Mc/s, this
100 Mc/s,
to 100
up to
material up
used as a core material
number
the number
since the
that, since
likely that,
improbable. It is more likely
approxithe approxiincreases; the
the frequency increases,
of turns falls as the
the
and the
valid, and
less valid,
becomes less
mation to a solenoid becomes
the
in the
not in
current isis not
control current
the control
flux produced by the
that itit
so that
air, so
surrounding air,
the surrounding
ferrite core, but in the
core.
the core.
of the
permeability of
has no effect on the permeability
also
may also
core may
ferrite core
the ferrite
in the
(2) The control flux in
through aa
current through
passing aa current
by passing
be produced by
simclearly aa simThis isis clearly
core. This
separate winding on the core.
be
not be
need not
current need
control current
plification, since the control
with
as with
source as
impedance source
derived from such a high impedance
Initially, aa
winding. Initially,
control winding.
and control
r.f. and
a combined r.f.
the
of the
top of
on top
wound on
was wound
control coil of 50 turns was
wound
already wound
wire already
s.w.g. wire
28 s.w.g.
of 28
r.f. coil of 46 turns of
Q
the Q
decrea~ed the
however, decreased
This, however,
on the ferrite rod. This,
measureinductance measureno inductance
that no
much that
of the r.f. coil so much
of
coil of
control coil
With aa control
possible. With
ments were possible.
wound
and wound
sections, and
two sections,
into two
300 turns split into
inductance
the inductance
winding, the
r.f. winding,
the r.f.
of the
on either side of
be
could be
change could
no change
but no
measured, but
of the coil was measured,
conthe conthrough the
passed through
was passed
current was
detected when current
an
give an
did give
which did
arrangement which
only arrangement
trol coil. The only
which
in which
that in
was that
inductance was
appreciable change of inductance
bifilarly.
interleaved bifilarly.
were interleaved
coils were
the r.f. and control coils
similar
are similar
2, are
Fig. 2,
in Fig.
shown in
are shown
The results, which are
maximum
the maximum
but the
1, but
Fig. 1,
in Fig.
to those for (1), shown in
with
compared with
as compared
0.6 % as
only 0.6%
inductance change was only
ampere"control amperemany "control
times as many
10 times
1%, and nearly 10
change.
inductance change.
given inductance
for aa given
turns"" were required for
turns
have
to have
necessary to
is necessary
suggest that itit is
These results suggest
windcontrol windand control
r.f. and
the r.f.
between the
very close coupling between
part
the part
through the
passes through
flux passes
control flux
ings, so that the control
the
Thus, the
coil. Thus,
r.f. coil.
the r.f.
with the
of the core associated with
windings
two windings
the two
~hen the
~brained. when
result~ were obtained
best results
coupling
closest coupling
the closest
givmg the
(1), giving
m (1),
a~ in
combmed, as
were. combined,
were
oqtained
were obtained
changes were
mduc;tance changes
possible; smaller inductance
by
coupied by
closely coupled
were closely
windings were
when the two windings
all
at all
changes at
inductance changes
no inductance
interleaving them; and no
wound
was wound
winding was
control winding
were detectable when the control
winding.
r.f. winding.
the r.f.
of the
side of
either side
in two sections on either
by
flux by
control ·flux
~roc!ucing control
to producing
(3?
(3) An alternative to
core
ferrite core,
the ferrite
on the
wmdings on
passing
passmg current through windings
it'
on it,
wound on
coil wound
r.f. coil
an r.f.
with an
is to place the ferrite, with
'
electro-magnet.
or electro-magnet.
permanent or
in the gap of a permanent
was
winding was
r.f. winding
an r.f.
carrying an
When a ferrite core carrying
magnet
permanent magnet,
powerful permanent
of aa powerful
placed in the gap of
55 %:
by 55%.
reduced by
was reduced
w~ndi~g was
the. inductance of the winding
the
times
50 times
than 50
more than
IS more
which is
This large change, which

FROM
FROM
OSCILLATOR
OSCILLATOR

tests
earlier tests,
in earlier
obtained.in
maximum obtained
greater than the maximum
recorded
who recorded
Slater22,, who
of Slater
results of
the results
is consistent with the
used
Slater used
60 %. Slater
than 60%.
more than
of more
inductance changes of
in
placed in
core, placed
ferrite core,
small ferrite
an r.f. coil wound on aa small
laminanickel-iron laminaU-shaped nickel-iron
of U-shaped
the gap of a stack of
forming
thus forming
windings, thus
control windings,
tions which carried control
of
change of
large change
such aa large
With such
an
~n electromagnet. With
hysteresis
appreciable hysteresis
an appreciable
was an
inductance,
mductance, there was
·
effect.
effect.
that
above, itit isis ·seen
From the results described above,
seen that
externproduced externcoil isis produced
of aa coil
core of
when the flux in the core
complete
circuit isis complete,
magnetic circuit
the magnetic
ally to the core, i.e., the
th~
of the
are of
result are
which result
changes which
then the inductance changes
when
obtained when
those obtained
than those
greater than
order of 50 times greater
and
itself, and
core itself,
the core
on the
coil on
by aa coil
the flux is ,.produced by
differgreat differThe great
incomplete. The
the magnetic circuit is incomplete.
be
to be
thought to
results isis thought
of results
sets of
two sets
ence between the two
incomplete
an incomplete
of an
effect of
de.magn~tizing effect
th~ demagnetizing
due to . the
ferrite
the ferrite
in the
flux in
the flux
causes the
circmt, which causes
magnetic circuit,
diluted.
core to be diluted.
are
which are
of which
two of
systems, two
three systems,
Thus there are three
electroassociated electrono associated
is no
there is
that there
very simple, in that
inductance
maximum inductance
give maximum
magnet, but which give
of
change of
frequency change
i.e., aa frequency
1 %, i.e.,
changes of only
only about 1%,
commore comwhich isis more
system, which
third system,
about 0.5 %. The third
wound
be wound
to be
winding to
control winding
plicated, requires the control
but
laminations, but
nickel-iron laminations,
of nickel-iron
on a subsidiary core of
?n
obtainable,
are obtainable,
60% are
to 60%
up to
of up
~nductance changes of
inductance
30% .
to 30%.
up to
of up
I.e.,
i.e., frequency changes of
core
the core
to the
flux to
applying flux
of applying
All three methods of
as
i.e., as
raised, i.e.,
frequency isis raised,
the frequency
become ineffective as the
decreased.
coil isis decreased.
r.f. coil
the r.f.
on the
turns on
the number of turns
shown
circuit shown
the circuit
using the
by using
This may be avoided by
onto
tapped onto
coil isis tapped
ferrite-cored coil
the ferrite-cored
in Fig. 3, where the
reduced
inductance isis reduced
total inductance
The total
another coil. The
the
on the
turns on
of turns
number of
the number
without reducing the
perthe perthat the
disadvantage isis that
ferrite-cored
ferrite-c~red coil. The disadvantage
will
combination will
the combination
of the
change of
mductance change
centage inductance
alone.
coil alone.
ferrite-cored coil
the ferrite-cored
of the
be less than that of

R.F.C.

0001/x.F

MODULATION
MODULATION
CURRENT
CURRENT

u·OOI}-1-F
O-OOlMf
without
v.h.f. without
at v.h.f.
modulation at
provides modulation
Fig. 4 . This circuit provides
ferrite
More ferrite
deviation. More
frequency deviation.
reducing the maximum frequency
increased.
frequency isis increased.
the frequency
as the
added as
cored coils must be added
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circuit which
which enables
enables the
the
Fig. 4 shows an alternative circuit
inductance to be reduced without
without reducing
reducing the
the perpercentage frequency deviation.
deviation. The
The essential
essential point
point
of this circuit is that
that the
the ferrite-cored
ferrite-cored coils
coils are
are conconnected in series at modulating
modulating frequencies
frequencies and
and in
in
parallel at radio frequencies. This
This circuit
circuit would
would
function in an oscillator, giving
giving total
total frequency
frequency deviadeviations even at very high frequencies
frequencies of
of up
up to
to 0.5%.
0.5%.
The first two systems, giving
giving frequency
frequency changes
changes of
of
+±0.25%
0.25% and +0.15%
±0.15% respectively,
respectively, are
are suitable
suitable for
for
an f.m. signal generator. (The
(The +± 75
75 kc/s
kc/s maximum
maximum
deviation of the B.B.C. v.h.f./f.m.
v.h.f./f.m. signals
signals represents
represents
±0.1 %.) They
They could
could also
also be
be
a change of less than +0.1%.)
used to apply a.f.c. to aa radio
radio receiver.
receiver. However,
However, as
as
a simple ferrite-cored coil
coil will
will not
not give
give any
any frequency
frequency
change above 45 Mc/s, for
for v.h.f.
v.h.f. such
such as
as the
the 90
90 Mc/s
Mc/s
f.m. broadcast band it would
would be
be necessary
necessary either
either to
to
harmonic of
of the
the local
local oscillaoscillause the third or fourth harmonic
circuits shown
shown in
in Figs.
Figs. 33 and
and 4.
4.
tor, or one of the circuits
The author has used method
method (1)
(1) to
to provide
provide frefrequency sweep in a wobbulator.
wobbulator. (A
(A wobbulator
wobbulator
enables the response curves
curves of
of tuned
tuned circuits,
circuits, e.g.
e.g. i.f.
i.f.
displayed on
on aa cathode-ray
cathode-ray
transformers, to be displayed
oscilloscope.) The wobbulator
wobbulator was
was built
built for
for use
use
tuning over
over the
the range
range 4.54.5with a short wave receiver tuning
15 Mc/s. Since the receiver
receiver had
had an
an i.f.
i.f. of
of 465
465 kc/s.
kc/s,

the frequency deviation of
of +± 25
25 kc/s,
kc/s, obtainable
obtainable at
at aa
of 10
10 Mc/s,
Mcfs, was
was quite
quite suffisuffitypical input frequency of
cient to show the whole
whole response
response curve
curve of
of the
the i.f.
i.f.
transformers.
Although the system
system which
which produces
produces the
the control
control
flux in an auxiliary Ni-Fe
Ni-Fe core
core is
is more
more complicated,
complicated,
and therefore more expensive,
expensive, there
there is
is the
the advantage
advantage
that the control current
current need
need not
not be
be derived
derived from
from aa
high impedance source.
source. Scroggie
Scroggie used
used aa method
method
similar to this to provide automatic
automatic frequency
frequency corcorrection in an f.m. receiver33.• With
With aa possible
possible frefrequency change of 30%, this
this method
method isis very
very suitable
suitable ·
for control applications,
applications, such
such as
as the
the remote
remote tuning
tuning
of a radio receiver. It
It also
also gives
gives linear
linear frequency
frequency
± 2%, which
which is
is aa much
much greater
greater
modulation of up to +2%,
deviation than is easily obtainable
obtainable by
by other
other methods.
methods.
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The Grampians,
Grampians, Western
Western Gate,
Gate,
Price 5s.
Price
London, W.8.
W.8. ·
London,
Finding,by
bythe
the staff
staffofofthe
theRadio
RadioConstrucConstrucT.V. Fault Finding,
^
f0'n ywith
ons from
TV
tor. Revised edit
edition
with many
many mustrati
illustrations
fromTV
gives
circuit
details
of,
and
correction
screens
screens gives circuit details of, ·and correctionmethods
methods
£for
i
types
of
fault.
Pp.
104;
Figs.
112.
Price
or ^
var
ous
the various types of fault. Pp. 104; Figs. 112. Price( 1
Ss. Data
Data Publications,
Publications, Ltd.,
Ltd., 57,
57,Maida
Maida Vale,
Vale, London,
London,
5s.
W.9.
W.9.
,
„CrowUnderstanding Hi-Fi
Hi-Fi Circuits,
Circuits, by
by Norman
Norman Tr
H. CrowUnderstanding
H.
hurst.
Deals
simply
with
various
amplifier
and
prehurst.
Deals
simply
withfeedback
various amplifier
and preamplifier stages,
stages, overall
overall feedback
and damping,
damping, and
and
amplifier
and
crossover networks
networks and
and other
other speaker
speaker sound
sound distribudistribucrossover
on
tion systems.
systems. P.PPp. 224;
224; Figs.
Figs. 179.
179. Price
Price 2.90
2.90 dollars
dollars
Pin
softcover
coveredition.
edition. Available
AvailableininGt.
Gt.Bntam
Britainfrom
fromThe
The
in
soft
Modern Book
Book Co.,
Co., 19-23,
19-23, Praed
Praed Street,
Street,London,
London,W.2.
W.2.
Modern
Price
23s.
Price 23s.
'
.
_ .
tt
Transistor Engineering
Engineering Reference
Reference Handbook,
Handbook, by
byH.
H. E.E.
Transistor
Marrows, contains
contains aa large
large amount
amount ofofdata
data on
oncommercommerMarrows,
cial American
American transistors,
transistors, components
components for
for use
use with
with
cial
transistors, and
and transistor
transistor circuits,
circuits,and
andincludes
includesaaclassiclassitransistors,
fied bibliography
bibliography and
and manufacturers
manufacturers' .directory.
directory. Pp.
Pp.
fied
Chapmanand
andHall,
Hall,Ltd.,
Ltd.,
286; many
many figs.
figs. Price
Price 80s.
80s. Chapman
286;
37, Essex
Essex Street,
Street, London,
London, W.C.2.
W.G.2.
37,
Industrial Rectifying
Rectifying Tubes,
Tubes, by
by members
members ofof ·Philips
Philips
Industrial
Tube division.
division. Vol.
Vol. 13
13 inin the
the Philips
Philips techtechElectron Tube
Electron
onelectron
electrontubes
tubesdeals
dealswith
withconstrucconstrucnicallibrary
libraryseries
serieson
nical
tion,
operation
and
applications
(battery
charging
and
tion, operation
and applications (battery
charging 126;
and
ral) ofof hot-cathode
industr
industrial)
hot-cathode gas-filled
gas-filled rectifiers.
rectifiers. Pp.
Pp. 126;
p;
rice 15s
re
Ltd
100. pPrice
ISs. cleaver
Cleaver Hume
Hume pPress,
Ltd., 3!31,
Figs. 100
°i hts Lane
L=!ne, London,
London, W.8.
W.8.
Wrights
w
A. Davidson,
Davidson, B.A.,
B.A.,
Receiving Aerial
Aerial Systems,
Systems, by
by I.I. A.
Receiving
discusses generally
generally television
television and
and radio
radio aerials,
aerials,includincluddiscusses
and installation,
installation, and
and also
also
ing their
their mechanical
mechanical design
design and
ing
2ls.
cables and
and accessories.
accessories. Pp.
Pp. 152;
152; Figs.
Figs. 70.
70. Price
Price 21s.
cables
Heywood and
and Co,,
Co.~. Ltd.,
Ltd., Tower
Tower House,
HouS'e, Southampton
Southrunpton
Heywood
Sue~t; London,
London,W.C.2.
W.C.2.
Street,
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Television ?
SUbjective
for Television?
Colour for
Subjective
Colour
Experimental Film Based
Based on
on the
the Benham's
Benham's Top
Top Principle
Principle
E.. M. HANSEL*, M.A.
M.A.
By C. E.

IT

people watching
watching certain
certain teleteleIT is well known that people
on ITV
ITV have
have observed
observed colour
colour
vision ""commercials
commercials " on
effects on their receiver screens.
screens. As
As the
the same
same colours
colours
were reported by a number of
of independent
independent observers
observers
there is no reason to
to doubt
doubt that
that they
they did
did experience
experience
is of
of interest
interest to
to see
see how
how
sensations of colour, and itit is
these could arise.
It has long been known that
that colour
colour sensations
sensations
can be aroused by
by viewing
viewing aa black
black and
and white
white top
top
light. Benham's
Benham's top
top (Fig.
(Fig. 1)
1) isis
rotating in white light.
the best known means by
by which
which these
these colours
colours can
can
top is
is rotated
rotated in
in monomonobe ,produced.
produced. If Benham's top
chromatic illumination from
from the
the middle
middle part
part of
of the
the
spectrum it is still
still possible
possible for
for an
an observer
observer to
to exexperience a variety of
of colours.
colours.
by Helmholtz.
Helmholtz. He
He
The effect was demonstrated by
showed that if a simple
simple top
top (Fig.
(Fig. 2)
2) in
in which
which one
one
half is black and
and the
the other
other white
white is
is rotated,
rotated, there
there
appears to the observer
observer to
to be
be aa blue
blue fringe
fringe behind
behind
the white
white area
area and
and aa red
red fringe
fringe
the black as it leaves the
extending into the black area
area as
as itit advances
advances into
into the
the
colour fringes
fringes were
were attributed
attributed
white area. These colour
University of
of Manchester.
Manchester.
* Department of Psychology, University
SPACES
SPACES BETWEEN ARCS1.
SEEN AS BLUE

ARCS
SEEN AS
SEEN
AS RED
RED

{
· Fig. I.
/. Structure of the well-known
well-known Benham's
Benhaf7! 's top
top

{
^

RED FRINGE

by Helmholtz
Helmholtz to
to demonstrate
demonstrate
Fig. 2. Simple top used by
colours.
subjective colours.

Benham 's top shown
shown divided
divided into
into eight
eight segments.
segments.
Fig. 3. Benham's

to differences in the retinal
retinal action
action times
times of
of the
the photophotoreceptors bringing about the
the sensations
sensations of
of blueness
blueness
time taken
taken for
for the
the sensation
sensation
and redness, for the time
of blueness to arise after onset
onset of
of illumination
illumination isis
that for
for redness.
redness.
known to be less than that
As the white area of the
the top
top advances
advances into
into the
the
black area, light strikes
strikes the
the corresponding
corresponding part
part of
of
the retina but as the sensation
sensation of
of blueness
blueness isis aroused
aroused
more quickly than that of
of redness,
redness, aa blue
blue fringe
fringe isis
seen at the leading edge
edge of
of the
the white
white area.
area. SimiSimilarly, a red fringe is seen
seen where
where the
the black
black area
area adadvances into the white area.
area.
Benham's top is a modified
modified form
form of
of Helmholtz's
Helmholtz's
top in
in which the area of
of the
the edge
edge is
is increased
increased by
by
means of the arcs and,
and, as
as we
we should
should expect,
expect, the
the
blueness extends over
over the
the white
white area
area between
between the
the
arcs, whereas the redness
redness is
is seen
seen in
in the
the arcs
arcs themthemselves. These colour
colour ·effects
can be
be obtained
obtained in
in
effects can
provided that
that the
the photorecepphotorecepmonochromatic light provided
tors which normally
normally evoke
evoke the
the sensations
sensations of
of
have sensitivities
sensitivities extending
extending
blueness and redness have
over the wavelength being
being used.
used.
suggested to
to the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C. that
that they
they
In 1951 I suggested
effects in
in normal
normal television
television
might produce colour effects
transmitters by utilising
utilising this
this principle,
principle, and
and for
for this
this
purpose a black -and
white film
film was
was constructed
constructed
and white
which, on projection, gave
gave the
the impression
impression of
of objects
objects
of different colours against
against aa coloured
coloured backgroundf.
backgroundt.
A simple technique was developed
developed which
which utilized
utilized
the principle of Benham's
Benham's top
top but
but which
which enabled
enabled
the colours to be superimposed
superimposed on
on drawings.
drawings. BenBenfollow up
up this
this suggestion
suggestion but
but demonstrademon~tra
tt The B.B.C. did not follow
colour effects
effects by
by means
means of
of tops
tops were
were given
given
tions of subjective colour
1953.
on American television inin 1953.
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segme!lts (Fig.
ham's top may be divided into eight segments
3). Areas shaded in accordance with these eight
segments are projected successively on to a screen,
but the segment containing the arcs is replaced by
a system of dots, thus increasing the length of the
black-white boundary areas, on which the effect
1s
is to some extent dependent.
foi a particular area is
The desired colour effect for
obtained by shading the area on successive frames
to conform with the code shown in Fig. 4(a). Projection at the rate of 24 frames per second^
second* then
gives three complete cycles per second and is accomdecrea~e
t~ . decrease
panied with a coarse flicker. In order to
m
the flicker effect the coding may be modified as in
Fig. 4(b). A particular area may also be split up
into sub-areas, giving further decrease in flicker.
The sequence of 8 frames to a cycle may be modified and 6-, 4- or 3-frame cycles used. With 24
frames per second as used in film projection, a
cycle of 8 frames has been found to be too long,
and one of 4 frames is more effective, although in
this case colour effects are not so pronounced (see
Fig. 5).
By using these techniques it is possible to construct cinematograph films which, on projection,
will appear coloured. Sets of cards are prepared
with the different areas shaded in accordance with
the code for the desired colour effect and these are
photographed in sequence on successive frames of .
the film. A similar technique could be used on
photographs of natural objects. In this case the
dot pattern would be replaced by the actual area of
the photograph (which would have to have some
lines or shading added if these were not already
present).
would have to
this would
course, this
of course,
scanning, of
film scanning,
television film
For television
$:j: For
rate
frame rate
film frame
the film
since the
second, since
per second,
frames per
25 frames
to 25
be
increased to
be increased
standards.-ED.
television standards.—Ed.
the television
to the
related to
be related
to be
has to
has

BLUE
GREEN
YELLOW
RED

(d)

BLUE
-GREEN
YELLOW
RED

(b)
(a} Adaptation of the 8 segments of the top in Fig. 3
Fig. 4. (a)
to a cycle of 8 successive film frames. AA different
to

colo~r, and dots replace
sequential pattern is used for each colour,
mod•fied code patterns
(b) are modified
the arcs of Fig. 3. In (fa)
used for reducing flicker.

Fig. 5. Simplified 4frame coding system
for use at a film
projection rate of 24
frames per second.

BLUE
GREEN
RED

In television, where a single scanning spot is used
on a c.r. tube, a particular area of the screen is
illuminated for only a small fraction of the total
~u~ulative
presentation time for each frame. The cumulative
action of the eye largely compensates for this, however
ever, and it is possible that more effective means
~btaining colour effects could be devised by
of obtaining
utilizing the fact that the image is traced out by a
small moving illuminated area. Special techniques
could be developed which .would utilize the full
1s scanning rate of the interlacing odd and even
50-c
50-c/s
lines, rather than the 25-c/s scanning rate which
would result from using film.
lTV that a
It was reported by the viewers on ITV
person was seen wearing a blue tie with white spots.
Although we should rather expect that a blue tie
with black spots should be seen, there is no reason
reason
to doubt that the colours were subjective and were
produced by characteristics of the film approximat.ing to those described above.

CI.UB NEWS
CLUB
t~?-e
lOth meeting of the
Bexleyheath.—At the October 10th
Bexleyheath.-At
w11l
North Kent Radio Society, E. Hasted (G3BHF) will
speak about filter circuits The club meets fortnightly
BeXleyheath
at 8.0 in the Congregational Hall, opposite Bexleyheath
Clock Tower. Sec.: D. W. Wooderson (G3HKX), 39
Woolwich Road, Bexleyheath, Kent.
the sky ", and
Birmingham.—Mullard
Birmingham.-Mullard films " Mirror in _the
show~ at
bemg. shown
" The principles of the transistor ", are being
Soctety
the October 25th meeting of the Slade Radio Society
at 7.30 at the Y.M.C.A. Sec.: C. N. Smart, 110, Woolmore Road, Erdington.
Bury.—The October meeting of the Bury Radio
Bury.-The
Society will be held at . 8.0 on the 8th at the George
Hotel, Kay Gardens. ""Matching
Matching matters,
matters " is the title
tide
Hotel
Sec.:
th~ talk to be given by R. Hammans (G2IG). Sec.;
of the
L. Robinson, 56 Avondale Avenue, Bury, . Lanes.
Dorking.—A ·film
th~ next
be. given . at the
filni show will . be
Dorking.-A
Soctety at
Radto Society
Dtstnct Radio
meeting of the Dorking and District
7.45 on October 8th at the Star & Garter Hotel,
adjacent to Dorking North station. Sec.: J. Greenwell (G3AEZ), Wigmore Lodge, Beare Green, Near
Dorking, Surrey.
Reading.—The
Reading.-The next meeting of the newly .formed
Reading
Readmg Amateur Radio Club will be held at 7.30 on
September 28th at Palmer Hall, West Street, when
Roland Page (G5TP)
(GSTP) will describe and demonstrate " A
table-top 150-watt transmitter." Sec.: L. R. Mitchell
(G3BHK), 965 Oxford Road, Reading.

..................... . . . ..................... ..................................
PUBLICATION DATE
.■!j
.:;;; Owing to a temporary
rearrangement of our printing ■
the publication date of the November issue .
;
.!:■ schedule
of Wireless
Wire/ess World will be advanced to October 15th. I:
....................................................................
:

:

Owing to a temporary rearrangement Of our printing
schedule the publication date of the November issue

:

:
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News /rom tile Industry

News

horn

of
E.M.I.-With
E.M.I.—With the merging of
interests
radio interests
E.M.I.'s domestic radio
and
Electrical and
with those of Thorn Electrical
comnew comup of aa new
the recent setting up
handle
to handle
pany (E.M.I. Records, Ltd.) to
E.M.I.
records, E.M.I.
the marketing of records,
rebeen rehas been
Sales & Service, Ltd., has
R. J. T.
is
Hewitt is
T. Hewitt
oragnized.
will
and will
appointed general manager and
recently
the recently
to the
act as deputy to
A.
H. A.
appointed managing director, H.
divisions
main divisions
Lewis. There are two main
handling
within the company, one handling
ap(household apconsumer products (household
and
ranio and
pliances, reproducers, car radio
capital
other capital
the other
components) and the
professional
tape, professional
goods (magnetic tape,
sound
and sound
equipment and
tape-recording equipment
equipment).
and vision distribution equipment),
The divisional managers are
W.
F. W.
are F.
and
pro..:ucts) and
Goodman (consumer pro..nets)
A.
goods). A.
P. H. Wetherill (capital goods).
manager.
Thorpe is appointed works manager,
H.M.V. and Marconiphone.Consequent upon the agreement
between E.M.I. and Thorn regarding
of
marketing of
the manufacture and marketing
names
trade names
receivers under the trade
FerMarconiphone, H.M.V,
and FerH.M.V. and
Corporation,
guson, the British Radio Corporation,
these
merge these
to merge
Ltd., was formed to
marketing
new marketing
interests. Now two new
"His
companies have been formed, "His
Teleand TeleRadio and
Master's Voice" Radio
Marconiphone
vision Sales, Ltd., and Marconiphone
Ltd.,
Sales, Ltd.,
Television Sales,
Radio and Television
21,
at 21,
showrooms at
with offices and showrooms
The
W.l. The
London, W.l.
Cavendish Place, London,
W.
F. W,
are F.
directors of both companies are
Holmes
T. Holmes
Perks (E.M.I.) and S. T.
The
(Thorn). The
and G. J. Strowger (Thorn).
will
receivers will
marketing of Ferguson receivers
Radio
Ferguson Radio
continue through Ferguson
Corporation.

the

Industry

supply
English
to supply
are to
Electric are
English Electric
MechanitheMechanito the
computer to
DEUCE computer
aa DEUCE
Laboracal
Research LaboraEpgineering Research
cal Engineering
which
tories
Scotland)which
Kilbride, Scotland)
(East Kilbride,
tories (East
isis part
of
Department of
the Department
of the
part of
Scientific
Research.
Industrial Research.
and Industrial
Scientific and
This
comDEUCE comfifth DEUCE
the fifth
be the
w::1 be
This will
pmer
will
andwill
service and
Government service
in Government
pu~::-r in
be
in
calculationsin
in calculations
mainly in
..::rnployed mainly
be employed
hydro
probthermo-mechanical proband thermo-mechanical
hydro and
lems.
of
machine of
first machine
the first
be the
will be
It will
lems. It
the
highfor highequipped for
be equipped
to be
series to
the series
speed
card
punched card
and punched
tape and
paper tape
speed paper
inputs.
inputs.

Texas
the
Ltd., the
Instruments, Ltd.,
Texas Instruments,
British
months
ninemonths
up nine
set up
subsidiary set
British subsidiary
ago
by
the
American
Texas
Instruago by the American Texas Instruments,
Dallas
factory atat Dallas
open aa factory
Inc., open
ments, Inc.,
Road,
1st. ItIt
October 1st.
on October
Bedford, on
Road, Bedford,
isis initially
concentrating
on
the
proinitially concentrating on the production
and
rectifiers and
silicon rectifiers
of silicon
duction of
transistors.
transistors.
overseas TRADE
OVERSEAS
equiprecording equipfilm recording
TeleVision film
Television
been
has been
(telerecording) has
ment (telerecording)
ment
the
for the
Marconi's for
from Marconi's
ordered from
ordered
Czechoslovakian
the Czechoslovakian
ofthe
studios of
Prague studios
Prague
equipment
The equipment
service. The
television service.
television
our
in our
mentioned in
that mentioned
to that
similar to
isis similar
outstandthe outstand137), the
(p. 137),
issue (p.
March issue
March
pull"fast pullthe "fast
being the
feature being
ing feature
ing
which
mechanism, which
film mechanism,
down " film
down"
be
to be
film to
of film
frame of
each frame
enables each
enables
the
daring the
position during
into position
moved into
moved
television
between television
period between
blanking period
blanking
The
1.8 msecs. The
to l.Bmsecs.
1.4 to
frames-from 1.4
frames—from
numhave aa numwill have
installation will
Prague installation
Prague
including
features, including
additional features,
of additional
ber of
ber
for
facilities for
and facilities
monitor and
waveform monitor
aa waveform
sound
magnetic sound
synchronous magnetic
separate synchronous
separate
recording.
recording.

repre450 reprethe 450
Helsinki.-Among the
Helsinki.—Among
products
Kingdom products
United Kingdom
sentative United
sentative
Industrial
Council ofof Industrial
the Council
on the
shown on
shown
Trade
British Trade
the British
stand atat the
Design stand
Design
6th(September 6thHelsinki (September
Fair atat Helsinki
Fair
(Ekco
sets(Ekco
televisionsets
twotelevision
weretwo
22nd) were
22nd)
three
console), three
Pye console),
and Pye
portable and
portable
portMB60 port(Bush MB60
receivers (Bush
sound receivers
sound
M.
R.
and
A3655 and R. M.
Philco A3655
able, Philco
able,
and
portable), and
Electric ""Minitone"
Electric
Minitone" portable),
(E.A.R.
reproducers (E.A.R.
record reproducers
two record
two
Music
Pilot ""Music
and Pilot
""Chairside
Chairside"" and
Master'').
Master").

Echo
new
thenew
includingthe
sounders,including
Echo sounders,
MS30
inshore
for inshore
type for
open-boat type
MS30 open-boat
fishermen,
KelbyKelshownby
being shown
are being
fishermen, are
vin
International
the International
Hughes atat the
vin Hughes
Fisheries
Trade
Fair
at
Copenhagen
Fisheries Trade Fair at Copenhagen
(September
6th).
October6th).
27thtoto October
(September 27th
Vienna
Trade Fair.—Products of
Vienna Trade Fair.-Products of

ies inin the
the
Pye
the ^
companies
various compan
the various

group, including domestic television
and sound equipment, industrial and
scientific
television,
underwater
8
communications gear
a"instruments,
]™™™
®'
were exhibited at
components,Tr^dn
andTn^nnfi^nll'
^
pfir
kSh f„in
Fair
TradesJh
the International
q"
mtoheld
fsu,
15th.
8th
September
from
Vienna
Vienna from September 8th to 15th.

,
.
British
Netherlands.-Although
Netherlands.
^Although nonoBritish
individual
anindividual
hasan
manufacturerhas
radiomanufacturer
radio
AmsterFair ininAmsterRadio Fair
the Radio
stand atat the
stand
U.K.
26th) U.K.
19th toto 26th)
(September 19th
dam (September
dam
stands.
thestands,
manyofofthe
onmany
are on
products are
products
names
well-known names
the well-known
Some ofof the
Some
show
the show
preview ofof the
the preview
quoted inin the
Quoted
contemDutch contemour Dutch
published inin our
published
Avo,
are : Avo,
Bulletin are:
Radio Bulletin
porary Radio
porary
ColBelling-Lee, ColBakers-Selhurst, BeUing-Lee,
Bakers-Selhurst,
Ferguson,
Egen, Ferguson,
E.M.I., Egen,
Daly, E.M.I.,
vern, Daly,
vern,
Gresham,
Goodmans, Gresfiam,
Ferranti, Goodmans,
Ferranti,
Pam,
Muirhead, Pam,
Morganite, Muirhead,
Leak, Morgamte,
Leak,
Q-Max,
Pye, Q-Max,
Painton, Pamphonic, Pye,
Wharfedale
Racal, Truvox, W.B., Wharfedale
, and Wingrove & Rogers.

Consulate
Angola.—The
Angola.-The British Consulate
on
report on
in Luanda has prepared aa report
in
market in
the domestic receiver market
in
Whereas in
Portuguese East Africa. Whereas
1,000
over 1,000
1949 the U.K. supplied over
the
of the
40%
receivers, which was 40
% of
figure .
last year's figure
country's purchase, last
imports.
of 740 was but 6% of the imports.
of
40% of
The Netherlands supplied 40%
and
30% and
U.S.A. 30%
last year's receivers, U.S.A.
Germany 20%.

mmt

EXACTING STANDARDS of cleanliness
airdust-free, airthis dust-free,
observed inin this
are observed
cleanliness are
within
S.W.t, within
London, S.W.I,
Street, London,
Douglas Street,
at Douglas
factory, at
AVO factory,
conditioned zone of the AVO
tested.
and tested.
calibrated and
which instruments are built, calibrated
510

Central American agency of
U.K.
of U.K.
accescomponents, accesmanufacturers of components,
being
is being
equipment is
sories and test equipment
RepresentaStol Representasought by Henrique Stol
Col.
303, Col.
ciones, Frontera 115 Dept. 303,
the
Among the
Roma, Mexico D.F. Among
and
pickups and
accessories listed are pickups
speak~r
microphones, speaker
cartridges, microphones,
magnets
amphaerials,amplicaraerials,
cones,car
andcones,
magnetsand
fier
and
kits, and
record-changer kits,
and record-changer
fier and
recording
blanks.
recordingblanks.
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Miniature Soldering Iron.—Oryx
Iron.-Oryx
Ltd., of
of 98,
98,
Electrical Laboratories, Ltd.,
Domini.:.•n
Sussex,
Dominion Road, Worthing, Sussex,
manufacturers of the Oryx sub-miniasub-miniature soldering
solder\:1g iron, are making
making aa
change in thsir
thr.:ir sales policy
policy and
and invite
invite
inquiries from overseas
overseas for exclusive
exclusive
agencies.

NEW ADDRESSES
Minnesota Mining and ManufacMin.itesota
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., have
have moved
moved their
their
offices to a new
new building,
building, to
to be
be
known as 3M House, in
in Wigmore
Wigmore
Hunter
Street, London, W.l. (Tel.: Hunter
5522.)
Antiference, Ltd., have opened aa
new factory on the Bicester
Bicester Road,
Road,
Aylesbury, Bucks. (Tel.: Aylesbury
Aylesbury
s~.'rvice and
and
2511), where all sales, service
accounts matters are now
now being
bcin"' dealt
dealt
with.
"'

new

Anders Electronics, Ltd.,
Ltd., manumanufacturers of test
test and
and measuring
measuring new
equipment, have
have transferred
transferred their
their
office to 103, Hampstead
Hampstead Road,
Road,
N.W.l. (Tel.: Euston 1639.)
1639.)
London, N.W.I.
The dispatch department and
and warewareat 91, Hampstead
Hampstead Road.
Road.
house remain at
Marine Aerials, Ltd., manufacmanufacDYNAMIC
turers of the " Marinette
Marinette " indoor
indoor
television aerial, have moved
moved from
from
Deptford High Street, to 17a,
17a, Clifton
Clifton
S.E.14. MICROPHONE
Rise, New Cross, London, S.E.14.
(Tel.: Tideway 3066.)
3066.)
Electronic Products, of
of Ruislip,
Ruislip,
ProN esco Prohas been merged with Nesco
ducts, Ltd., of 149, Stanwell
Stanwell Road,
Road,
Ashford
Ashford, Middlesex (Tel.: Ashford
3555). K. B. Hobday is the
the managmanaging director of the combined
combiri.ed comcomto make
make
pany, which will continue to
loudspeakers
Nesco public-address loudspeakers
and is specializing in the
the automatic
automatic
on printed
printed
assembly of components on
circuit boards.

U[ffiZJ
DYNAMIC

MICROPHONE

OCTOBER MEETINGS
MEETINGS
LONDON

3rd. I.E.E.—Address
I.E.E.-Address by
by T.
T. E.
E.
5.30 at
at Savoy
Savoy
Goldup (president) at 5.30
Place, W.C.2.
4th. Television Society.—"Recent
Society.-" Recent
investigations
the operation
operation of
of
investigations into the
tubes" by
by Dr.
Dr.
image orthicon camera tubes"
Rundfunktechnik,
R. Theile (Institut fiir Rundfunktechnik,
164 Shaftesbury
Shaftesbury
Nuremberg) at 7.0 at 164
Avenue, W.C.2.
Avenue,
Physics (Electronics
(Electronics
15th.
15th. Institute of Physics
Group).-" In electronic beams
beams"
by Dr.
Dr.
Group).—"
" by
D.
at 47
47 Belgrave
Belgrave
D. Meltzie at 5.30 at
Square, S.W.I.
Square,
S.W.l.
15th. Physical Society
15th.
Society (Acoustics
(Acousti~s
Group).-"
state of
of acoustic
acoustic
Group).—" Present state
rooms"
by J.J.
small rooms
theory as applied to small
" by
Physics Department,
Department,
Moir at 5.30 in the Physics
Imperial College.
15th.
of Post
Post Office
Office ElecElec15th. Institution of
Engineers.-" Thirty
Thirty years
years of
of
trical Engineers.—"
the Post
Post Office"
Office "
radio development in the
the I.E.E.,
I.E.E., Savoy
Savoy
by H. G. Beer at 5.0 at the
Place, W.C.2.
I.E.E.-" Some radio aids
aids for
for
16th.
16th. I.E.E.—"
high-speed aircraft"
aircraft" by
by Dr.
Dr. J.J. S.
S.
high-speed
Place, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
McPetrie at 5.30 at Savoy Place,
16th.
Association.-Lecture
16th. Radar Association.—Lecture
Theatre UniUniat 7.30 at the Anatomy Theatre
Street, W.C.I.
W.C.l.
versity College, Gower Street,
17th.
Society.-Discussion
17th. Television Society.—Discussion
on servicing
servicing modern
modern television
television receivers
receivers
on
164 Shaftesbury
Shaftes.bury Avenue,
Avenue,
at 7.0 at 164
W.C.2.
B.S.R.A.-" Plastic deformadeforma18th.
18th. B.S.R.A.—"Plastic
gramophone records
records ""
tion and wear of gramophone
Barlow at
at 7.15
7.15 at
at the
the
by Dr. D. R. Barlow
Arts, John
John Adam
Adam
Royal Society of Arts,
Street,
Street, Adelphi, W.C.2.
Kinematograph Society.
Society.
23rd. British Kinematograph
-"Simple
in television
television film
film
—"
Simple techniques in
production
" by John Lamont,
production"
Lamont, R.
R. Evans
Evans
(Associated-Reand W. H. Cheevers (Associated-ReRoyal Society
Society
diffusion)
diffusion) at 7.30 at the Royal
of Arts, John Adam Street, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
- " Domestic
Domestic highhigh28th. I.E.E. ~
fidelity
by J.
J. Moir
Moir at
at
fidelity reproduction" by
W.C.2.
5.30 at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
Society.-" Perform31st. Television Society.—"Performturret tuners"
tuners"
ance of television receiver turret
by K.
K. H.
H. Smith
Smith (Siemens
(Siemens Edison
Edison Swan)
Swan)
by
Shaftesbury Avenue,
Avenue,
at 7.0 at 164 Shaftesbury
W.C.2,
W.C.2.

CHELTENHAM

4th.
Brit.I.R.E.—"
4th.
Brit.I.R.E.-" Radio
Radio engineerengineering" by C. T. Lamping atat 7.0
7.0 at
at the
the
Gloucestershire Technical
Technical ColColNorth Gloucestershire
lege.
GLASGOW
lOth. Brit.I.R.E.—"Reception
Brit.I.R.E.-" Reception probprob10th,
lems of Scottish
Sccmish television"
television" by
by W.
W.
Boyd at 7.0 at the
the Institution
Institution of
of EnEngineers and Shipbuilders, 39
39 Elmbank
Elmbank
Crescent.
25th. Society of Instrument
Instrument TechTechnology.-"
control of
of machine
machine
nology.—" Computer control
tools"
by A,
A. A,
A. Lodge
Lodge at
at 7.15
7.15 at
at the
the
tools " by
Scottish
Scottish Building
Building Centre,
Ct:ntre, 425
425 SauchieSauchiehall Street.
MANCHESTER
3rd.
3rd. Brit.I.R.E.—"High-quality
Brit.I.R.P..-"High-quality sound
sound
equipment"
equipment" by
by K.
K. Davin
Davin and
and F.
F. C.
C.
Gibson at 6.30 at Reynolds
Reynolds Hall,
Hall, ColCollege of Technology, Sackville
Sackville Street.
Street.
9th. I.E.E.—Address
9th.
I.E.E.-Address by
by K.
K. J.
J. Butler,
Butler,
chairman of N.W. Radio and
chairman
and TelecomTelecommunication
the EnEnmunication Group at 6.45 atat the
gineers*
gineers' Club, Albert
Albert Square.
Square.
NEWCASTLE
I.E.E.-Address by W.
W. Gray,
Gray,
21st. I.E.E.—Address
chairman
chairman of
of N.E.
N.E. Radio
Radio and
and MeasureMeasurements
ments Group
Group at
at 6.15
6.15 at
at King's
King's College.
College.
SHEFFIELD
9th. Society
9th.
Society of
of Instrument
Instrument TechTe.c hnology.—"
nology.-" Computers in heavy
heavy indusindustry " by Dr. C. M.
M. Wilson at
at 7.0
7.0 at
at the
the
University,
Square.
University, St. Georges Square.
WOLVERHAMPTON
9th.
Brit.I.R.E.—"
9th.
Brit.I.R.E.-" Transistors—cirTransistors-circuits and
cuits
and applications"
applications " by
by M.
M. D.
D.
Cooper at 7.15 at the
the Wolverhampton
Wolverhampton
and Staffordshire Technical College,
College,
Wulfruna Street.
LATE-SEPTEMBER MEETING
27th.
27th. R.S.G.B.—"Trends
R.S.G.B.-" Trends in
in aerial
aerial
design
amateur " by
by S.
S. KharKhardesign for
for the
the amateur"
banda, G2PU, (Labgear)
banda,
(Labgear) at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at the
the
I.E.E,,
I.E.E., Savoy Place, London,
London, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
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THE MICROPHONE
THE
MICROPHONE ILLUSTRATED
ILLUSTRATED
dynamk micromicrois our new type G7850, aa dynamic
phone of outstanding contemporary design.
design.
phone
It ists finished
It
finished in
m bronze
bronze black,
black, carries
carries aa ringnnglockmg plug connector and
and isis suitable
suitable for
for
locking
hand and stand use. Owing
Owmg to
to its
its excepexceptional top
cop response characteristic,
characteristic, itit gives
gives
particularly
particularly good
good reproduction
reproduction of
of speech
speech
and this,
and
thts, · allied to
to its
its distinguished
distmguished looks,
looks,
will
welcome and
and handsome
handsome
wdl make itit a welcome
of Sound
Sound ReproducReproducaddition to our range of
ing Equipment. {Dimensions:
ing
(Dimensions: Head
Head diam.
diam.
1l^in.;
~in.; Overall
OveraLl length S^in.)
Biin.)
Price:
Price:

gns.
15 gllS.

Please write for full details of
of
our complete range of
our
of" Sound
Reproducing Equipment.

a product of
TRIX ELECTRICAL COMPANY LTD.
LTD.
IRIX
1-5 Maple Place, Tottenham Court
Court Road,
Road,
London W.
W.11
Tel:
Tel: MUSeum
MUSeum 5817
5811 Gram::
Gram:: Trixadio
Trixadio Wosdo
Wesdo London
London
P277
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R NDOM RADIATIONS
By

"DIALLIST"

Good Going
(Croydon,
WITH five transmitters (Croydon,
Moor
Emley Moor
Lichfield, Winter Hill, Emley
the
work, the
at work,
and Black Hill) already at
into
come into
to come
Glamorgan station due to
year,
this year,
of this
end of
action before the end
transmitter
Wight transmitter
the Isle of Wight
next
by next
completion by
scheduled for completion
North
the North
in the
station in
summer and a station
Indethe Inde1958, the
of 1958,
end of
East by the end
can't
Authority can't
pendent Television Authority
grow
grass grow
the grass
be said to have let the
comparatively
the comparatively
in the
under its feet in
exisin exisbeen in
short time that it has been
population
the population
tence. Over 85% of the
serI.T.A. serthe I.T.A.
within the
will then be within
that
plans that
Authority plans
vice areas. The Authority
almost
cover almost
its programmes should cover
the
within the
c9untry within
of. the country
the whole of
wasn't
task wasn't
The task
next three years. The
was
beginning was
an easy one when a beginning
was
nothing was
or nothing
made
made, for little or
verof ·verpropagation of
known
know~ about the propagation
transmistelevision transmistically polarized television
expected
was expected
III and it was
sion in Band HI
snags
reception snags
be reception
that there would be
spots
blind spots
as blind
due to such things as
reflections.
ghost-producing reflections.
and
ghost-producing
have
areas have
service areas
Actually, the service
larger
rather larger
be rather
mostly proved to be
the
of the
Some of
than was expected. Some
that
reception that
good beyond-the-fringe reception
places
many places
from many
has been reported from
pranks
sunspot pranks
is undoubtedly due to sunspot
indefinitely.
last indefinitely.
to last
and is not likely to
all
large, all
and large,
by and
But, taking them by
putting
are putting
stations are
of the Band III stations
up a good show.

Launceston,
in Launceston,
from a reader living in
HesNorth Hesbefore North
in Cornwall, that before
full
on full
action on
sary Tor came into action
receive
to receive
frequently to
power he used frequently
Wenvoe
the f.m. transmissions from Wenvoe
verhis verof his
W rotham by means of
and Wrotham
noraerial, nortelevision aerial,
tical channel-5
channel-S television
Wenvoe.
receiving Wenvoe.
mally used for receiving
before,
remarked before,
Wrotham, as · I've remarked
for
record for
B.B.C. record
seems to hold the B.B.C.
reception.
v.h.f. reception.
long-distance v.h.f.
AA
that
me that
tells me
correspondent tells
kind correspondent
he
Germany he
to Germany
visit to
during a recent visit
receiving
had no difficulty in receiving
set
Grundig set
Wrotham with a 3-valve Grundig
dipole.
using a simple home-made dipole.

Sets
A1ea TV Sets
Fringe Area
firms
many firms
so many
I AM glad to see that so
fringe-area
this year are producing fringe-area
their
to their
counterparts to
TV receivers as counterparts
number
large number
standard sets. A very large
islands
these islands
of these
of the inhabitants of
of
areas of
service areas
the service
live just outside the
transmitters.
both B.B.C. and I.T.A. transmitters.
signal,
weak signal,
Such people receive aa weak
comcommon comand one of their most common
won't
scan won't
line scan
plaints is that the line
of
is, of
reason is,
stay locked. The reason
received
pulses received
sync pulses
the sync
course that the
amsufficient amof sufficient
in such areas aren't of
sync
ordinary sync
the ordinary
plitude to hold the
circuit-oscseparator-differentiating
separator-differentiating circuit-oscfrecorrect freits correct
to its
illator line scan to
fly-wheel
of fly-wheel
quency. Various forms of
these
and these
introduced, and
sync have been introduced,
The
help. The
great help.
very great
can be a very

them
of them
many of
l;lbout many
trouble, though, about
and
valves and
mean extra valves
is that they mean
consideradd considerso add
bits and pieces, and so
sets.
the sets.
of the
cost of
ably to the cost

System
The Synchroguide System
line
the line
keeping the
One method of keeping
right
the right
exactly the
timebase running at exactly
This isis
fancy. This
my fancy.
speed greatly takes my
originwas originwhich was
the synchroguide, which
and isis
U.S.A. and
ally developed in the U.S.A.
considerable
now being used to aa considerable
two
Only two
country. Only
extent in this country.
be
can be
these can
triodes are needed, and these
The
triode. The
in the form of aa double triode.
whose
to whose
valve, to
first is the control valve,
negative-going
cathode are applied negative-going
biased
valve isis biased
sync pulses. This valve
the
of the
tips of
the tips
back so far that only the
Valve
conductive. Valve
pulses make it conductive.
oscillator.
blocking oscillator.
number two is aa blocking
gridits gridof its
pips of
The positive-going pips
the
to the
applied to
voltage waveform are applied
the
When the
valve. When
grid of the control valve.
pips
these pips
correct these
timebase speed isis correct
the
of the
edges of
w~th the leading edges
coincide . with
then
current then
Anode current
sync pulses. Anode
and
amplitude and
its amplitude
flows, and both its
phase
the phase
by the
duration are conditioned by
the
and the
pulse and
sync pulse
relationship of the sync
derived aa
is derived
current is
this current
pip. From this
grid
the grid
to the
applied to
voltage which is applied
Should itit
of the blocking 'oscillator.
oscillator. Should
late
pip isis late
the pip
slowly the
be running too slowly
conthe conof the
cathode of
in arriving at the cathode
for aa
flows for
trol valve; anode current flows
pulse
biasing pulse
the biasing
longer period and the

r--------~-------------------------------------

·-----

---------~

1

Polarization Problems
Problems
Hill's
Black Hill's
AT ·the time of writing Black
playing
been playing
test transmissions have been
Outpolarization. Outup in the matter of polarization.
strong
area aa strong
service area
side the main service
found
is found
horizontally-polarized signal
signal is
I'm
places. I'm
to be coming in some places.
lived
When II lived
not really surprised. When
from
miles from
50 miles
in Hertfordshire some 50
accidentally
Wrotham I found · quite accidentally
very
be very
could be
that its transmissions could
dipole.
vertical dipole.
well received with aa vertical
some
gave some
And, if you remember, II gave
or
month or
account · in these notes aa month
Lanof aa Lanexperiences of
two ago of the experiences
reregularly rewas regularly
cashire reader who was
that itit
found that
and found
ceiving Wrotham and
hoots
two hoots
rna tter two
to matter
didn't seem to
that
dipole that
whether the apology for aa dipole
horizonarranged horizonhe had made was arranged
heard
just heard
I've just
vertically. I've
tally or vertically.
I

lI
I
I

I

I

PUBLICATIONS
"WIRELESS WORLD" PUBLICATIONS

!

ILIFFE
Net
By
l
By
Net
I TECHNICAL
lOOM I
Price
l
Post
Price Post
I ABACS
the
from the
Translated from
Giet. Translated
A. Giet.
NOMOGRAMS: A.
OR NOMOGRAMS:
ABACS OR
l
I
36/35/- 36/French by
... ...
... 35/...
Head ...
W. Head
J. W.
and J.
Phippen and
D. Phippen
H. D.
by H.
French
I
I
Cocking,
T. Cocking,
W. T.
EQUIPMENT. W.
TELEVISION
RECEIVING EQUIPMENT.
TELEVISION RECEIVING
I
I
31/9
30/- 31/9
I
Edition
4th Edition
M.I.E.E. 4th
M.I.E.E.
...
...
...
30/I
I
I
D.I.C.
I
M.Sc., D.I.G.
Jones, M.Sc.,
D. Jones,
D. D.
AMPLIFIERS. D.
A.F. AMPLIFIERS.
TRANSISTOR A.F.
I TRANSISTOR
I
B.Sc. . ..
Hilbourne, B.Sc
A. Hilbourne,
R. A.
and
21/- 21/10
and R.
I
I
M.I.E.E.
Cocking, M.I.E.E.
T. Cocking,
W. T.
MANUAL. W.
WIRELESS
SERVICING MANUAL.
WIRELESS SERVICING
I
..
.
..
.
.
.
.
9th
Edition
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
17/6 18/8
9th Edition
II SECOND
Ray"
"Cathode Ray
THEORY. "Cathode
RADIO THEORY.
ON RADIO
"
THOUGHTS ON
SECOND THOUGHTS
I
26/4
25/- 26/4
of
... ...
...
... •••
•••
••• 25/World
Wireless World
of Wiretess
I
I
B.Sc.,
Scroggie, B.Sc.,
G. Scroggie,
M. G.
HANDBOOK. M.
RADIO
LABORATORY HANDBOOK.
RADIO LABORATORY
I
I
26/9
25/
Edition
6th
M.I.E.E.
6th
Edition
25/26/9
M.I.E.E.
I
I
Applications
and Applications
Principles and
ELECTRONIC
COMPUTERS: Principles
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS:
I
26/25/- 26/I
...
Edited
... ...
... 25/Ivall ...
E. Ivall
T. E.
by T.
Edited by
I
Compiled
1957-58. Compiled
STATIONS 1957-58.
GUIDE
BROADCASTING STATIONS
TO BROADCASTING
GUIDE TO
2/5
2/6 2/5
...
by
...... ...... ...... ...... •••··· •••... 2/6
World ...
I
Wireless World
by Wireless
I
ELECTRONICS.
AND ELECTRONICS.
RADIO AND
FOR RADIO
BASIC
MATHEMATICS FOR
BASIC MATHEMATICS
I
I
enand
Reyised
A.C.G.I.
D.I.C.,
B.Sc.,
Colebrook,
F.
M.
Colebrook,
B.Sc.,
D.I.G.,
A.G.G.I.
Revised
and
enM.
F.
I
. .. 17/6
17/6
18/6
18/6
17/6 18/6
Edttion ...
I
3rd Edition
M.A.(Cantab.). 3rd
Head, M.A.(Gantab.).
larged
W. Head,
J. W.
by J.
larged by
I
I
application
on
available
is
books
of books is available on application
list of
AA complete
complete list
I
I
from
orfrom
booksellers or
leading booksellers
Obtainable from
all leading
from all
Obtainable
I
I
S.E.l
London, S.E.I
Street, London,
Stamford Street,
House, Stamford
ILIFFE
Dorset House,
LTD., Dorset
SONS LTD.,
& SONS
ILIFFE &
I
I

I

i

::~~ :~:0
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I
I
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is lengthened, so speeding
speeding up
up the
the
If the
the speed
speed isis
blocking oscillator. If
resultant biasing
biasing pulse
pulse
too high, the resultant
oscillator slowed
slowed
is shortened and the oscillator
ingenious ideas,
down. Like so many ingenious
ideas,
And itit works
works
it's beautifully simple. And
the TV
TV set
set has
has
well, provided that the
effective a.g.c.

r

t

i

VHFjFM Comes Into
VHFJFM
Into Its
Its
Own
that the
the majority
majority of
of
IT'S good to see that
other than
than battery
battery
sound receivers, other
portables and the less
less expensive
expensive kind
kind
provided this
this year
year
of mains sets, are provided
the receprecepwith a Band II range for the
tion of f.m. transmissions. Only
Only the
the
with high-quality
high-quality
more expensive sets with
audio stages will be
be able
able to
to do
do full
full
excellent quality
quality of
of the
the
justice to the excellent
country-wide
B.B.C.'s now almost country-wide
will confer
confer the
the advanadvansystem; but all will
from almost
almost every
every
tage of freedom from
You get
get aa silent
silent
kind of interference. You
you have
have an
an outoutbackground and, ifif you
complete freedom from
from
door dipole, complete
all sorts of interference.
interference. Some
Some sets
sets
aerial for
for Band
Band
have a built-in ferrite aerial
right, if
if you
you happen
happen to
to
II. That's all right,
live at the top of aa high building
building (as
(as
where there
there isis
I do), or in a place where
interference from
from the
the ignition
ignition
little interference
motor vehicles.
vehicles. But
But ifif you
you
systems of motor
range with
with ·a
try to use the v.h.f. range
a
on the
the ground
ground
built-in ferrite aerial on
floor of a house,
house, or
or near
near aa road
road carrycarrymotor traffic,
traffic,
ing no small volume of motor
you're liable to
to disbelieve
disbelieve the
the "no
"no
interference " claim made
interference"
made for
for the
the
fair chance
chance and
and
service. Give it aa fair
you'll have no complaints
complaints to
to make.
make.

FM and TV
Rawthorpe, near
near
WRITING from Rawthorpe,
reader sends
sends me
me an
an
Huddersfield, aa reader
reception of
interesting account of reception
of
both f.m. from Holme Moss
Moss and
and the
the
a.m·: sound from the
the Emley
Emley Moor
Moor
a.m.
f.m. set.
set. The
The ■
television station on his f.m.
of both
both stations
stations ;
transmitting aerials of
can be seen from windows
windows in
in the
the j
house. By
By detundetunupper part of his house.
Moss Home
Home SerSering from the Holme Moss
Mc/s) towards
towards
vice frequency (93.7 Mc/s)
Third Programme
Programnie
that of the Third
can bring
bring in
in the
.the
(91.5 Mc/s) he can
(196.25 Mc/s).
Mc/s). His
His
I.T.A. sound (196.25
set has a.f.c., which enables
enables him
him to
to
" drag"
drag " the transmission
transmiSSion further
further
away from the Home. Then,
Then, by
by rereducing the h.f. reproduction
reproduction by
by
he can
can cut
cut
means of the tone control, he
noise until
until it's
it's
down the background noise
quite inoffensive. When
When the
the set
set isis
tuned to the Home Service
Service there
there isis
from Emley
Emley Moor.
no interference from
Moor.
Have any other readers had
had similar
similar
experiences?

I'

.ute
.

Froma
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photograph, with
with acknowledgments
acknowledgmentsto
to
photograph,
Leo
Leo Computers
Computers Ltd.,
Ltd., of
of "Leo
"Leo II."
II."

.,

Electronic components

Electronic components

FOR ALL INDUSTRIES
INDUSTRIES

(COMPUTERS}
(COMPUTERS)
Used in every form of
of meclianicomechanicoelectrical accounting and
and computing
computing
equipment —
- and we illustrate
illustrate one
one
famous model —
- BULGIN
B ULGIN Electronic
Electronic
Components are overcoming
overcoming problems
problems
of control, as in all
all the
the Scientific
Scientific and
and
Industrial fields, giving
giving faithful
faithful and
and
reliable service.
service. The
The Bulgin
Bulgin research
research
department and manufacturing
manufacturing units,
units,
with their unique skill
skill and
and experience,
experience,
build good electronic
electronic components
components on
on
which you can depend.
depend.
Over 10,000 different
different components
components are
are
now available.

*

%

-fa
For full
full details
details of
of Bulgin
Bulgin ComComponents send for
for fully
fully illustrated
illustrated
Catalogue No. 197/W.W.
197fW. W. {free
(free to
to trade
trade
letterhead or trade order)
order)
TH& house
HOU 51! op
OF
the

BULGIN
BULGIN
A. F. BULGIN &&CO..
CO., LTD.
BARKING ESSEX.
Tel.
Tel.:: RIPpleway
RIPpleway 5588
5588
MANUFACTURERS OF
OF RADIO
MANUFACTURERS
RADIO AND
AND ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
COMPONENTS
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UNBIASED
Canned Concerts
I HAVE previously pleaded
pleaded in
in these
these
columns for manufacturers
manufacturers to
to give
give
us a wireless set with a built-in
built-in tape
tape
recorder and a time switch
switch so
so that
that
if some programme
programme to
to which
which we
we
wish to listen clashes with
with an
an imimportant ""date
date " we can arrange
arrange for
for itit
to be botded
bottled in our absence.
absence.
There is obviously no technical
technical
difficulty whatever in
in producing
producing
such an instrument, but
but probably
probably
there is a legal snag
snag in
in connection
connection
with recording rights and
and that
that isis
why nothing has been
been done
done about
about itit
so far. I was glad to
to see,
see, however,
however,
that a start was made
made in
in the
the right
right
direction with a tape recorder
recorder at
at the
the
1955 Radio Show with space for
for aa
v.h.f. radio receiver, and
and some
some of
of the
the
German sets that are on the
the market
market
probin this country approach the
the problem in a remarkably sensible
sensible way.
way.
German manufacturers have
have obviwith
a
ously realized that a set
set with a builtbuiltin tape recorder would
would be
be very
very
expensive and one of them
them has
has
therefore produced aa receiver
receiver in
in
which there is provision for
adding
for adding
the tape recorder afterwards, and
and II
understand that others
others are doing
doing the
the
same thing. This particular
particular manumanufacturer also makes a tape
tape recorder
recorder
and he has left a space
space for
for housing
housing
it. You may say that there
there is
is not
not
much to shout about in aa mere
mere space
space
and nor is there until you
you buy
buy aa tape
tape
recorder to fill it up.
up. It
It isis at
at any
any
rate a beginning. Maybe
Maybe in
in next
next
year's model we shall see
see aa space
space left
left
for a time switch.
Another point I like about
about all
all
these "hi-fi" sets from the
the fatherfatherland is that they all have
have aa special
special
outlet socket for coupling up
up aa tape
tape
recorder so that you can feed
feed straight
straight
from the diode into the
the amplifier
amplifier of
of
the recorder, so by-passing
by-passing the
the
set's amplifier with
nonwith its
its ""nonrecordogenic" (horrible
(horrible but
but apt
apt
expression) characteristics.

Telly Nellie
BECAUSE of the intuitive
intmuve flair
flair
women have for diagnosing trouble
trouble
in bawling babies I have
always
have always
held the opinion that they
they would
would
make far better radio service
service technitechnicians than men. II recollect
recollect once
once
spending a convivial evening
evening with
with aa
d0ctor when his wife was
young doctor
was out.
out.
Their sleeping baby upstairs suddensuddenly let out a piercing yell.
yell. We
We both
both
went upstairs to see what
what was
was the
the
matter and although we, metaphorimetaphorically, "turned
"turned- all the knobs"
knobs" we
we
failed to reduce the howling
howling by
by aa
single dB.
Eventually the youthful medico
medico
got out his stethoscope and
and was
was about
about
to carry out a thorough examination
examination
when his wife came home,
home, angrily
angrily
pushed us aside and without
without more
more
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ado diagnosed the trouble
inmhivdy.
intuitively. ^1I don't ^ recollect exactly what the
trouble was but I know
safety pins came into it.'
Some time ago I told
you of a dealer who
employs girls as service
technicians, finding their
intuitive faculties cheaper
and quicker than a·n
oscil!oscope but recently I
came across a far more
remarkable instance o~
the same sort of thing.
I was visiting fr1ends in a
small village which lies
jlJ,st within the fringe area ·
of the London TV
stations. Each house had
a very complex aerial
array and I was told
told that
that
sets have to be kept up to
to
concert pitch in order to
to
get good results. II was
also
was also informed
informed
that consistently good reception
reception in
in
that and neighbouring
villages
neighbouring villages is
is
only made possible by
the
activities
by the activities
fitted
up
a
small
of a girl who has
has fitted up a small
rr*r\1v-*t" Tro«
»-»->^1 „ service
1 station.
motor
van oo
as ar. mobile
service
station.
To obtain her services .itit isis only
only
necessary to telephone her
her HQ
HQ aa
few miles away and if already
out
already out on
on
a job a message is sent
sent to
to her
her in
in the
the
She
van by a mobile radio link.
link. She isis
known throughout the countryside as
as
Telly Nellie and uses the
the slogan
slogan
"Send for Telly Nellie." When
her
When her
van arrives at a customer's
customer's house
house she
she
runs a long cable to plug
plug into
into the
the
mains in the house and removes
the
removes the
set to her mobile test bench
for
firstbench for firstaid work. In the case of
of aa serious
serious
fault she takes it to
to her HQ.
HQ.
I had the good
see
good fortune to
to see her
her
when her van drew up in
in the
the village
village
street and had a chat with
She
with her.
her. She
is not only a competent
competent service
service techtechnician but also an extremely
extremely attracattractive girl and I was not
not surprised
surprised to
to
learn that many of the lads
lads of
of the
the
village were having constant
constant trouble
trouble
with their TV sets. There
There seems
seems to
to
be much scope for this sort
sort of
o.f service
service
in country districts and
and also
also for
for
alternative names
nam<:s such
such as
as Radio
Radio
Rita and Video Vera.

Ernie's Innards
I WAS informed by the P.R.O.
P.R.O. of
of
the Lead Development Association
Association
that Ernie's innards were encased
encased in
in
lead and in reporting - this
this in
in the
the
August issue I said
said II wondered
wondered ifif
this was because he might be
be aa bit
bit
radio-active.
A G.P.O.
G.P.O. engineer
engineer
now writes telling ·me
me that
that Ernie
Ernie isis
not encased in lead but, like
like aa good
good
civil servant, he isis conventional
conventional in
in
his attire. He assures
assures me
me that
that the
the
only lead in him is the normal
normal lead
lead
sheathing of connecting
connecting cables.
cables.
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Competent and
and comely
comely
Competent
Seeing
While
Ynn
^nnlc
nUe 10U
Seeing
While
You '50a/£
Soak
» ^
an
IF any
of you
you are
IF
y of
are thinking
thinking of
of taking
taking
m
my
y "P
tip (Oct.,
(Oct., 1956,
1956, issue)
issue) to
to instal
instal
bathroom
will
at
once
bathroom TV,
TV, you
you will at once be
be
rv\Tifrv>n1v»i-l
U1
confronted xTMtVi
with t-Ka
the problem
of
problem „£
of
steaming up of the screen. However,
However,
there is no need to adopt
a
Spartan
adopt a Spartan
regime of cold baths as all you
you need
need
to do is to instal aa car windscreen
windscreen
wiper to keep the TV screen
screen clear.
dear.
Recently I moved into a new
new house
house
and asked the local electricity authorauthority, if, whilst installing an
an immersion
immersion
heater in the bathroom,
bathroom_, they
they would
would
mount on the skirting board
board an
an outoutlet socket. They were
were adamant
adamant in
in
their refusal.
After much argument,
argument, however,
however,
they agreed to instal
instal aa step-down
step-down
transformer under the floorboards
floorboards to
to
provide a six-volt feed to
to aa skirting
skirting
board socket for my electric shaver
shaver
which has an optional six-volt
six-volt input.
input.
Technically speaking there
there ought
ought
to be no difficulty about operating
operating aa
television set from aa six-volt
six-volt a.c.
a.c.
supply provided that
that I can
can find
find aa
TV set manufacturer enterprising
enterprising
enough to fit to his product
product aa power
power
transformer with a six-volt
six-volt input
input
winding. Maybe a set
with
set with this
this
special power-input arrangement
arrangement
exists already.
Another great advantage of tny
my sixsixvolt idea is, of course,
course, that
that you
you can
can
shave in ·comfort
comfort and
and cleanliness
cleanliness as
as
one of the greatest objections
objections to
to cercertain electric shavers isis that
that they
they act
act
like a mowing _machine without
without aa
grass box and tend to
to bespatter
bespatter your
your
chest with facial fungus. For
For those
those
of you who only want to shave in
in the
the
bath and not to enjoy
enjoy TV
TV II would
would
point out .that
that all you need
need isis an
an ininexpensive bell-ringing transformer
transformer as
as
its voltage output isis just
just right,
right~
although quite inadequate,
inadequate, of
of course,
course,
for a TV set.
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